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ABSTRACT 
The present day digital computing resources are overburdened by the 
amount of calculation necessary for power system dynamic simulation. Although 
the hardware has improved significantly, the expansion of the interconnected 
systems, and the requirement for more detailed models with frequent solutions 
have increased the need for simulating these systems in real time. To achieve 
this, more effort has been devoted to developing and improving the application 
of numerical methods and comput~tional techniques such as sparsity-directed 
approaches and network decomposition to power system dynamic studies. 
This project is a modest contribution towards solving this problem. It 
consists of applying a very efficient sparsity technique to the power system 
dynamic simulator under a wide range of events. 
The method used was first developed by Zollenkopf 117 Following the 
structure of the linear equations related to power system dynamic simulator 
models, the original algorithm which was conceived for scalar calculation has 
been modified to use sets of 2 * 2 sub-matrices for both the dynamic and 
algebraic equations. 
The realisation of real-time simulators also requrres the simplification 
of the power system models and the adoption of a few assumptions such 
as neglecting short time constants. Most of the network components are 
simulated. The generating units include synchronous generators and their local 
controllers, and the simulated network is composed of transmission lines and 
transformers with tap-changing and phase-shifting, non-linear static loads, shunt 
compensators and simplified protection. The simulator is capable of handling 
some of the severe events which occur in power systems such as islanding, 
island re-synchronisation and generator start-up and shut-down. 
To avoid the stiffness problem and ensure the numerical stability of the 
system at long time steps at a reasonable accuracy, the implicit trapezoidal rule 
is used for discretising the dynamic equations. The algebraisation of differential 
equations requires an iterative process. Also the non-linear network models are 
generally better solved by the Newton-Raphson iterative method which has an 
efficient quadratic rate of convergence. This has favoured the adoption of the 
simultaneous technique over the classical partitioned method. In this case the 
algebraised differential equations and the non-linear static equations are solved 
as one set of algebraic equations. 
Another way of speeding-up centralised simulators is the adoption of 
distributed techniques. In this case the simulated networks are subdivided 
into areas which are computed by a multi-task machine (Perkin Elmer PE 
3230). A coordinating subprogram is necessary to synchronise and control the 
computation of the different areas, and perform the overall solution of the 
system. 
In addition to this decomposed algorithm the developed· technique is also 
implemented in the parallel simulator running on the Array Processor FPS 5205 
attached to a Perkin Elmer PE 3230 minicomputer, and a centralised version 
run on the host computer. Testing these simulators on three networks under 
a range of events would allow for the assessment of the algorithm and the 
selection of the best candidate hardware structure to be used as a dedicated 
machine to support the dynamic simulator. 
The results obtained from this dynamic simulator are very impressive. 
Great speed-up is realised, stable solutions under very severe events are obtained 
showing the robustness of the system, and accurate long-term results are 
obtained. Therefore, the present simulator provides a realistic test bed to the 
Energy Management System. It can also be used for other purposes such as 
operator training. 
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CHAPTER]. 
TIN'I'RO D U C'I'TI ON 
1.1 POWER SYSTEM DEVJEJLOJPMENT 
The discovery of electromagnetic induction in the early 1800s gave birth 
to the electricity industry which has grown to occupy a key place in the social 
and economical life of developed nations. 
The first station to generate public de electricity of 30 KW for lighting 
started functioning in 1882. Right from its beginning, the electricity industry 
faced the problem of load/generation imbalance. By 1890 Tesla invented the 
polyphase ac motors and conceived a polyphase power system. The alternating 
system was then adopted as a standard because of its advantages over the 
de system. Electrical power started being used for other purposes with the 
invention of the motor. More current was needed to meet this demand which 
posed the problem of unacceptable voltage drops. The solution to this problem 
was either to use short transmission lines or transport the electrical energy at 
a higher voltage. This gave rise to transformers and the further expansion 
of electrical systems. The necessity for standardising the frequency became 
apparent. Europe standardised its frequency on 50 Hz and United States on 
60Hz. 
The increasing demand over the years obliged the utilities to transmit 
the power at higher voltages. With the variety of voltage levels the utilities 
standardised on certain voltage norms for each stage of the power systems 
hierarchy. These norms may vary from country to another. The voltage at 
the generation level varies from 480 V to 25 KV but only a few voltages 
within this range are normal values. To minimise the voltage drops electrical 
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energy is transported at voltages ranging from 115 KV up to 765 KV with line 
capacities ranging from 100 MVA to- more than 4000 MVA. Subtransmission 
lines, which are shorter than the transmission lines, serve as an intermediary 
between transmission and distribution. Some bulk loads such as large industrial 
factories are often supplied at this voltage level. The network voltages continue 
stepping down to the consumer's voltage level (240 V in UK). 
The high cost of generation facilities encourages inter-area and intercon-
tinental connections. As power and interconnection levels increase, the role of 
stability as an operating factor increases. It frequently becomes necessary to 
solve larger systems, with increased detail of modelling, over longer response 
times. The occurrence of drastic disturbances such as the USA 1965 black-
out also encouraged the utilities to modernise their energy control centres by 
using powerful computers to gather more power system information, sophisti-
cated algorithms to achieve real-time calculations and to undertake new research 
projects. 
11..2 HARDWARE AND §OJF'I'WARE JFOR §!MUJLA'I'ION 
During the past two decades advances on power system studies have 
been made on three fronts: software improvements, new analytical tools, and 
applications of new computer hardware 2 • Development of one of these areas 
only may not be very adequate because these three problems are inter-linked. 
Sophisticated software may not perform well on poor hardware and vice-versa. 
In recent years development of the hardware technology has significantly 
reduced computer prices. This has favoured the development of special-purpose 
machines which are either fully dedicated to one single problem or a class of 
problems. The first category includes the multi-microprocessors which are used 
for one particular application. The second includes Vector or Array Processors 
which are very efficient in solving matrix and long vector operations. Therefore, 
these machines are not fully dedicated to one specific area such as power systems, 
but can be applied in· any domain which exhibits the characteristics required 
for the efficient use of Array Processors. The availability of such powerful 
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computation favoured the development of fast numerical methods which can 
exploit the advantages offered by both the hardware and the problem to be 
solved. 
At the same time the complexity of interconnected power systems has 
increased with the expansion of power systems and the utilities expectations of 
efficient real-time control systems. The aim of realising a real-time comprehen-
sive integrated power controller, including all the necessary details related to 
all aspects of a large power system, is far beyond the capabilities of today's 
computers and algorithms. At present many assumptions are accepted for the 
sake of getting approximate results, which are realistic enough to ensure reliable 
and secure power supply. 
This has motivated research to break down the control problem into 
individual topics such as economic dispatch, security assessment, and so on. 
Specialising on one of these areas would surely help in developing special 
techniques which would suit the characteristics of the different problems. The 
new algorithms are first investigated and developed off-line and then need to 
be tested on-line. Testing such algorithms on real power systems is infeasible. 
This has produced a necessity for the simulation of power systems over a long 
period. 
Jl..2.Jl. Definition of simulation 
Mathematically, two things are considered as similar if they can be 
mapped together in such away to preserve only certain relations (not necessarily 
all). 
Man's progress in science and technology is actually related to his success 
in the use of analogy and simulation by observing the natural world around him. 
For instance, a plane is a simulation of a bird, a submarine is a mechanical 
copy of a fish, a computer is a simulation of human intellect. 
The simulation of a system, a phenomena, or an object is achieved 
through an approximate model. This model can be either physical i.e. a 
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miniature of the object of simulation 100 , or mathematical. The mathematical 
model represents the object of simulation and its functions analytically using 
sets of equations and data which can be manipulated by classical methods using 
calculators, or computers 96 • Today, with the wide spread of computers, digital 
techniques are becoming the main tool of simulation. Using mathematical 
models, highly complicated systems coupled together can be condensed and 
simulated realistically over a wide range of conditions. 
]..Ll .Ll Development of the hardware 
A survey on the different generations of computers has been presented 
by Hockney and Jesshope in reference 58, and Hwang in reference 61. 
The first commercially produced computer UNIVACl appeared m 1951. 
Since then the technological development of the hardware components together 
with the exploitation of parallelism at all levels of the computer architecture 
resulted in powerful computers. Comparing the number of instructions per sec-
ond of the EDSACl (1950) and Cray 1 (1975) a total performance improvement 
of 106 , of which only about a factor of 160 can be attributed to improvements 
in technology, has been achieved over the time of about 25 years 58 
Babbage has pioneered many of the basic ideas of computing in his work 
on the difference and analytical engines over a 100 years ago 58 • The idea of 
improving the performance of a machine by using parallelism had occurred to 
him when he invented the analytical engine. 
Early computers (EDSAC, UNIVAC!) performed an arithmetic operation 
on two 32 bit numbers bit by bit (bit serial). To reduce the time taken to 
perform such operations from 32 machine cycles to one cycle this calculation 
was performed in parallel (bit parallel). This necessitated the possibility of 
reading all the bits of a word in parallel. Such computers are described as 
word-serial bit-parallel processors. The first commercial computer with parallel 
arithmetic was the IBM 701. The IBM 704 was the first machine to use 
hardware floating-point arithmetic units (1955). 
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The IO was a problem for the machines of that time. Data :reading and 
writing had to pass through a register in the arithmetic unit thus preventing 
the machine from performing useful calculations at the same time. This was 
alleviated by using a separate computer to transfer data to or from the slow 
peripherals (card readers, magnetic tapes, line printers) and the main memory 
of the computer. This can be considered as an early multiprocessing. 
ATLAS (1961) was the first machine to use a complex multiprogramming 
operating system. This system has also made early use of dividing the memory 
into independent banks which can be accessed simultaneously in one cycle 
(parallelism in memory). This has made possible the use of pipe lining by 
overlapping the following steps: instruction fetching, addressing, operand fetching 
and arithmetic operation. 
In order to efficiently exploit pipelining and parallel features such as 
multiple arithmetic units, registers and memories it was necessary to look 
ahead in the instruction stream and determine the instructions which can be 
performed in parallel without affecting the logic of the program. This enabled 
the potential parallel instructions to be carried out in an optimal way. 
The slow memory access has initiated the implementation of cache memory 
as an intermediary storage between the main memory and the arithmetic 
registers. The machine which has used this facility together with the use of 
two separate pipelined arithmetic units (a floating-point unit and an integer 
addressing unit) and a pipelining instruction processing was the IBM 360/95 
which appeared on the market in 1971. 
The first commercially successful special-purpose pipelined vector proces-
sor was Cray 1. This computer has achieved measured rates of 130 Mflops on 
suitable problems such as matrix multiplication. 
A relatively inexpensive range of special-purpose computers which involved 
parallelism arose in 1973. These machines use multiple processing units which 
process arrays of data and are referred to as Array Processors. This name 
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does not imply that these computers include arrays of processors but it is 
derived from their function. Among these machines are those of Floating-
Point Systems (FPS) which include multiple processing units interconnected 
by a number of data buses. These machines are attached to host computers 
which can be minicomputers or main-frames and perform 38 bit floating-point 
arithmetic calculation in separate pipelined multiplication and addition units, 
and ].6 bit counting and address calculation in an independent integer arithmetic 
unit. Three memories for data, tables, and program, and two pads of registers 
are provided with multiple paths between each memory and each arithmetic 
unit. These machines are highly cost effective and may enable calculations 
which are prohibitively expensive to become feasible at reasonable pnces. 
Prior to the early 1960's, nearly all power system analysis was performed 
on network analysers, which were special-purpose analog computers designed 
to perform static network solutions of bulk power systems 2 • These analysers 
became inefficient when power systems started expanding rapidly. The invention 
of digital computers and their availability provided an ideal solution to the power 
system analysis problem. 
The computers of the late 1950's and early 1960's are probably best 
characterised by the IBM 704. These machines were widely used by the larger 
utilities for engineering computation, despite the slow computation time for 
large problems such as transient stability. Still these digital methods gained 
wide acceptance and ushered in a new age in engineering computation 2 
Since then both the computer capability and the complexity of power 
systems have spectacularly expanded. During the mid 1970's the power systems 
in the USA expanded by a factor of four whereas the computers capability 
expanded by a factor of five 2 • Researchers expected these computers to solve 
this size of networks without difficulty. However, all the signs were to the 
contrary. This clearly shows that the relationship between the network size and 
the computer power is not linear. More emphasis has subsequently been placed 
on the development of both hardware and software (including algorithms) as 
complementary tools. 
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Software costs are rising while hardware continues to go down in pnce. 
This favours the development of spe-cial fast hardware to solve a particular 
problem. The algorithms and the hardware structure should be carefully 
matched otherwise no great benefit from special-purpose computers can be 
gained 2 • At the same time one should consider the rapid change of both 
numerical methods and the electronic devices. Therefore, before starting any of 
these projects care should be taken in investigating the possibility of expanding 
the machines to be developed and replacing the algorithms, if necessary, without 
sacrificing the performance of the hardware. 
The Array Processors are relatively inexpensive, thus efficient algorithms, 
operating on cheap hardware, can produce a cost/performance that is very 
attractive. Therefore, these machines can be considered as the first competitors 
with the special-purpose multi-microprocessors; especially, if the flexibility of 
the Array Processors and their potential use in many areas are taken into 
consideration. 
1.:21.3 Development of the software 
As a counterpart to the development of special-purpose hardware, the 
development of special-purpose software languages has received the attention of 
researchers. To take advantage of the rapid changes in computing resources 
and their architecture, special-purpose simulation languages such as the one 
developed at the University of Durham by Sterling et al.105 are widely used. 
This is capable of running on a wide range of machines and can support a 
variety of solution algorithms necessary for diverse power system problems. At 
present the language supports IBM PC's and MOTOROLA 68020 transputers 
and can generate code in languages such as FORTRAN and C 105 This 
approach uses special techniques to evaluate various mathematical functions 
such as derivatives, integrations, matrix manipulation etc. Keyhani 75 has also 
used a similar simulation language. This has enabled the author to develop a 
very flexible simulator which can serve many purposes such as teaching, and 
support various models and computational techniques. 
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Most power system simulations require the inversion of very large sparse 
matrices. Using general-purpose sparsity techniques at each iteration can be 
very expensive. In order to solve this problem efficiently, without sacrificing 
the accuracy and the stability of the system, intensive research has concen-
trated on investigating algorithms which can provide fast and reliable solutions 
1,23 ,37,6G,B2,111,1l3 ,l17 Commercial packages have been developed and put at 
the disposition of the user. 
J1..3 lU'JrJ[JLJ[§A'JrJION OF SJIMUJLA.TORS 
Theoretically any physical object or phenomena can be simulated. How-
ever it is not always possible to provide the necessary data. Analytical simulators 
can be applied in many areas such as medicine, defence, etc. Each of these 
areas is in itself very wide. 
Power system simulators came into existence with the expansion of power 
systems and the desire for developing adequate Energy Management Systems 
(EMS) to be used in control centres to monitor system operation under normal 
and emergency conditions. To satisfy such requirements simulators must be 
able to analyse the stability of a system and its ability to sustain a disturbance 
such as the loss of a line or a generator and yet provide the required energy 
at a low cost. 
Power system modelling reflects the influence of the different components 
of the power system on stability at different stages of the response. The 
ultimate aim of any research in this field is the representation of all these 
components in great detail leading to an ideal simulator. However, because 
of the complexity of power systems and the phenomena which occur in them 
it became convenient to recognise three distinct areas or modes of disturbance 
called short-, mid-, and long-term, covering post disturbance times of up to 
10 seconds, 5 minutes, and 20 minutes, respectively. The typical time steps 
of interest are 0.1 to 0.2 seconds for short-term and 1 second or longer for 
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mid- and long-term studies. Another classification which denotes the short-
term problem "transient stability", while anything longer is termed "dynamic 
stability", is now also being used. 
The simulation of electrical power systems can also be used for other 
purposes such as planning and design. 
Jl.3.Jl "JL'ransient stabHity studies 
Transient stability studies emphasise the rapidly responding components 
of electrical power systems. 
Real-time instability detection for a general power system is rather an 
unsolved problem at present. And yet what is really needed is faster than 
real-time determination of instability, which is even more difficult 87 This 
would allow for the detection of the problem in advance so that preventive 
measures can be taken to prevent the propagation of the disturbance. 
Transient stability is characterised by angular swings between synchronous 
machines resulting from temporary imbalances such as short circuits. Therefore, 
it can be said that the generator models are the nucleus of the short-term 
simulation 
1.3.~ Dynamic simulation 
For many years transient stability simulations over a period of approx-
imately one second were the norm. Then many system analysts realised the 
necessity to examine longer term phenomena 2 to analyse the cascading effect 
and develop a better understanding of the factors which contribute to this 
problem, although the unpredictability of these consequential events is a seri-
ous problem. Cascading can be defined as a sequence of failures and outages 
of important power system elements such as generating units and customer 
loads caused by a severe initial disturbance which has not been damped. This 
analysis necessitates the consideration of slower components which have a more 
pronounced effect over longer periods. 
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The dynamic simulation models are more concerned with representing 
the slow oscillatory system power balance (mid~ and long-term components), 
assuming that the rapid electrical transients have damped out. Thus dynamic 
simulations are widely used to analyse system behaviour caused by active 
power imbalance and the subsequent frequency excursions. The simulation of 
voltage regulators and controllers such as AVRs, transformer tap-changing, and 
compensators allows also the use of dynamic simulations in VAr problems and 
the resulting voltage transients such as voltage collapse. 
When systems are assumed to include slow transients and steady state 
only, this problem can be solved at the expense of some accuracy, and more 
than real-time speed-up can be achieved provided efficient hardware and skilful 
software are available. This inaccuracy has two sources: the simplified system 
models and the associated data, and the solution methods. Nevertheless, it 
should be noted that the results obtained from such studies should be acceptable 
and realistic. With the development of fast algorithms and better computational 
resources it is hoped that more details (fast models) can be included in these 
simulators. This perspective has been reported in references 108, and 44. 
1.3.3 Planning and design 
Simulators can be applied efficiently in planning and design. The use 
of approximate simulators for planning is accepted by most utilities, because 
developing detailed simulators, which require small time steps and long run 
periods, necessitates enormous computer cost. Therefore, a long-term simulator 
would easily serve this purpose. Whereas plant design usually requires a 
thorough modelling of the equipment under consideration. Therefore, great 
detail and very accurate data are needed. This may necessitate the simulation 
of the element under consideration only. 
Planning includes the extension of existing systems to meet the increasing 
load, improvement of existing plants and so on. This can be either physically-
oriented e.g. introducing new plants and considering emerging concerns such as 
emission control, or related to the development of power systems control. In 
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this case new disciplines may be required to improve the performance of control 
centres. The use of simulators for EMS is the subject of the next subsection. 
If the predicting tasks such as unit commitment and load prediction can 
be considered as a planning aspect of power systems operation, this area can 
be subdivided into three categories: 
(1) The long-term class which includes the development of the actual power 
system either by modifying the existing plants or by constructing new 
ones. This has a time scale of 6 months to 10 years 102 or perhaps 
longer. 
(2) The mid-term planning includes system maintenance which can last from 
one week to a few months. 
(3) The short-term category includes plant ordering, load prediction etc. This 
period varies from a few minutes to a few hours. 
The role of the simulator in this case is to provide a test bed for these 
developments and predictions so that a choice can be made from the available 
alternatives. 
Design is mainly concerned with the development of new equipment to 
ensure a better performance of the power system. 
1.3.4 Energy Management Systems 
The occurrence of dramatic blackouts is rare. However, because of their 
drastic economical and social consequences, the utilities and energy companies 
are concentrating a lot of effort and investment to prevent such events. Owing 
to the increased demand for more sophisticated real-time automatic control in 
normal, emergency and restorative states, and to the necessity of improving 
the handling of traditional concerns such as economic dispatch, and security 
assessment, a further growth in complexity of power system analysis and control 
has occurred. Better algorithms and more powerful computers are needed to 
meet these requirements. The direct on-line application of the EMS packages is 
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not advisable. The simulator provides a realistic means for testing the efficiency 
of such new algorithms before applying them to real power systems. 
]..3.5i Ope:rrato:rr training and teaching 
With the improvement in the reliability of power systems it is becoming 
more and more difficult to gain operating skills and expertise. This is because of 
the rarity of severe incidents. The severity of the blackouts made the utilities 
realise the need for improved operator training. The most efficient way of 
training operators is the creation of artificial operational environments by using 
simulators. This provides the trainees with the necessary training opportunities 
ranging from small disturbances to major events such as islanding, loss of 
generation and load, blackouts etc. This alternative is realistic since the use 
of actual power systems to create such operating problems is not desirable31 . 
It is also more economical than the creation of actual physical breakdowns on 
miniature systems, because the occurrence of these incidents often results in 
material damage. The main advantages of training simulators over other means 
of instruction are: 
(1) The capability of accelerating and expanding the experience of the oper-
ator in a short span of time. 
(2) Presenting the operator with different responses to various contingencies 
by using scenarios of events. 
(3) The ability to analyse the system response with the help of the instructor. 
Therefore, the results of the simulator should be realistic otherwise the 
trainee may learn incorrect procedures. 
(4) Provides trainees with the opportunity of training on their own systems 
otherwise they may not be able to operate their real systems efficiently. 
For these reasons most of the utilities have developed training simulators 
to help the trainee develop his operational decision making expertise. 
The training simulator consists of three fundamental parts: 
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(1) A power system simulator representing the physical network and the 
other operational personnel who interacts with the operator. 
(2) The control system which includes security analysis, load frequency control 
etc. 
(3) The interaction between these two schemes by simulating the gathering 
of the data, its processing and transfer from the network to the control 
centre and the man-machine interface. 
The use of simulators for teaching and training purposes necessitates 
advanced interactive graphical displays. For training purposes the man-machine 
interface should be an exact replica of that in the control centre 31 since this 
is the operator's real environment. 
The simulator should be a faithful representation of real life systems to 
provide the trainee with a realistic environment. Some assumptions can be 
included in the power system modelling as long as enough information would 
be provided. Therefore, since training simulators are meant to teach operation 
skills of system restoration after disturbances in a minimum time, preventive 
steps if an abnormal state is detected, and emergency operation, most training 
simulators are not as detailed as those developed for transient and dynamic 
stability studies. Longer sampling intervals varying from 1 to 10 seconds (typical 
values of 3 or 5 seconds are usually used) are used for training simulators. Two 
distinct time steps can be used 69•109 • A large time step for the discretisation 
of the slow dynamics and a shorter time step for the faster_ models (approximate 
transient stability) can be applied. However, if the computer resources available 
allow for more detail, shorter time steps and less simplification of the power 
system can be considered. 
The authors of reference 97 were able to produce a real-time training 
simulator using a single time step of 0.1 second. The machine used for this 
study was a Vector Processor. The model used included simplified dynamics 
of turbine, governor, exciter and generator electrical and mechanical equations. 
The transmission network models included transmission lines, transformers, and 
so on. Automatic controls and switching equipment, were also modelled as well 
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as different types of protection. With this time step more realistic training can 
be achieved since more accurate results can be obtained. 
The simulator developed by Lo et al. 79 for teaching purposes offers the 
student the opportunity to control and alter the simulated system and assess 
the consequences of these alterations. Among the interventions allowed are, 
change of the load and generation, voltage level control, optimal generation 
scheduling, and contingency and planning studies. 
1.4 RJEVXJEW ON SXMULATJION 
For many years researchers concerned with simulation have concentrated 
their efforts on transient stability studies. Mid-term and long-term simulations 
are relatively recent developments. In 1965 Concordia presented a paper on 
the effect of prime mover speed control on the relatively long-term power swing 
55
• EPRI is one of the pioneers in long-term stability studies using digital and 
hybrid computers 19•27•55•85 and started working on this field since the early 
70's. 
With the growth of digital computers and the availability of analog 
machines, hybrid simulators have emerged. Excellent results have been obtained 
by Ott et al. 85 by using hybrid simulation of the long-term dynamics. However, 
the use of analog computers is not flexible. With the enhancement of digital 
computers these systems have been abandoned because of their complexity. 
The traditional simulation problem was the transient stability, on which 
the vast majority of effort and literature have concentrated. One of the best 
of this rich literature is the review presented by Stott 106 • Many aspects of 
power system modelling such as the discontinuity constraints are presented and 
suggestions are given to overcome these problems. Also a good survey on a few 
numerical methods which are used for solving the differential and the network 
equations is presented together with their merits and implementations. 
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Johnson et al. 72 have used a multi-numerical method approach for 
-
power system dynamic studies. A tuneable factor is used to pass from one 
method to another according to the time constants and time steps. This 
approach adequately overcomes the stiffness problem and greatly reduces the 
errors involved. Therefore, this method is efficient for transient stability studies 
because of its accuracy which is crucial for the simulation of this power system 
operating mode. The drawback of this technique is the instability which can 
be caused by the explicit Euler method. 
Taoka et al. 110 developed an efficient transient stability simulator. 
This simulator was applied to an Array Processor AP-120B hosted by a DEC 
VAX-11/780 computer. The authors of this paper reported that they had faced 
the problem of memory limitations. The limitations of the memory space for 
large networks may be attributed to the fact that the algorithm used require 
full matrix operations. In an attempt to overcome this deficiency, to a certain 
extent, the authors of this paper used a partitioned method in which a special 
technique is used to transform the nodal admittance matrix of the network. 
A performance of about 5 times faster than the single processor simulator 
running on the host only was obtained. Real-time simulation was achieved for 
small networks with a time step of 10 milliseconds for solving the differential 
equations by the modified Euler method. The 103 bus and 60 generator network 
execution time was 3 times slower than real-time. 
Long-term simulation started gaining popularity when the importance of 
longer term phenomena had became apparent because primary disturbances are 
sometimes not damped out during the transient period. These can result in 
devastating problems such as islanding, loss of generation or loads, and the 
blackout of an area or even of the whole system. 
Reference 27 proposed long-term stability analysis to determine some 
corrective steps which can be used at the system design stage to avoid the 
cascading problem in the case of severe power system disturbances. Among 
these suggestions: 
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(1) Inhibiting the load voltage regulators at the distribution substations when 
the frequency and the voltage are low. 
(2) Modifying the characteristics of boiler controllers to widen the range of 
frequency to which they will respond. 
(3) Increase the range of frequency over which power plant auxiliaries will 
operate at full capacity. 
The first measure showed that less load shedding is required although the 
load voltage is no longer regulated to attain constant load voltage. The two 
last suggestions had a detrimental effect, since they had rather accelerated the 
load shedding instead of establishing the load/generation balance at minimum 
cost. 
In 1975 Davidson et al. 19 presented a survey of maJor disturbances 
and the factors which lead to the propagation of the problem over parts of the 
network or over the whole power system. The authors identified that most of 
the problems occur during week days between 7 am and 4 pm. The major 
initial causes of these events were natural conditions such as strong wind, storms 
etc. 80 % of these disturbances occurred initially in the transmission system 
because this was the most widespread part of the system and was thus more 
exposed to potential problems. However, disturbances caused by human factors 
and equipment failure were often the most devastating. Although most of the 
initiating events were moderately severe, because of the existence of worsening 
factors such as a malfunctioning equipment, most of these events resulted in 
both islanding and load shedding and the recovery of the system lasted hours. 
Therefore, this reference can be used for establishing realistic scenarios to test 
the simulators which are developed. 
The work of Hemmaplardh et al. 55 describes a revision of the previous 
EPRI long-term simulator. Slow variables such as boiler models are presented 
and the numerical methods used are mentioned. The partitioned method is 
applied to solve the differential equations and the power flow models separately. 
The differential equations are algebraised by using the implicit trapezoidal rule. 
The dynamic state variable mismatch is evaluated by the Newton-Raphson 
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algorithm. The load-flow is solved using the decoupled method with accelerating 
factors. 
Only a few physical simulators are available in the world. These are 
not widely adopted and most of them are not in use at present 100 This 
is due in part to the space required (only a few dozen busbars can be built) 
and the difficulty in designing accurate scale models. Also these simulators 
are not as flexible as the numerical simulators. To allow for the simulation 
of larger systems, the physical simulators are assisted by computers. In this 
case some of the components are represented by mathematical models and 
others are represented physically. The Energy Systems Research Centre at the 
University of Texas 100 built a three phase scale model which includes Energy 
Management System control in order to allow the operator to perceive the 
physical concepts of what is represented by only a mathematical model in the 
numerical simulators. This simulator is capable of performing stability studies, 
operator training, teaching etc. as well as component research. As far as 
teaching and operator training is concerned, this simulator may be considered 
as a means of giving the trainee the opportunity for real life experience with 
blackouts and other disturbances. However, the proposed system is too small 
( 4 nodes). In a discussion on this reference it has been pointed out that such 
a system may not be very efficient for control system research such as state 
estimation, security analysis etc. It has also been described as an expensive 
and inflexible system. 
This physical simulator includes simulated nuclear, fossil and hydro plants. 
These plants together with their turbines are represented by de motors controlled 
by a microprocessor. Actual loads such as induction motors and passive loads 
are included. The system also includes tap-changing transformers which are 
initiated by the SCADA. 
Keyhani 75 developed a very flexible multipurpose simulator usmg the 
Speakeasy simulation language, to be employed as a research tool for simulation 
studies. This simulator is also a valuable tool for teaching. It includes modules 
dealing with many problems such as decoupled load-flow, transient stability 
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with different models and so on. The flexibility of this system allows the user 
to interact with the simulator and modify or add new power system models, 
according to the requirements of the problem to be solved, in the form of 
commands. These commands are executed immediately and do not require any 
programming effort. 
An impressive simulator combining long-term stability analysis with tran-
sient stability has been developed by Stubbe et al. 108 This is achieved 
by dynamically varying the time step following the required accuracy. The 
method used for this purpose is the implicit multi-step multi-order backward 
differentiation Gear technique 46 • A range of 400 time steps varying from 0.0001 
seconds to 40 seconds is used. The authors have reported that this simulator 
is capable of restoring the system model from a blackout. In a discussion on 
reference 109 it has been stated that BPA (Bonneville Power Administration) 
has also completed an extensive blackout restoration simulation program. 
Another unified transient/mid-term/long-term simulator has been devel-
oped for EPRI by Frowd et al. 44 • These authors modified the swing equation 
by using a flexible artificial damping factor. According to the conditions of 
the system the damping can be increased to suppress inter-machine oscillations. 
This factor is decreased if the algorithm has to switch over from long-term to 
transient stability to allow for more accuracy if fast swings are detected. The 
time step is also adjusted to speed-up the solution. 
The results obtained from this study are very promising. Compared to 
using the transient stability program as a stand alone package the execution 
time was speeded up by a factor of 75% and the difference in the accuracy 
of the unified system was small. Although this simulator is faster than the 
transient stability program, the timings obtained in tests on a 68 bus network 
were slower than real-time. 
Susumago et al. 109 have succeeded in developing a well equipped 
comprehensive operator training simulator. Details of the power system, the 
control system, and the control centre environment are presented. This simulator 
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uses a transient stability system for scenario building from breaker opemngs 
following a disturbance. Zhang et al. 115 also used the same approach for 
scenario generation. Time steps of 0.25 and 3 seconds are used for solving 
dynamic and load-flow models respectively. 
In general the solution speed obtained in simulation is very dependent on 
the numerical algorithms which have been applied. Many of the mathematical 
methods developed for transient stability systems are also convenient for dynamic 
simulators. For instance, the presentation of the benefits of the implicit 
trapezoidal rule and its stability under a wide range of time steps (solution of 
stiff system without problems) 24•106 in comparison with the explicit methods 
such as Runge-Kutta technique has led to the wide adoption of the former 
approach for both transient and dynamic stability 44•93 • The bottleneck of the 
solution of large systems is matrix inversion. The following paragraphs present 
some of the widely used methods for solving this problem. 
The LU decomposition is a well-known and widely used technique for 
solving- sparse matrices. Many studies have been computed on Array Processors 
(mainly AP-120B) 2 •82•84•113 • A large amount of work has been reported on 
the use of the sparsity-oriented LU decomposition technique for power flow, 
transient stability, and dynamic simulation. 
Woo 113 used the LU Gauss elimination to solve a set of sparse linear 
equations for reservoir simulation. Reordering is carried out only once for each 
network topology and is performed on the host computer. The factorisation 
simulation needs to be run once for each solution. This scheme does not involve 
too much data transfer since the ordered matrix is evaluated and transferred 
only when the network topology changes. 
Dodson 23 used the same method as Woo to solve the set of linear 
equations for load-flow studies (LU triangular decomposition) with a further 
improvement. He exploited the 2 * 2 structure of the non zero elements of 
the Jacobian matrix. The pivoting which is generally required for numerical 
stability has been ignored since it is not necessary. The analysis step (ordering) 
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interchanges rows and columns of the matrix to reduce the number of generated 
fill-ins. 
Rainbolt 94 used the upper triangular sparsity-directed method to simulate 
the transient stability of systems ranging from 49 busbars to 1454 busbars. An 
Array Processor (AP~l20B) was used in parallel with a VAX 11/780 which is 
used as a host computer. The simulator running on the host alone was faster 
than the parallel simulator for small networks. For the 1454 system the parallel 
simulator was only twice as fast as the single processor simulator although 
the performance of the Array Processor alone was high. It can be concluded 
that the limiting factor was mainly the data communication between the two 
machines. 
Alvarado et al. 1 and Enns et al. 37 have recently proposed a method 
which decomposes the inverse of the upper and lower triangular matrices into n 
factor matrices. These are partitioned into a number of sparse matrices. The 
number of partitioned inverse of the upper and lower triangular factor matrices 
is chosen in such a way that the number of fill-ins is optimised, by using a new 
ordering scheme. Another strategy is to minimise the number of partitioned 
inverse matrices by allowing a certain percentage of fill-ins. According to these 
authors this algorithm is superior to the Tinney schemes 111 for applications 
where the main burden is repeated direct solutions with sparse vectors. This 
approach is more oriented towards sparse vector systems, however it can also 
be used for full vectors. It has been developed for parallel processing where 
very large network direct solutions can be obtained by partitioning the inverse 
of [L] and [U] factor matrices. This method is performing poorly for serial 
applications. The Tinney scheme 2 111 is better for solutions with full vectors 
and where the major computational burden is factorisation. 
Some researchers have turned towards hardware development in order 
to provide cheaper simulations. In the last decade a lot of work has been 
done on the use of distributed microprocessors. They offer great potential 
savings in cost because the main hardware is very inexpensive. However, the 
most favoured hardware seems to be Array Processors, which can be hosted 
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by ordinary computers. This 1s mainly due to their efficiency when solving 
numerical problems, especially if these involve large vectors. The superiority 
of Array Processors over other distributed approaches can also be attributed 
to the use of the host computer which can provide further processing power 
and storage. A drawback of decomposed methods is the data transfer and the 
extra computation necessary to coordinate the different processors. There are 
reports of experiments in which the power system stability calculation has been 
speeded up by an impressive twenty times compared to serial approaches 2 
The efficient use of Array Processors requrres the consideration of the 
following suggestions: 
(1) The amount of data to be transferred between the host and the AP 
should be minimised, as well as the frequency of this data communication. 
(2) The idle time of these two machines should be exploited to the maximum 
by performing independent calculations in parallel. 
(3) Integer calculations should be minimised. 
(4) Operations such as FORTRAN IF and GOTO statements should be 
avoided. 
(5) Minimisation of data memory access is necessary. Operations between 
data memory require 3 machine cycles, thus reducing the performance 
of the AP. The calculation should be organised in such a way that a 
large amount of data can be extracted from the memory at each memory 
access. 
Among the multi-microprocessors presently available is the em* designed 
and implemented at Carnegie-Mellon University 45•74 • This multiprocessor is 
used as an investigative tool to further develop this issue and solve various 
problems such as memory mapping, and alternate structures encountered in this 
field. The ultimate aim from developing such hardware is the possibility of 
replacing large conventional uni-procef!sors or reaching a performance as high 
as these machines, although, this aim is apparently questionable 45 because of 
the restrictions on the number of processors which can be used in parallel. 
Also the uni-processor development is not likely to stand still. Single processor 
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computers are already exploiting parallel hardware designs and usmg pipeline 
techniques. Their prices have also decreased significantly over the years. There-
fore, machines such as Array and Vector Processors supported by optimising 
compilers are remarkably cost effective. The gap between multi-microprocessors 
and conventional computers is thus expected to be maintained. 
Durham et al. 28 suggest the use of a flexible set of machines instead of 
using dedicated ones for each sub~problem or group of sub~problems. This would 
allow for the variation of the configuration of the hardware and could handle 
the system efficiently in the case of component failure or maintenance. Software 
would have to be provided to control the allocation of the work among the 
available processors. Theoretically, there is no limit on the number of machines 
to be used in parallel; however, comparing the expected improvements and the 
expense involved, an optimum number of parallel processors can be determined. 
Parallelism can also include conventional networking of ordinary minicom-
puters, distributed microprocessing, special-purpose computers and various forms 
of loosely and tightly coupled multiprocessing. Hatcher et al. 54 presented 
decomposed simulation software for transient stability studies. This algorithm 
has been implemented on minicomputers. The algorithm used by Hatcher et 
al. 54 is based on the same principle as the OCEPS decomposed simulator 
package which has also been applied using a minicomputer 92 
Research on distributed methods is not new and their application to 
power system problems by using parallel computation facilities came as a result 
of the potential decomposition of most of these problems, such as economic 
dispatch, state estimation, load frequency control etc. The theoretical aspect 
of this area has been developed as early as the late 1950's by Kron 51 • Since 
then many books have been published on this field 10•51 and its practicality 
has been proved in many papers 12,14,16,26,28,35,41,45,53,54,80,91,92,107 
There are several ways of approaching the network tearing, including 
sparse diakoptics. Most of these methods concentrate on tearing the network 
or partitioning matrices into smaller parts that can be solved in parallel on 
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:eparate processors. As a consequence of the network tearing methods a new 
Hscipline concerned with the automatic optimal sectioning of the system has 
amerged 67 . Most of the available literature in this field agrees that the solution 
of large sparse networks takes more operations with tearing than without. If 
the absolute computing time can be decreased significantly and the cost of extra 
processing is negligible, this method can be very promising. 
11..5 OBJECTJIVJE§ OF THE RESEARCH 
Developing a robust comprehensive real-time simulator capable of sim-
ulating a large power system requires the use of small time steps. This is 
currently beyond the power of even the largest computers. Fortunately, the 
time scales of interest can usually be separated with a corresponding reduc-
tion in computational burden. This was the major motivation for separating 
power system stability studies into transient and dynamic studies. The present 
simulator is of the second type. 
Adopting this separation strategy can help in speeding-up the simulator, 
but this does not necessarily mean achieving faster than real-time simulation. 
To realise this aim, hardware and software also need careful investigation. 
Powerful computers and sophisticated mathematical algorithms are necessary. 
These two aspects have to be considered together, because if one of them is 
inadequate this would result in a less sophisticated simulator. 
For this purpose an Array Processor (FPS 5205) which is used in 
parallel with a host computer (Perkin Elmer PE 3230) has been dedicated 
to the simulator. The centralised simulator which was previously running on 
a minicomputer (PE 3230), was modified to suit the architecture of the new 
system. The linear sparse matrices were solved by using the Harwell library 
which is based on the LU decomposed technique. Real time simulation of 
the IEEE 30 node test network was realised. However, the characteristics of 
the Array Processor and power system models were not fully exploited. This 
machine is capable of efficiently handling larger networks in real-time. 
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Xt was clear from the results obtained from this simulator 90 that most 
of the execution time was spent in performing the repetitive solution of the set 
of linear equations. Therefore, additional research was needed on the methods 
of solution applied to these equations. 
In order to preserve the accuracy of the results and speed-up the sim-
ulator, more attention was directed towards enhancing the use of sparsity 
techniques. One of the best alternatives to replace the Harwell routine which 
was previously used in the conventional simulator is the bifactorz"sation tech-
nique 90 • Since this method seems to overcome most of the shortcomings of 
the former approach and has shown good results when applied to power flow 
studies 66 it has been adopted here. 
The original prime motivation behind the development of the simulator 
was to create a tool for more efficient investigation of power system research 
projects. Also this simulator is readily applicable to operator training and 
teaching, since these usually require long-term simulation, a powerful man-
machine interface, and a control package, all of which . are available. The 
latest version of the simulator has also been used for planning purposes m a 
collaborative project with the CEGB and has also revealed its efficiency in this 
domain 68 • Analysis of the long-term response characteristics also allows the 
use of this simulator to assess power system characteristics at the design stage. 
The simulator has also shown the potentiality of being used for voltage 
collapse studies since it includes devices which have the task of controlling the 
voltage, such as AVRs, tap-changing and phase-shifting transformers, and shunt 
compensators. A project is under development on this important issue. 
The refinements in the simulation models and implementation of more so-
phisticated sparsity techniques which take advantage of power system properties 
is expected to improve the simulator stability, robustness and execution time. 
With the fulfilment of these aims larger networks can be simulated in real-time 
and the behaviour of these systems under severe disturbances ranging from a 
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few seconds to a few hours can be successfully represented. Thus providing a 
more realistic and efficient test bed for the development of control algorithms. 
In addition to research into improved solution methodologies that exploit 
the sparsity of matrices, the increasing complication of simulation models and 
the need for faster solutions have motivated research into techniques to divide 
problems into smaller subsystems, which can be solved separately in parallel. 
Jl..8 'l'JBIJE§][§ JLAY OUT 
This project is mainly concerned with the algorithmic aspects needed to 
speed-up the simulator so that larger networks can be simulated in real-time. 
The work is presented in seven chapters together with an introductory and a 
concluding chapter. 
The simulator environment and its implementation as an integrated el-
ement of a coordinated control system is presented in chapter 2. The role 
of the different elements constituting the control system and analysis such as 
load frequency control, state estimation, and so on are also represented together 
with the function of the simulator supporting packages such as the loader, exact 
topology determination etc. 
Algorithms associated with power system simulation require the repeated 
solution of large sets of linear equations of the form Ax = b. These algorithms 
are described in chapter 3 together with methods of building the non linear 
equations into this linear form. This chapter presents a review of appropriate 
numerical methods. A few well known iterative and numerical methods are 
presented. Then the justification for choosing the implicit trapezoidal rule for 
the discretisation of the differential equations and their simultaneous solution 
with the network equations using the Newton-Raphson method is given. Also 
an overview of matrix inversion methods is given with the emphasis on the 
Zollenkopf bifactorisation technique and its merits. 
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Chapter 4 includes the mathematical models of all electrical equipment 
and functions which are to be represented. These elements are: 
(1) A simplified representation of the synchronous generator models together 
with their prime movers, boilers, and Automatic Voltage Regulators 
(AVR). 
(2) Voltage and frequency dependent non~linear static loads. 
(3) IT configuration of the transmission lines, and the phase-shifting and 
tap-changing transformers. 
(4) Static compensators including capacitors as well as reactors. 
(5) Simplified under-frequency, over-speed, under-speed and overload protec-
tion. 
(6) Measurement data corruption and telemetry. 
This chapter also presents the application of the general formulas of the 
trapezoidal method developed in chapter 3 to certain equations to illustrate the 
construction of the Jacobian matrix. 
Other activities to be simulated, such as the re-synchronisation of a split 
system, and their relation with the topology variation are also presented in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 5 presents the algorithms and the programmed models of the 
conventional centralised simulator running on the Perkin Elmer minicomputer 
PE 3230 and the parallel simulator applied to the Array Processor. The Harwell 
library using LU decomposition for solving the linear equations is described, 
and the process of building these factor matrices is included. Data and message 
communication between the Array Processor and the host computer is presented. 
Chapter 6 IS a further development of the concepts presented m the 
previous chapter. An original simulator algorithm which is based on a new 
technique for the numerical solution is presented, and some additional power 
system models are included. In this case the linear equations are solved using 
the bifactorisation technique. The Jacobian matrix is built in a new fashion 
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using a new 2 * 2 sub-matrix algorithm. The routines used to order, factorise 
and repeatedly solve this problem are described. Also a comparison is given 
between the new algorithm employed to solve the sparse matrices and the one 
previously used. 
As far as the present author is aware the work currently developed is the 
first which has implemented the bifactor&·sat&'on technique for dynamic simulation. 
This method has been applied to load-flow calculation by El-marsatawy et al. 
35 and Irving et al. 66 • It has been reported, in a discussion of reference 110, 
that Brameller and Rudnick also applied this method to a transient stability 
simulation using an Array Processor. 
Chapter 7 describes the decomposed simulator. The Harwell library is 
replaced by the sparsity-directed bifactorz'sation technique. This simulator has 
been developed to run on a Perkin Elmer PE 3230 minicomputer and is tailored 
to exploit the shared memory and multi-task characteristics of this machine. 
Various tests to highlight the performance of the new algorithm in 
comparison with the old one, both from the point of view of speed and 
robustness, are presented in chapter 8. This is supported by sets of graphs 
representing the most important variables for each of these tests. 
Concluding remarks about the contribution of the present work and 
suggestions for future prospects and trends are presented in chapter 9. 
An appendix, which gives details of the differential equations algebraisa-
tion and the construction of the Jacobian matrix is also included. 
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<CHAPTER~ 
POWER §Y§'JrEM §JIMUJLA'JrJION 
AND OPERAT1IONA1L <CONTROL 
21.]. liNTRODUC'lL'][ON 
Due to technological development the demand for electrical energy has 
grown over the years. To meet this increasing demand power networks had 
also to expand. The consumer has become more demanding, for instance, in 
certain domains of research and industry, a cut in electrical power cannot be 
tolerated even for a few seconds. This has led to the necessity of developing 
more efficient control schemes, to ensure a continuous production of electrical 
energy at a low cost, to improve the security of supply, and to maintain a safe 
and stable operation of the power system under a wide range of normal and 
severe operating conditions. 
Recent years have also seen the rapid development of computers and 
their application in various fields. Computer based power system control IS a 
powerful means for assisting the operator in handling power systems operation. 
Its importance lies in producing fast results so that the behaviour of the 
system can be detected, and helping the operator in decision-making, especially 
in emergency conditions where quick intervention is vital. This necessitates 
efficient and sophisticated software. 
System frequency is maintained by the continuous reduction of the mis-
match between power generation and load consumption taking into consideration 
economical constraints and operating limitations. This imbalance is detected by 
observing the system frequency behaviour. Therefore, eliminating the frequency 
deviation implies restoration of the balance between the load and power supply. 
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The continuously varying demand requires continuous action to control 
the frequency. This can be carried out by a well coordinated system which 
includes governors assisted by load frequency control (LFC) as a short-term 
response, economic dispatch as a mid~term action, and unit commitment in the 
long-term prediction. The generating unit local controllers require varying power 
set points to meet the new consumer demand and bring back the frequency to 
the normal value. Load shedding is considered as a last resort alternative to 
the generation rescheduling if insufficient generation is available. 
The short-term action of the local controllers of the generators and load 
frequency control is effective in the case of small variations of the load. The 
governor is designed for load control whereas the load frequency control is used 
to control the system frequency 1.e. varying the power set points so that the 
frequency would be fixed at 50 Hz. The sharp increase and decrease of the 
load as is the case for the morning and evening peaks, need to be anticipated 
in the longer term by the economic dispatch and unit commitment so that 
prior control signals can be sent to the generating unit. This overcomes the 
limitations on the rate of change of the boiler and generator outputs at a 
minimum cost. 
Generally the governor's action on the inlet turbine valve leads to variation 
in the boiler pressure. Therefore it is necessary to act upon the boiler quantities 
such as the fuel, water etc. to bring the steam pressure back to its normal 
value. However, for fast load changes the steam pressure may be considered as 
constant 102 • Hence the governor is considered as the primary element in the 
frequency control loop. 
The governor's action is fully explained in chapter 4, and the rest of the 
secondary control subsystems are included in the present chapter. Figure (2.1) 
shows typical time scales at which the different power system control functional 
elements are operating. The different interactions between the control system, 
and network and generator local controllers are illustrated in figure (2.2). 
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Besides power system modelling and the selection of the most suitable 
numerical techniques, on-line dynamic simulation requires the consideration of 
such control schemes. This Energy Management Software (EMS) enables the 
simulator to give a realistic image of power systems behaviour. To alleviate 
the complexity of power system control and analysis, this has been subdivided 
into the following functional elements: state estimation, load prediction and 
monitoring, security analysis, and load and generation control. 
The simulator corrupts selected calculated data and sends it to the state 
estimator where it is filtered. The validated data is then communicated to the 
database which can be accessed by load monitoring and load prediction, and 
security analysis. These provide the necessary information for generation and 
load rescheduling, unit commitment and the economic dispatch. The feedback 
to the simulator is provided through load frequency control. 
The major aim in developing the OCEPS (Operational Control of Electri-
cal Power Systems) software at the University of Durham is its implementation 
m actual power systems. Therefore, this software should be stable and robust 
in order to withstand severe events such as islanding, plant outages etc. It 
also should be fast enough to be able to predict the subsequent problems 
following such events so that precautions can be taken to avoid the dramatic 
consequences of these disturbances. To achieve this, adequate computational 
techniques and hardware are required. The present OCEPS functional elements 
are quite efficient and are running in real-time i.e. the computational time is 
equal to or less than the clock time. 
The OCEPS control and analysis system has a structure similar to the 
actual conventional automatic control systems 104 The available hardware 
is allocated to the simulator and the control subsystems according to their 
requirements, to enable the whole system to run in real-time without creating 
any idle time. The standard version of the simulator is running on an Array 
Processor FPS 5205 hosted by a Perkin Elmer minicomputer PE 3230. A VAX 
8600 minicomputer is assigned to the control and analysis package. The SCADA 
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) runs on a GEC 4160 computer and 
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handles the communication between the control package and the simulator. A 
direct serial link between VAX 8600- and the Perkin Elmer is also available 
so that the communication can be carried out without having recourse to the 
SCADA machine. The OCEPS computer network is illustrated in figure (2.3). 
This figure shows also the recently a-dded hardware comprising Sigmex Args 
7000 displays and a VAX 6440 multiprocessor which can be used for parallel 
processing. 
The language used for programmmg these algorithms is FORTRAN 77. 
This has been selected for the following reasons: 
(1) During the early development of OCEPS there was no language available 
or sufficiently well developed to compete with FORTRAN. 
(2) The wide use of FORTRAN all over the world and the availability 
of FORTRAN compilers for most hardware. This is very useful for 
transporting OCEPS easily to different machines. 
(3) FORTRAN is designed mainly for numerical calculations. This 1s the 
major task of the OCEPS project. 
Although more sophisticated and user friendly languages, which are also 
portable and even more efficient in handling numerical calculations than FOR-
TRAN, have now been developed; translating all the OCEPS package into these 
modern languages may be too expensive and time consuming. 
In addition to the above mentioned requirements, both the numerical 
dynamic simulator and the control package require a test network together 
with its physical data, the representation or simulation of the load variation, 
application of disturbances and outages and the updating of the topology of 
the network as shown in figure (2.4). 
2.2 §JIMUJLATION 
The fundamental part of a controlled power system is the physical 
network. This is represented by a comprehensive dynamic model which includes 
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most of the actual elements of a power system. As the network is the main 
part of an electrical power system, -similarly, the simulator is also essential 
for testing the developed Energy Management Software (EMS) without having 
recourse to a real system. 
Power systems integrity, depends primarily on the network control of the 
voltage, frequency, transmission switching etc. and consequently the simulator 
must be able to replicate these features. 
Since the simulator is the first subsystem to be run, it must be designed 
m such a way that it can run independently of the control and analysis 
subsystems as a stand-alone package. The initial set points can be provided 
by local tasks. The frequency set point in this case can be set to 50 Hz, 
and the transformer's tap-changing and phase-shifting initial step position can 
be determined in the control initialisation task. The power set points and the 
plant merit order can be evaluated by the load flow task. Some variables such 
as the generators and transformers voltage set points can be evaluated within 
the simulator. 
2.2.]. Simulator function 
The simulator modelling is fully described in chapter 4. Figure {2.5) 
shows the relationship between the simulator, its supporting tasks and local 
common blocks. 
2.2.2 Simulated network 
Both simulation and control and analysis systems require realistic test 
networks which can be either existing systems or hypothetical built to suit 
research purposes. 
The standard OCEPS test network is based on the standard IEEE 30 
node network 40 • This is shown in figure (2.6). 
This system consists of groups of substations linked via transmission lines 
to make an island and groups of busbars connected by links within a substation 
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to make a node. The configuration of the substations have been modified to 
allow for more complex tests to be c-arried out 7 • The number of generators 
in this test network is 6, and these deliver a total maximum power of 570 
MW. The largest generator has a maximum capacity of 200 MW whereas the 
smallest ones have a capacity of 50 MW. 41 transmission lines, 4 transformers, 
23 loads, and 2 static compensators are included. The physical network data 
such as switch states, plant ratings and parameters etc. are included in a 
common block which can be accessed by the simulator and all its supporting 
subsystems 
Some of the physical data are dynamic. They are altered by the 
consumer load variation, topology changes etc. Others remain static throughout 
the simulation period. 
2.2.3 Exact topology determination 
In order to account for changes in the network resulting from deliberate 
actions and protection tripping, and to update its connectivity, a topology 
determination program IS necessary. To preserve the integrity of the simula-
tor/control system and the validity of the analysed system both subsystems 
have to consider the same altered network. A flag can be used to inform 
the topology task about the state of the network. If a change in any of the 
switches occurs, the topology program should be allowed to access the physical 
data. According to the new switch and circuit breaker states, the energised 
elements should be considered and the disconnected ones should be dismissed. 
To avoid the analysis of an invalid network structure, this function should be 
carried out as soon as any change is detected. 
The topology determination consists of scanning through a list of busbars, 
and allocating them to their corresponding nodes and islands. A node is defined 
as a group of one or more busbars connected through energised links. An island 
is defined as a group of one or more active nodes linked by energised lines or 
transformers. If no generators are available within an island it is considered as 
a dead or passive island. An active node is a node which is not isolated from 
the rest of the network. 
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The control package also requires a topology validation. This is because 
of the possible corruption of switch states during the telemetry process. The 
validation of the network connectivity is therefore necessary before starting any 
task, otherwise the whole study will be erroneous. 
2.~.4 Consll.lmer lioad variatioliTl 
The simulation of the consumer load variation requrres recorded past 
data. The system described in this thesis uses the southwest region of the 
CEGB grid recorded load data. This data has been scaled to suit the test 
network generation capabilities. The processed data is spread over a period of 
about six weeks starting from midnight of the 8th of February 1985. This task 
has been designed in such a way that the initial time can be chosen according 
to the requirements of the test run. For instance, a heavy load can be selected 
to test the behaviour of the system under such conditions. The seasonal daily 
loads show a regular pattern, with a morning and evening peaks as shown in 
figure (2. 7). 
The global load provided is subdivided by the loader algorithm among 
the different loads throughout the simulated system. A fixed percentage is 
assigned to each of them. This is acceptable since each load is simulated as an 
aggregated one, not as individual loads such as industrial load, domestic load 
etc. 
2.2.5 JLoad-flow calculation 
For simulation purposes the load-flow algorithm should run only once 
for initialising certain variables. Load-flow is also used for security analysis. In 
this case Solution efficiency is important since power flow is fundamental for 
contingency evaluation and is performed frequently. 
The load-flow provides the present simulator with quite accurate initial 
voltages and phase angles necessary for the Newton-Raphson solution. It also 
calculates the active and reactive power flow. A simple merit order subroutine 
is included in this supporting package. It evaluates the initial power set points 
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for each generator so that a generation level could be attributed to every unit 
according to its capability. 
The used algorithm is based on the Newton-Raphson iterative method. 
Many techniques have been tried to speed-up this package processing time. 
Among which are the development of efficient decomposed methods and the 
implementation of the b!jactorisation technique 66•91 
2l.2l.IB Controli signals 
Control inputs to the simulator include voltage targets, phase-shifting 
and tap-changing, and frequency and power set points. These are provided 
by load voltage and frequency control respectively. Active and reactive power 
targets are set by active and reactive dispatch respectively. The former is fully 
developed and included in the present version of OCEPS, whereas the latter is 
actually under development. 
Set points are updated periodically by the load frequency and voltage 
control at a typical time step of 5 seconds. During this period the simulator 
considers them as constants. Whenever a serious event such as a sharp increase 
or decrease of the load, load shedding or generator start-up or shut-down takes 
place, frequency fluctuations occur. These are initially supported by the inertia 
of the rotating mass of the generators. Then the governor and the rest of 
the generator local controllers react as well as the load frequency and voltage 
control which provides the frequency and power set points. 
2l.2l. '1 Scenario generation 
A scenario can represent a set of actual events recorded by a utility 
for validating the behaviour of the simulator 68 , or a set of hypothetical events 
for testing the effect of severe disturbances on the stability of the simulated 
system 68•89•93•103•104 , or generated automatically by a program included in the 
package 109•115 • In this last case a transient stability program is run prior 
to the simulator. If the transient stability program is stable, the resulting 
events such as protection tripping, and the corresponding time are stored for 
subsequent use by the simulator. 
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The first two strategies are adopted within the present project. A 6., 
scenario representing the 1981 incident in the south of England area has been 
reconstructed and used to validate the present simulator. Generally, more severe 
events than those occurring in real life disturbances are needed to check the 
robustness of the developed algorithms. 
Two ways of implementing scenarios in the system are available: manual 
interaction by feeding in specific commands, or gathering these instructions in 
a file with the desired times of operation. 
The available scenarios can include openmg and closing circuit breakers 
and switches, re-synchronisation of the split network for re-connection, and the 
introduction of gross errors and equipment failure. Scenarios are especially 
useful for training where the instructor can set a sequence of events and the 
trainee has the task of clearing up the disturbance and restoring the normal 
operating conditions of the simulated system. They are also very useful for 
testing the robustness and efficacy of the developed energy management software. 
Following these disturbances a series of events are created. The important 
ones are stored by the event logging subsystem. The resulting topology changes 
and calculated quantities are displayed on graphical terminals. Audible alarms 
are also used to attract the operator's attention for intervention. 
2.3 CONTROJL AND ANAJLYSIS FUNCTIONS 
This package should also be stable under severe conditions so that 
restoring normal conditions will be fast and not aggravated by control system 
inadequacy. For instance, in the case of a split network, the various software 
modules included in power system control should be able to treat the different 
islands as independent sub-networks. In addition, the selected algorithms and 
numerical methods should be robust and stable so that physical instability 
would be valid and the software results would be realistic. 
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2l.3.Jl 'Jrlhe §CADA system 
Prior to the late 1960s the orily real-time data available in the control 
centres were the circuit breakers status, the system frequency and real power 
measurements 30 • Drastic power system problems such as blackouts emphasised 
the need to develop these centres in order to control and monitor efficiently 
the power system and ensure the security of supply. This has led to the 
creation of the SCADA systems. These consist of gathering periodically as 
much data as possible from the whole system. The acquired data can then be 
used for supervising the operating conditions of the system and the detection of 
abnormal situations. In this case alarms are initiated and the events are handled 
by loggers and displayed on graphical screens. This data is usually corrupt 
because of many factors such as the transducers inefficiency. Furthermore, some 
of the necessary data can be unavailable. This has led to the adoption of 
state estimators (described in the following subsection) to filter the raw data 
acquired by the SCADA system, and estimate the unmeasured values. 
The SCADA system operated by OCEPS group ensures a similar function. 
It acquires the measured data telemetred by the simulator and sends it to the 
control package through the state estimator and data validation. This system is 
subdivided into various functional subsystems such as data acquisition, database 
management, supervisory control, man/machine interface, alarms, event logs and 
result display etc. 
A wide spectrum of power system events and phenomena together with 
the corresponding data are processed and displayed on graphic terminals. The 
different alarms generated during any disturbance are also displayed on these 
screens to show the network state. These interactive graphical programs are 
designed so that the operator can assess these alarms and try to restore 
the normal operating conditions. Event logs are used to select only the 
most important and relevant alarms and events. This man/machine interface 
algorithm is a powerful tool especially for training and teaching purposes. 
Reference 48 used the SCADA system to remotely control the capacitors 
following the loading level. This flexible process decides every 15 minutes 
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whether or not a capacitor is needed. Compared to the manual operation of 
capacitors this scheme is more economical and improves the voltage profile and 
the power factor on the distribution level. It also reduces the transmitted 
reactive flow. 
:IJ.3.:1J §tate estimation, observability and data vaUdation 
Schweppe 30 was the first to recognise the necessity for a state estimator 
to overcome the inconsistency of the database gathered by the SCADA. 
Therefore, it can be said that the success of automatic computer assisted 
power system control relies mainly on the validity and availability of such 
necessary information about the state of the network at any desired time. 
The data accumulated by transducers is often subject to corruption because 
of the noise effect during its transfer, and the accuracy and reliability of the 
transducers. These instruments can also give very big errors in the case of 
their failure. Filtering these measured quantities and providing good estimates 
of the quantities which have not been measured is the main task of the state 
estimator. It .plays the double role of building a consistent database and being 
an on-line load-flow which can be used by the security analysis package. 
The set of measurements and their location necessary for state estimation 
IS dynamic; it varies with the topology, the state of transducers, and telemetry. 
If the available measurements are not sufficient in number and location the 
system is said to be unobservable. The observability function is to detect this 
problem and provide the additional pseudo-measurements to the measurement 
set 5,30 
Validation of the topology is also required smce erroneous switch states 
may be recorded in certain cases. 
The validated data and topology are then stored in a database and 
common blocks which can be accessed by the different subsystems of the 
control and analysis scheme. 
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A further benefit of state estimation is the minimisation of the metering 
points which can lead to a. reduction in the capital invested in constructing the 
measurement system and its maintenance 102 
The state estimator algorithm should be robust and efficient so that 
the variables in the database can be updated quickly. This would facilitate 
data acquisition and increase the rate of accessing the database so that full 
potentiality of the control algorithms can be exploited. 
The adoption of state estimation and its use as an on-line load-flow 
system can be considered as the impetus to the design of modern power system 
control, augmenting the SCADA with EMS facilities. 
2.3.3 JLoad monitoring and prediction 
The load monitoring function is a simulation of data recording of the 
system load. The state estimator provides the individual validated measured and 
estimated loads through the database. Based on this data the load monitoring 
then evaluates the global load of the system. This recorded global data is 
then used as a historical load by the load prediction task to estimate future 
consumer demand. 
Although predicting the exact consumer load is impossible, a quite reg-
ular seasonal daily pattern, as shown in figure (2. 7), enables an approximate 
estimation of the future load. The present standard OCEPS load prediction 
initially uses the past data provided by the CEGB. This data is then appended 
by the load monitoring output as the look ahead time is advanced. The lead 
time of load prediction varies between 10 minutes to 2 hours as shown in figure 
(2.1). 
The sudden peaks are detected in advance by load prediction, and the 
necessary signals are sent to the generating units to provide the amount of 
power necessary to meet these requirements smoothly. This prevents system 
imbalance and the subsequent undesirable events such as large excursion of 
the frequency and sharp variation of the generator power outputs that can 
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cause over-speed and overload protection actions. Furthermore, smce the rate 
of change of generation output is limited by the delays and slow time constants 
of the generating units, a large unexpected variation of the load may lead to 
load shedding. 
The output of load prediction is fed to unit commitment and econom1c 
dispatch to predetermine the necessary generation and the target time at which 
this amount of power output should be available to meet the detected variation 
of the consumer demand at the lowest expense. Therefore, the incorporation 
of load prediction does not only ensure safe operating conditions, but also an 
economic generator schedule and sufficient spinning reserve. 
2.3.4 Generation and load control 
The objective of this functional element of power system control is mainly 
the determination of the most economical way of operating the generating units 
taking into account the future load and the different operational constraints 
and limitations. 
The importance of assurmg a continuous security of supply and the 
stability of the power system over its economical management has led to the 
adoption of a subdivision of the generation and load control into network 
control and operational economics. The network control includes the plant 
and network local controllers, load frequency control, generation rescheduling, 
and load shedding. These schemes are the primary controllers since consid-
ering the economical aspect in operating an unstable and unreliable system 
is meaningless. However, once the stability and reliability of the system are 
established huge benefits can be realised by economically operating the network. 
The economic operation necessitates the consideration of unit commitment and 
economic dispatch. 
These tasks are closely linked. The data flow between these functions 
1s shown in figure (2.8). The load frequency controller is dependent on the 
economic dispatch output and _the latter depends on the unit commitment 
output while these two tasks depend on load prediction. These schemes run 
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independently in an asynchronous way assummg that their input is constant 
until the keys and flags are reset to -warn them of any relevant changes and 
data updating. Their initial data is provided through data files or assessed 
locally. Most of these control functions enter into a waiting mode until the 
new information is provided. 
:2l.3.4.Jl. Unit eommitment 
Unit commitment can be automatic or run manually by the operator at 
selected intervals. It consists of ordering in an optimum economical sequence 
the start-up and shut-down of the available generators. It also indicates the 
most economical spinning reserve to enable the system to respond quickly to 
unexpected loss of generation and load increase, and maintain secure operation. 
The spare capacity is optimally divided among all the running generators so 
that in the case of a generator loss the remaining spare capacity will be able 
to provide the lost power and stabilise the system generation/load. 
The selection of the plant order and spinning reserve depends mainly on 
economic factors, future load, and operational constraints and limitations. 
Usually the strategy adopted in plant ordering is based on loading the 
cheapest plants to their maximum output and reserving the more expensive 
ones for peak hours. 
2.3.4.2 Economic dispatch 
The function of the economic dispatch is the determination of a power 
target for all the operating generators designated by unit commitment. It also 
sets a target time at which the preset power target should be reached. The 
allocation of power targets to the different generators is based on providing 
the required consumer demand at the minimum operating cost. However, 
in emergency conditions the security of supply has a higher priority than 
economical considerations. In these cases rapid generation rescheduling and/ or 
load shedding are unavoidable. 
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At steady state economic dispatch operates at a period of about 10 
minutes. However, the calculation can be interrupted and a new time interval 
can be restarted in the case of topology changes, or unexpected disturbances. 
The target times and power outputs are fed to the load frequency control to 
receive further processing. 
2l.3.41.3 JLoadl frequency control 
The load frequency control task has the function of ramping the power 
output towards the target points set by the economic dispatch within the 
target time. This provides the simulator with power and frequency set points, 
and ensures a smooth variation of generator outputs in the case of system 
frequency change or tie line power interchange variation caused mainly by 
sudden imbalance between the load and generation. 
New set points are evaluated periodically (typically every 5 seconds 7 ) 
and communicated as control signals to the simulator by a communication 
program or through the SCADA machine via serial links. These values should 
be stored in databases. Access to these variables must be synchronised by local 
flags set independently by each program. Thus allowing only the currently 
privileged task to read from or write to the database. 
In the case of sudden failure of generation resources to meet the system 
load, a rescheduling function is necessary for rapid control of the situation. 
This provides a temporary power and time target for the load frequency action 
rather than waiting for the relatively slow economic dispatch response. 
2l.3.4l:.4 Generation rescheduling and load shedding 
Generation and load rescheduling is both an automatic and manual 
function. It is activated automatically whenever an under-frequency or a large 
energy deficit occurs in the system, and can also be manually initiated by the 
operator. 
As mentioned above this function provides a quick response to heavily 
loaded networks caused by unexpected generation losses or load increase. In this 
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case the economical constraints become secondary and a trade-off between load 
shedding and generation rescheduling is necessary. Although the load shedding 
is usually used as a last resort. 
Optimum load shedding reqmres a careful selection of the location, the 
amount and the sequence of the loads to be shed 59 • Kf a preset under-frequency 
or a critical load generation imbalance is reached a selected amount of a given 
load has to be disconnected to minimise disruption and avoid the propagation 
of the disturbance over the system. The selection of the load to shed is 
therefore automatic whereas the execution of the actual load shedding reqmres 
the confirmation of the operator. 
2.3.5 Security analysis 
The necessity for generation and load rescheduling is detected by the 
security analysis. This is achieved by performing a fast load-flow calculation to 
predict any disturbance subsequent to any line or generation disconnection. 
In order to detect these disturbances early enough this algorithm should 
be very fast to allow for rapid control actions before the predicted problem 
occurs. 
In this chapter the environment of the simulator and its interaction with 
the EMS has been briefly described. The following chapter will be concerned 
with the numerical methods used in power system dynamic simulation and the 
selection of the most suitable techniques and numerical conditions to realise a 
fast simulator. 
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CHAPTJER 3 
NUMJERJICAJL ANAJLY§JI§ JFOR POWJER 
§Y§TJEM §JIMUJLATJION 
3.1 JINTRODUCTJION 
The present day digital computing resources are overburdened by the 
amount of calculation necessary for power system dynamic simulation. In a 
large network thousands of dynamic-algebraic equations require an expensive 
step-by-step solution. The expansion of the interconnected systems, and the 
requirement for more detailed models with frequent solutions have added to the 
complexity of the problem and the difficulty of realising real-time simulators, 
although the hardware has improved significantly. To achieve this, more effort 
has been devoted to developing and improving the application of the numerical 
methods and computational techniques such as sparsity-directed approaches and 
network decomposition to power system dynamic studies. Thus the software is 
as important as the hardware. 
Solution techniques introduce some errors which may affect the accuracy of 
the response of the system and its stability. These errors consist of truncation 
errors reflecting the inexactness of the chosen integration formula, and also 
round-off errors which are introduced by the non exact convergence of the 
iterative solutions, and the computational arithmetic inaccuracy. The latter are 
related to the length of words for floating-point operations and the size of the 
problem. 60- and 48-bit machines are reliable, whereas in the case of smaller 
words the main solution variables must be stored with high precision. Other 
errors are due to the approximations and simplifications in modelling the power 
system elements. It is very important that these errors are not propagated 
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from one time interval to the other during the overall solution of the network. 
The severity of this problem is directly related to the chosen methods. 
The stability of the system depends on these accumulated errors (glo hal 
error) and the stiffness of the simulated system. A problem is considered as 
stiff if the ratio of its largest to its lowest time constant is large. This can 
cause instability in the case of important disturbances if variations in the stiff 
variables are affecting the main variables. The stiffness of a system can be 
alleviated by neglecting the short time constants and simplifying the models of 
the dynamic components. However, this is strictly dependent on the nature of 
the study carried out. The truncation error can be reduced by choosing a high 
order integration formula. However, for certain methods this is restricted 46 • 
The accuracy available by using iterative methods is increased by using higher 
precision and smaller tolerance. The choice of small integration time steps can 
keep the errors within an acceptable level for all solution methods. However, 
these time steps should not be less than a critical value which would increase 
round-off errors 46•80 
Apart from the first suggestion of neglecting the short time constants, 
all these proposals are computationally very expensive and conflict with the 
requirement of a fast solution (real-time simulation). Consequently, the use of 
stable integration methods, which can tolerate large errors and time steps with 
a relatively accurate response, are the most adequate and economical solution 
to numerical stability problems. 
Also the way the algebraic and dynamic equations are interfaced may be 
of great importance. These two sets of equations can either be lumped together 
and solved simultaneously as one set of equations, or treated sequentially with 
a transfer of the necessary common variables between the two subprograms 
dealing with the dynamic and the network equations. 
For large problems where the selection of fast integration and itera-
tion methods as well as sparsity programmmg are not sufficient for real-time 
simulation, additional sophisticated means such as network decomposition are 
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necessary. This technique can also be advantageous in terms of storage require-
ments. The decomposed technique consists of subdividing the large systems 
into subsystems which can be solved individually in parallel. Each one of 
these subsystems can be run in a separate machine called a slave. The overall 
solution is obtained by a master machine which receives the interfacing common 
variables and messages from the slaves. 
3.2l JP ARTli'l'liONED METHOD 
In general the partitioned method can be defined as a technique where 
the problem to be solved is subdivided into separate sub-problems which can be 
solved by different methods. These sub-problems can be presented in the form 
of subroutines solved by a single computer in the case of centralised simulators 
or divided between different processors if a decomposed technique is adopted. 
One of the advantages of the partitioned method is its ability to solve 
the differential and algebraic equations by different methods. In addition, this 
traditional approach can be of a high performance because the network equations 
may be solved once for each time step, or even once after a few time steps in 
the case of mid- and long-term stability studies 106 
However, this approximation is the source of an important error called 
interfacing error. This error can be reduced but not eliminated and if the 
chosen integration method is not very stable, it may cause the failure of the 
solution of the system 106 
Generally, this approach uses explicit integration methods for solving the 
dynamic set of equations. 
The partitioned solution approach can also be applied to differential 
equations 106 • These can be split into sets representing different dynamic 
elements or groups of elements. The dynamic component partitioning can be 
based on the range of the time constants. This technique may be suitable for 
stiff problems, where different time steps can be used. Long time steps can be 
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chosen for the network and non stiff elements, and small time steps can be used 
for stiff components. Furthermore, these blocks of differential equations may be 
solved by different integration methods. Stable methods can be implemented for 
stiff problems and simple methods can be used for non stiff components. This 
strategy has been adopted by Gross et al. 49 • The availability of very stable 
methods, which are stable even for stiff systems, provides a better alternative 
to this approach even if it is showing a less accurate response, since partitioning 
of differential equations weakens the stability of the system as a whole and 
shows falsely stable solutions under certain conditions 106 
Based on the idea of using different methods and time steps for simulation, 
Johnson et al. 72 have used a tuneable first order approach. The values of 
the tuning parameter are obtained analytically. They depend on the time 
constants and time steps. For certain specific values of this parameter this 
approach takes the form of some of the well-known integration methods: the 
explicit Euler method, the implicit backward Euler, or the implicit trapezoidal 
rule. The advantage of this approach is the reduction of the global error. This 
significantly helps the _accuracy of the response. The drawback of this technique 
is the possible instability. which can be caused by the explicit Euler method 72 • 
Gear has suggested an automatic control of the step size and order to reduce 
the error 46 
3.3 §JIMUJLTANEOUS METHOD 
This method started becoming popular during the last two decades. 
Most of the research efforts before then were concentrated on the short-term 
stability studies and little was done on mid- and long-term simulation. Transient 
stability problems are generally solved by the partitioned approach 106 . The 
simultaneous method consists of algebraising differential equations and solving 
them simultaneously with the network models and with the same frequency, 
thus eliminating the interfacing error. Generally the integration methods used 
for the algebraisation of the dynamic equations are implicit 106 
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3.4 JIN'Jl'EGRA'JL'JION METHOD§ 
Many of the differential equations describing dynamic physical systems 
cannot be determined analytically 101 • Approximate solutions are obtainable 
by using numerical techniques. A lot of these integration methods are available 
m the literature, but few of them are suitable for practical problems such 
as power system simulation. They are categorised as explicit and implicit 
integration methods. These methods can be either multi-step or single step. 
The single step methods have the advantage of being self-starting. The choice 
of a particular approach depends mainly on the requirements of the solution and 
its convenience. In certain cases explicit and implicit methods can be combined 
to solve a problem. This can be applied to the partitioned differential equations, 
and the predictor-corrector methods where the predictor is solved explicitly, and 
the corrector is solved implicitly 4 
3.4.Jl. Explicit methods 
As their name indicates, these methods evaluate explicitly and individ-
ually the different differential equations. In order to evaluate a present step 
variable most of the explicit methods need one or more past steps values as 
well as the derivatives of that variable, depending whether they are single-step 
or multi-step approaches. This requires the storage of the required quantities 
over a few time intervals, which is not desirable especially when the computer 
memory is limited. 
These approaches are not stable and their time steps are restricted by 
the smallest time constant of the system to be solved 24 • Furthermore, explicit 
methods have a greater requirement for error control than implicit methods, 
which can tolerate and recover from temporary periods of high-error generation 
during the course of a solution 106 • This can be reasonably well controlled 
by using small time steps and high order integration formula. A compromise 
between the accuracy and the computing efficiency must be considered. 
3.4.2 Jimplicit methods 
Compared to the explicit methods, implicit techniques have a complex 
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program structure. They involve a lot of effort for programming the algebraised 
differential equations which have to be solved simultaneously. Since the corre-
sponding program is used routinely this disadvantage is not significant as long 
as the algorithm is flexible and easy to maintain. It is well known that implicit 
methods are several times faster than their equivalent explicit techniques 24•106 • 
They are solved iteratively, either together with the static set of equations as 
in the case of the simultaneous methods, or separately as in the case of the 
partitioned approach. 
3.5 §EJLEC'JL'XON OJF THE NUMERXCAJL METHOD§ 
The mam factors to be considered when choosing a simulation solution 
technique are speed, accuracy, stability and flexibility. These depend more or 
less on the purpose and requirements of the developed study. For instance, a 
moderate accuracy is tolerated by mid- and long-term simulation, to alleviate 
the constraints on the speed especially for large systems. The storage required 
is not a problem as long as this does not affect the efficiency and reliability of 
the real-time simulation. 
Numerical stability is another constraint in solving power system problems. 
There are many ways of approaching this serious problem as mentioned above. 
The most efficient way of overcoming this difficulty is to choose a stable, and 
relatively accurate method which would remain stable under different operating 
conditions and would cope with a wide range of time constants and constraints 
without sacrificing the computational time. A wide variety of methods are 
available, and many investigations have been carried out over the years to find 
out the most suitable techniques for solving stiff ordinary differential equations. 
The most convenient approach is the implicit trapezoidal method 2 •24•55• 73• 106 
This is the case particularly for long-term dynamic studies of large power 
systems where a large step size is needed to achieve a real-time simulation. 
Non-linear algebraic equations are usually better solved by the Newton-
Raphson iterative method 4•101 • The solution of the differential equations 
require algebraisation by the implicit methods (trapezoidal rule) and an iterative 
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solution. This implies that the use of the simultaneous technique is suitable 
for this problem since both the dynamic and static equations require iterative 
solutions. The most important advantage of the combination of differential and 
algebraic equations is the automatic elimination of the interface error 73 which 
offers a better accuracy. 
3.5.Jl. The implicit trapezoidal rule 
The trapezoidal rule adopted here is a second order self-starting method. 
It is stable under a wide range of step sizes. Therefore, the choice of a 1 
second time step is better for slow transients and steady state as this helps in 
speeding-up the simulator. The step by step integration methods are based on 
dividing the simulation interval into n discrete time segments. The resulting 
algebraised equation of the set of differential equations [Y] is given by equation 
(3.1). 
This can be rewritten as 
Where 
[h([Y]\ [X]t)] is the set of algebraised equations, 
[X] is the network state variable vector, 
[Y] is the dynamic state variable vector, and 
t denotes the transpose of a matrix or a vector. 
3.5.2 Newton-Raphson method 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The Newton-Raphson method (N-R) is a widely used technique in the 
field of transient stability studies and load-flow solutions 2 •4 •24•66• 101• 106 • This 
is mainly due to the following characteristic: independently of the network size 
convergence can be obtained after a few iterations, usually from 2 to 5 without 
any acceleration coefficients. This is due to its quadratic rate of convergence 
(i.e. approaching convergence the error at each iteration is the square of the 
error at the previous iteration 9 ). 
It is mentioned in reference 4 that compared to the Gauss-Seidel method, 
the solution of a 500 node network using N-R method is 15 times faster. This 
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is because of the slow convergence of the Gauss~Seidel method. Therefore, 
this method is not recommended 11 - because in certain cases it can require 
an excessive number of iterations. However, it is still used in some cases for 
transient stability studies 73 • The N-R method is therefore very attractive for 
large systems. 
The N-R method is based on the Taylor senes. Although only the 
first order terms are included as shown in equation (3.4}, the N-R method 1s 
considered as an accurate method because of its rate of convergence. 
The principle of the N-R method to solve the subset of algebraised differ-
ential equations [h([Y]\ [Xr)J and the non-linear algebraic equations [g([Yr, [X]t)] 
for n variables is shown below. 
[h([Y]t, [X]t)] = 0 
[g([Y]t, [X]t)] = 0 
(a) 
(b) 
[h([Yj\ [X]t)]k+l = [h([Y]t' [X]t)Jk + [ d[h(l~lilxJt)J ]k * [~Y]k + 
[ d[h(l~tlijx]t)J ]k * [~X]k + fl (a) 
[g([Yjt' [XnJk+l = [g([Y]t' [Xjt)]k + [ d[oU~~;~xJt)J ]k * [L\Y]k + 
[ d[o([~/i\x]t)J ]k * [L\X]k + f2 (b) 
Where Ei is the error. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Neglecting the error, and supposmg that equation (3.4) is satisfied at 
iteration k + 1, this expression can be rearranged in a matrix form as follows 
Where 
the square matrix [J] is the n * n Jacobian matrix, 
[h([Y]\ [X]t)] is the algebraised dynamic subset of equations, 
[g([Y]t, [X]t)] is the subset of the algebraic equations, and 
k is the iteration number. 
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(3.5) 
The Jacobian matrix is derived from equation (3.4) and given by 
r ~[h([~~;cr]t)] ~~l 
[ d[g( !Yit •\xlt )J d[X 
Equation (3.5) may be rewritten as follows 
-[Jj -1 [ [h([Y]t, [Xjt)J] 
k X [g([Y]t' [X]t)] k 
Where [.6.Y] and [.6.X] are given by 
[.6.Y]k = [Y]k+l - [Y]k 
[.6.X]k = [X]k+l - [X]k 
[ [.6.Y]l [L\X] k 
(a) 
(b) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
From this equation and equation (3.7) [Y] and [X] at iteration k + 1 can be 
evaluated. 
[ [YJ] [X] k+l [ 
[Y]l _ [J] -1 [ [h([Y]t, [XrlJ] 
[X] k k X [g([Y]t' [X]t)] k (3.9) 
Each iteration of the Newton-Raphson (N-R) requires the construction 
of the Jacobian matrix and its solution by sparse techniques for the correction 
vectors .6.[Y] and .6.[X], if equation (3.5) is not satisfied. This procedure is 
repeated until the convergence is obtained. In other words the solution of equa-
tions [h([Y]t, [X]t)] and [g([Y]t, [XnJ is obtained by continuously approximating 
these expressions by linear functions until convergence is obtained. 
The N-R algorithm can be summarised in the flow chart represented m 
figure (3.1). 
Some proposals have been suggested to speed-up the N-R solution. These 
consist of using the same Jacobian matrix over a time step or not updating 
it for each iteration. This is advantageous in that the factorisation of the 
sparse Jacobian matrix is re-calculated less often. However, this results in a 
less accurate solution. Extrapolation of the voltage can also reduce the number 
of iterations required for convergence 106 
3.5.3 Extrapolation 
In order to improve the approximated state variables at each time 
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step and improve the required starting values for the N-R method some of 
these quantities may be extrapolated.- The adopted approach here is a simple 
linear extrapolation using the latest network solution. Stott 106 has adopted 
the extrapolation of the bus voltage only, whereas Irving 68 extrapolated the 
generator rotor angle as well as the bus voltage. According to Stott the voltage 
is better extrapolated in polar coordinates, because the voltage magnitude and 
angle tend to vary independently. Other dependent and independent variables 
can also be extrapolated if it is necessary. 
The formula used for the variation of the rotor angle and the phase 
angle is as follows 
6(t+At) = 6t + 21f(/bust - fo){).t 
{/(t+At) = {It + 21f{fbust - fo){).t 
Vri(t+At) = IVIit COS (O)(t+At) (a) 
Vimi(t+At) = IV lit sin (O)(t+At) (b) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Where / 0 , and /bust are the nominal frequency and the busbar frequency at 
time step t respectively. 
3.16 SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS JLINEAR EQUATIONS 
In large power systems network analysis most of the computational 
capability is spent on solving repeatedly the above mentioned set of linearised 
equations (equation 3. 7). To realise an efficient simulation of such systems 
in real- time, high speed computers are not sufficient. Sophisticated and fast 
mathematical techniques, and skilful programming are also necessary 2 
The Jacobian matrix is very sparse i.e. it contains only a few non zero 
elements. In certain cases such as triangular and band matrices where the non 
zero elements are concentrated on the upper or lower half of the matrix, or 
concentrated around the diagonal part of the matrix, even if the percentage 
of non zero elements is relatively high, the system is also defined as sparse 
25 The sparsity of the Jacobian matrix is mainly due to the structure of 
the electrical network (only a few lines are connected to the same node), and 
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the limited number of interfacing variables between the dynamic and the static 
subsystems. 
Exploiting sparsity can result in enormous savings in computational time 
and storage space. Hence a set of simultaneous linear equations of the form of 
equation (3. 7) with hundreds of variables can be solved quickly and efficiently, 
thus allowing for adequate solutions of larger systems and the consideration of 
more detailed models. 
Many methods are available in the literature for solving linear sets 
of equations of the form x = [A]- 1 b, but only the most practical ones are 
mentioned here. Full matrix methods are recommended for small systems, 
because the solution of such systems does not justify the effort of developing 
sophisticated algorithms. Whereas sparsity-oriented techniques are essential for 
large matrices. In this case the program should be skilfully organised so that 
the number of arithmetical operations is minimised i.e. preserves sparsity as 
much as possible and avoids all unnecessary operations such as repetition and 
evaluation of terms which involve zeros and ones. 
Compared to their counterpart, sparsity techniques can Improve the 
solution speed and size by a factor of ten or more 111 
3.6.1 Direct methods 
Direct methods are simple techniques for solving sets of linear equations. 
They are very accurate especially if the pivotal elements of the coefficient 
matrix are predominant. However, they require large computer storage space 
and computation time if sparsity techniques are not used. Therefore, these 
methods are not recommended for large systems unless sparsity techniques are 
applied. 
3.6.1.1 Gauss elimination 
The simplest direct method is the Gauss elimination, where the coefficient 
matrix is transformed into a triangular matrix. The unknown variables are 
evaluated by back substitution. 
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Gauss elimination is considered as the basis of almost all modern methods 
dealing with the solution of linear equations. For instance, the LU method is 
obtained by decomposing the coefficient matrix into a lower and a unit upper 
triangular matrices. A further decomposition of the factor matrix [L] into a 
new unit lower triangular and a diagonal factor matrices has resulted in another 
approach called the LDU factorisation. The unknown variables in this case are 
calculated by forward and back substitutions. 
These two methods implementing sparsity-directed schemes are widely 
used in power system analysis 94• 113 
Gauss elimination requires about ~n3 operations to reduce a full matrix 
and ~n2 operations for the back substitution 11 , for a matrix of order n. 
Methods which have such requirements are not recommended for solving large 
systems if sparsity is not exploited 4 • As stated in this reference, with sparsity 
programming the number of operations varies as a factor of n. 
The standard OCEPS ·simulator uses the Harwell subroutine library for 
solving the set of simultaneous linear equations. This library is based on the 
sparsity-directed LU algorithm which can be described as follows 
[A] = [L] * [U] (3.13) 
[A]x = [L][U]x = b (3.14) 
If [U]x 1s substituted by the vector y this equation becomes 
[L]y = b (3.15) 
(3.16) 
The vector y is obtained by forward substitution and the unknown vector 
x IS determined by back substitution since it is calculated by multiplying the 
vector y by the inverse of the upper factor matrix [U]. 
(3.17) 
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3.(ft:'Jl M.at:ll"ix inversion 
In this case the unknown variables of expression (3.5) are determined by 
evaluating the inverse of the Jacobian matrix and multiplying it by the known 
vector as shown in equation (3.7) where the transpose of the state variables 
[.6.[Y], .6.[XW is equivalent to the unknown vector x and the transpose of the 
linearised functions [[h([Y]t, [xnJ, [g([Y]t, [X]t)]]t is equivalent to the known 
vector b. 
3.18.:'Jl.JL Dired. inversion methods 
These methods evaluate explicitly the inverse matrix [AJ- 1 • They 
involve the direct manipulation of the matrices without exploiting any of their 
properties. The drawback of these methods is that, even if the original matrix 
is very sparse, its inverse is completely full. Therefore, the great advantage of 
sparsity in saving computational time and storage space is lost. 
In addition, n3 operations are needed for the solution, and n 2 words are 
required for the storage of the matrix. 
3.6.2.2 Product form of the inverse matrix 
In this case the inverse of a matrix can be obtained implicitly by 
subdividing it into n successive factor matrices. The factor matrices differ from 
the unit matrix in column i only. This method has an important application 
in the solution of linear programming problems 11 , but, it shows inferiority in 
preserving sparsity 25 
3.6.2.3 The bifactorisation method 
Zollenkopf 117 has combined the above mentioned approach and the LD U 
triangularisation method to develop a new technique which evaluates implicitly 
the inverse matrix and fully exploits the sparsity structure of the coefficient 
matrix (Jacobian matrix in our case). This technique used the second ordering 
scheme of Tinney 111 • Its name is derived from the evaluation of the inverse 
matrix which is given by the multiplication of 2n factor matrices. This method 
has so far been used for load-flow studies 35•66 , and transient stability as 
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reported in a discussion on reference 110. It is fully explained in references 11, 
and 117. 
Compared to the triangular factorisation, the asymmetric matrix storage 
requirements are similar for both the bVactorz'satz'on and triangular decomposi-
tion. However, the computational effectiveness is higher for the former because 
it is evaluating the inverse matrix instead of decomposing the coefficient matrix. 
In order to ensure stability and accuracy of the bifactorisation technique, 
the sparse matrix should satisfy the following 3 conditions: 
(1) the sparsity structure of the matrix must be symmetrical, 
(2) the matrix should be non singular i.e. its inverse exists, and 
(3) its diagonal elements should be large in comparison with the off-diagonal 
terms included in the corresponding rows or columns. 
If the first condition is not satisfied some of the zero elements of the 
sparse matrix have to be stored and processed. 
The third condition reduces the effect of the computational round-off 
errors 4 In the case of ill-conditioned problems i.e. some of the diagonal 
elements are small compared with off-diagonal terms, the largest elements should 
be used as pivots and high floating-point precision is required to reduce round-
off errors 11 • The first option is the classical way of selecting the pivots in 
order to maintain numerical stability. This alternative is not very efficient m 
preserving sparsity. Therefore, a compromise between accuracy and preserving 
the sparsity of the matrix should be con.~idered. In our case double precision 
number representation can be used (if the computers word length is 32 bits) 
together with setting a low limit that the diagonal elements should not violate. 
Generally, the dynamic sub-matrices resulting from the discretisation of the 
differential equations have predominant diagonal elements 25 , and the network 
sub-matrix can also be diagonally dominant if series capacitances which can 
cancel the series reactances are not included. 
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The bifacion'satz'on method defines implicitly the inverse matrix as the 
multiplication of n left hand side and n right hand side factor matrices, satisfying 
the following condition: 
Where 
[Lt * [Lt- 1 ••• [L] 1 * [A] * [R] 1 * [R]2 ••• [Rt- 1 * [Rt = [I] (3.18) 
[A] is the n * n sparse coefficient matrix, 
[L]P and [R]P are the left hand side and the right hand side factor 
matrices, and 
[I] is a unit matrix. It should be noted that [R]n = [I]. 
From this equation the inverse matrix can be expressed implicitly m 
terms of these factor matrices as follows 
(3.19) 
[L]P and [R]P differ from the unit matrix in the elements of the pth 
column and row respectively. Their diagonal and off-diagonal elements are given 
by 
1 l p- ---:-
pp - a p-1 
pp 
(a) 
p-1 
-0-i (b) l· p- p ~v - a p-1 
pp 
p-1 
(c) Tpkp = -avk (d) 
a v-1 
The reduced matrix elements are given by 
a p- 1• pp - ' a . v = O· 
'P ' 
pp 
a kv- O· p - 1 
p-1 p-1 
P P -1 aiv apk aik = 0-ik -
apvp-1 
for i, k = p + 1, ... n; where p is the pivotal index. 
(3.20) 
In the case of an asymmetrical coefficient matrix, a further decomposition 
of the factor matrix [L]P into a diagonal factor matrix [D]P and an off-diagonal 
factor matrix [C]P is advantageous. 
[L]P = [C]P * [D]P 
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[DIP b IS given y 
[ CjP is given by 
Where 
l· p 1 c· P - .:.!.1!..._ - -a· p-~P - lppp - ~p 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
p 
Cp+l,p 
1 
0 
1 
for i = p + 1, ... n 
(3.21} 
(3.22) 
The general form of the right hand side factor matrix is as follows 
1 
0 
(3.23) 0 1 
p 
rp,n 
p 
[RjP = rp,v+l 1 
0 
1 
The non zero elements of the factor matrix [R]P are expressed by equation 
(3.20 d). 
3.6.3 Principles of the bifactorisation technique 
To fully exploit the advantages offered by sparsity-directed program-
ming, such as preserving the sparse structure of the matrix, and reducing the 
computational time and storage space, the algorithm which has been developed 
is subdivided into the following independent subprograms: 
(1) build the matrix into a compact form and store all the necessary indices; 
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(2) ordering of the compact matrix and simulation of the factorisation; 
(3) reduction or factorisation of the ordered matrix; and 
( 4) direct solution. 
These steps are illustrated by the flow chart giVen in figure (3.2). 
3.8.3.1 Compading an.dl. storing the sparse mat:ri:x 
Conventional methods require n2 words for storing n * n matrices. Sparse 
matrix programming stores only the non zero elements in one or more vectors, 
together with tables of their indices and addresses to locate and identify them 
easily. The Zollenkopf algorithm requires only about 4 * (2 *b) + 4 * n memory 
space, where b indicates the number of branches and n is the dimension of the 
coefficient matrix. These non zero elements can be stored in any order. 
The diagonal elements are all non zeros, and their positions are consec-
utive. Therefore, their location can be known implicitly without requiring any 
indexing. Hence a reduction in storage space can be achieved if they are stored 
separately in their natural order in a vector DE. 
The off-diagonal elements are stored column-wise and row-wise in two 
different tables CE and RE. This gives a duplicated copy of these non zero 
elements. This may seem a waste of memory space, however, it avoids the use 
of a search subroutine which may slow down the process. Furthermore, the 
duplicated version is deleted at a point in the program when it is not needed 
any more. The resulting vacant memory space can be used for storing the 
new generated elements during the reduction phase described below. These free 
locations are stored in table NEWZ. The next vacant location is indicated by 
LF. 
The number of non zero elements per column NOZE is also stored. This 
information is used in the process of reordering the coefficient matrix described 
below. During the simulation step the number of non zero elements is updated 
whenever an element is to be generated or deleted. Using this information 
the natural order of the different columns is altered according to the adopted 
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reordering scheme and stored in another table NSEQ. This implies that the 
columns are not really interchanged, out the pivotal order is kept in this table. 
The location and the necessary indices of the different off-diagonal non 
zero elements of the n * n coefficient matrix are required so that the elements 
in the compacted list can be identified easily. This is indicated by three tables. 
(1) ITAG indicates the rows of the off-diagonal elements stored column-wise 
and the columns of the off-diagonal elements stored row-wise. 
(2) LCOL contains pointers to the location of the first non zero element for 
each column. 
(3) LNXT stores pointers to the next element in the list of the off-diagonal 
terms. It is set to zero for the last non zero term in the column. 
This information is sufficient to reconstruct the coefficient matrix and 
perform the reduction process in any desired order. These variables are modified 
whenever an element is deleted or generated. 
Since the position of the different elemez:tts remams the same if the 
structure of the matrix is not changed, the indexing of the off-diagonal elements 
is not determined repeatedly, but it is updated whenever the topology changes. 
In order to illustrate the storage and indexing of the coefficient matrix, 
a small network consisting of 3 generators, 7 nodes, and 9 lines is used as an 
example. The topology of this network is shown in figure (3.3). Figure (3.4) 
illustrates the network-type representation of the dynamic and static elements of 
this system. Figure (3.5) represents the structure of the corresponding modified 
Jacobian matrix. Further details of the formation of the Jacobian matrix are 
given in chapter 4 and appendix A and the modification of this matrix is 
presented in chapter 6. This example is also used in chapter 6 to explain the 
programming issues of the different schemes involved in the process of solving 
the set of linear equations using the btfactorisation technique. 
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Although the dynamic components are not related to a physical network, 
using the coefficient matrix associated to these elements a network-type structure 
can be deduced, as shown in figure (3.4). The nodes related to the generators 
refer to rows and columns of the dynamic sub-Jacobian which is represented 
by the 4 * 4 diagonal blocks in figure (3.5). 
The process of storing the non zero elements and the corresponding 
indices involved in this example is shown in tables (3.1) and (3.2). It should 
be noted that the right half of table (3.2) is a continuation of its left half. 
3.6.3.2 Simulation and ordering 
In order to minimise the number of fill-ins and preserve the sparsity a 
scheme referred to as optimal ordering has to be used. However, it is practically 
impossible to obtain an exact optimum 11•25• 117 • Sophisticated ordering schemes 
are generally time consuming and complicated to programme. Therefore, their 
benefit in reducing the number of arithmetical operations by minimizing the 
number of new generated elements is lost 4 • 11• 117 
A compromise between the least number of operations, and processmg 
time and memory space is necessary. Thus a sub-optimal ordering process which 
has a performance close to that of the optimal ordering would be enough. In 
order to choose an efficient scheme, the effect of the ordering on the factorisation 
and solution should be considered. Therefore, it is not adequate to select a very 
fast ordering method which would produce inefficient reduction and solution. 
Many ways of ordering sparse matrices are available. Among these there 
is the bandwidth minimisation method, dynamic ordering, static ordering etc. 
The former option involves more fill-ins, but this does not alter the matrix 
structure 52 • Since this is the case and this approach cannot be used for 
all matrices it is rarely used in power system network problems. The static 
ordering is more suitable for the solution of systems where the coefficient matrix 
remains constant 25 . The least number of non zeros dynamic ordering technique 
is the most commonly used for the pre-elimination process 11•111 
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l!-~cation ILCOL 1 NOZE ~~ NSEQ .1 DE J 
1 31 5 14 a1 1 
2 1 4 7 a2 2 
3 2 4 8 a3 3 
4 3 3 1 a4 4 
5 38 5 15 as 5 
6 8 4 9 a6 6 
7 9 4 10 a7 1 
8 10 3 2 as s 
9 45 5 16 ao 9 
10 15 4 11 alO 10 
11 16 4 12 au 11 
12 17 3 3 a12 12 
13 4 5 17 a13 13 
14 11 7 19 a14 14 
15 23 3 4 a1s 15 
16 24 4 13 a16 16 
17 18 5 18 a17 17 
18 27 3 5 a1s 18 
19 29 3 6 a19 19 
Table 3.1 Storage of a sparse matrix 
The ordering scheme is the most time consuming process in the solution 
of sets of linear equations especially for large systems. However, since the 
ordering is carried out only once for each coefficient matrix structure, the 
overall solution of the repetitive solutions where the Jacobian matrix is updated 
at each iteration is speeded-up greatly. 
The dynamic ordering consists of simulating the order m which the 
reduction is going to be carried out. It starts with a pivotal search during 
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/ Loca.tio~ITAG - ~u = LNXT Ri] ----~-- - - -- ----r--~= [Location FTAG I LNXTT -CE - RE -
1 1 35 a12 a2 1 30 18 0 a1s 19 a19 18 
2 1 5 a1 a aa 1 31 2 32 a2 1 a12 
3 1 7 a14 a4 1 32 3 33 aa 1 a1a 
---'. 
--
4 1 6 a113 a13 1 33 4 34 a4 1 a1 4 
5 2 37 a2 3 a3 2 34 13 0 a1a 1 a1 1a 
6 2 52 a2 13 a13 2 35 3 36 a3 2 a2 a 
7 3 0 a3 4 a4 3 36 13 0 · a1a 2 a21a 
8 5 42 as 6 ass 37 4 0 a4 a aa 4 
9 5 12 as 7 a7 s 38 6 39 ass ass 
10 5 14 ass ass 39 7 40 a7 s as 7 
11 5 13 asl4 a14 s 40 8 41 ass ass 
12 6 44 as 7 a7 6 41 14 0 a14 s as 14 
13 s 22 as 14 a14 6 42 7 43 a7s -as 7 
14 7 0 a7 a as 7 43 14 0 a14 6 as 14 
15 9 49 ag 10 a10 9 44 8 0 as 7 a7 s 
16 9 19 ag u au 9 45 10 46 a10 9 ag 10 
17 9 21 ag 12 a12 9 46 11 47 aug a9 11 
18 9 20 ag 17 a17 9 47 12 48 a12 9 a9 12 
19 10 51 a10 u auto 48 17 0 a11 9 ag 17 
20 10 26 CtlQ 17 a17 10 49 11 50 auto a10 11 
21 11 0 a1112 a12 u 50 17 0 a11 10 a10 17 
22 13 54 a13 14 a14 13 51 12 0 a12 11 a1112 
23 13 55 a13 IS a1s 1a 52 14 53 a14 1a a13 14 
24 14 25 a14 1s a1e 14 53 15 0 a1s 13_ a1a 15 
25 15 58 a1s 16 a1e IS 54 16 56 a1s 14 a14 1s 
26 14 0 a14 17 a17 14 55 16 0 a1s IS a1s 16 
27 14 28 a14 18 a1a 14 56 17 57 a11 14 a14 17 
28 16 0 a1s 18 a1s 1s 57 18 0 a1s 14 a14 1s 
29 17 30 a11 19 a19 11 58 18 0 a1s 16 a1s 18_ 
Table 3.2 Storage of a sparse matrix 
which the pivotal column is selected. This column is defined as the one with 
the least number of non zero elements that has not been pivotal before. If a 
few columns have the same number of non zero elements, the pivotal column is 
chosen arbitrarily by considering the ascending column index. The advantage of 
this process is minimising the number of fill-ins generated during the reduction 
phase. 
Before considering the next pivotal search, a simulation of the elimination 
of the present pivot must be carried out, this is because during the elimination 
some elements are deleted and some may be generated. Therefore, the number 
of non zero elements is changing through out the process. 
The factor matrix elements are to be stored in the deleted element 
locations which correspond to their indices. For instance r12 is stored in a12 
location when r12 is calculated and a 12 is deleted. 
3.8.3.3 Reduction of the ordered matrices 
The programming of the reduction of the ordered matrix is not as 
simple as the conventional factorisation of the original coefficient matrix. This 
process is upset because the coefficient matrix is not fully stored as an n * n 
matrix but only the non zero elements are stored in a compact form. Although 
this compacting requires additional programming and execution time simply to 
identify each element, it significantly reduces the storage space. This would 
allow for storing very large matrices without any restrictions. Furthermore, 
the extra computational time for indexing is small because the indexing and 
the simulation of the factorisation is carried out only once for every unaltered 
matrix structure as shown in figure (3.2). It is this aspect of programming 
which can improve the efficiency of an algorithm, because in some cases, even 
if sparsity techniques are used, the solution may not be very efficient. 
The factorisation is thus reduced to the arithmetical determination of the 
different factor matrix elements and the reduced coefficient matrix. The pivotal 
columns and rows of the reduced matrix are eliminated. These free positions 
can be used to store the newly processed factor matrix elements. The elements 
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involved are identified by their indices. This process is required only once if 
all non zero elements remain constant. However, this is often not the case if 
the problem is solved repeatedly, unless the Jacobian matrix is held constant 
between one iteration and the next. 
3.8.3.41 Direct solution 
This subprogram is concerned with the determination of the unknown 
vector by a successive multiplication of the factor matrices by a vector. The 
initial vector in this operation is the known vector b which is represented by 
the right hand side member of equation {3.5) in this case. The vector elements 
obtained are successively stored in the locations of the original vector. 
Compared to the execution time of the different subroutines of the bi-
factorisat£on technique the solution routine is the one which takes the least 
computational time. The ordering and simulation is the slowest process. Conse-
quently the separation of the bifactorisation algorithm into different independent 
subprograms is crucial, especially for iterative solutions of large systems. 
3.1 DECOMPOSED METHODS 
10!3~ 
The development of decomposed methods started as early as t9&8 when 
attempts have been made to achieve better computing performance by using 
multiple network tearing and other decomposed algorithms to solve large math-
ematical problems. The use of these techniques in well defined problems has 
been motivated by the rapid development of microprocessors which are expected 
to match the performance of present day main-frames, if used in parallel, at a 
fraction of the cost B0,92 
Decomposed methods can be defined as the simultaneous use of two or 
more processing elements of the same capabilities to solve a problem. These 
processing elements can be minicomputers, microprocessors or even main-frames. 
Parallelism can also be exploited by using machines with different capabilities. 
This possibility is described in chapters 5 and 6 where an Array Processor 
FPS 5205 is used in parallel with a Perkin Elmer PE 3230 minicomputer. The 
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powerful machine can be used to solve the majority of the problem and the 
less powerful one can be used as a- host computer to perform minor tasks. 
This section is devoted to the former alternative where machines of the same 
nature and capability ought to be used. This requires the decomposition of the 
problem to be solved in parallel into smaller sub-problems 
There are two fundamental methods for decomposing systems. The 
partitioned matrix method and the diakoptics approach. The first method 
consists of partitioning the coefficient matrix into sub-matrices. The second 
approach consists of tearing the power system into small subsystems. In 
general, compared to matrix partitioning the diakoptical method requires less 
storage and computational time 11 •80 • Furthermore, from the point of view of 
programming effort, tearing the network into subsystems is more advantageous 
because these sub-networks can be treated, as a first step, as isolated from 
each other. Then in a subsequ~nt step the solution is modified to take 
the interconnection into consideration. In this way a program developed for 
the single processor approach can be directly implemented ih the decentralised 
algorithm with only minor changes to account for the tie nodes injected .currents 
into the isolated areas. These techniques could be even more efficient if the 
partitioning or the splitting-up is done at points with the minimum of coupling. 
These can be identified by observing the network topology, or automatically by 
using special programs 11,67,92,106 
3.1.1 Decoupled technique configurations 
Decomposed methods are categorised as multiple instruction stream 
multiple data stream systems where many instructions can be carried out on 
different sets of data simultaneously. They are subdivided into tightly coupled 
schemes and loosely coupled ones. The selection of these methods may be 
dictated by the purpose of the study and the nature of the problem. For 
instance, a loosely coupled method can be more suitable for processing the 
different grid areas which may be considered as independent entities. In this 
case each area has its own data and private memory, therefore the processors can 
be geographically remote from each other. The data transfer between proce~sors 
is accomplished via hardware links. Supplementary code and instructions are 
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necessary for this function and the synchronisation of processors. In this case 
the problem of data corruption may occur. 
The tightly coupled configuration (also referred to as multiprocessor) 
consists of a few processors sharing a common memory or having bus links 
connecting their local memories. These systems may also require the existence 
of an identical operating system for task distribution, synchronisation etc., and 
the use of the same peripherals. 
3.'4.2 Netwo:rrk tearing 
Two forms of diakoptics are possible: the conventional method cutting 
branches linking two areas, and the node-tearing technique. These two methods 
not only differ in the way the network is partitioned but also in the selection 
of the coordinating variables. In the first case the coordination variables are 
tie line currents. In the second the voltage at the torn nodes are used as 
coordinating variables. The combination of the two techniques is also possible 
116 
Since m most power systems the usual network split occurs at the 
transmission line level, the use of the line tearing is more often adopted. 
A problem associated with the reference node may occur if a branch-cutting 
method is used and some of the areas do not include any earthed equipment 
such as shunts etc. In this case the voltages in each area are calculated 
referring to a local reference node or voltage. The problem arises when the 
relative voltage and phase angle between two areas have to be evaluated to 
calculate the power and current flows through the tie lines. This problem 
is easily overcome by considering node tearing, since the node busbars have 
the same voltage 41•116 • In our case this approach is not necessary since it 
is unlikely that this problem would arise. Power systems generally include a 
variety of elements which are linked to the ground. Among these are the shunt 
compensators, the line charging, the loads etc. 
Another way of decomposing the power system simulator is the use of 
dynamic/algebraic decomposition. This is usually used when the partitioned 
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methods for computing the differential and algebraic equations are adopted. In 
this case the dynamic and network models are solved separately by different 
numerical methods 41 and different processors. 
This chapter has highlighted the most suitable algorithms to be used 
for real time dynamic simulation. These algorithms are fast stable and quite 
accurate for the range of time of interest. The next chapter will concentrate 
on the modelling of the different simulated elements of the network. The 
simplifications adopted to help speeding-up the simulator are also mentioned 
and examples on the relationship between the numerical algorithms and the 
mathematical models are presented. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MATJHIEMATJICAJL MO])EJLJLJING 
OF POWER §Y§TEM§ 
4.1 liNTRODUC'JL'JrON 
This chapter describes the modelling of generating units and their con-
nection to the loads through the transmission lines. It explains the function 
of the components of a power system and their contribution towards maintain-
ing the stability and reliability of the system. Power system local control is 
mainly ensured by excitors, prime movers, boilers at the generating units, and 
by breaker switching at the substations. Other local controllers include trans-
former tap-changing and phase-shifting, and VAr compensators. The features 
and characteristics of these power system components are fully described. 
The physical components of electrical power systems can be represented 
by mathematical models. In order to develop a flexible simulator suitable for 
operation under a wide range of dynamic operating conditions, and achieve an 
acceptable compromise between the conflicting requirements of accuracy and 
execution speed, it is always desirable to choose the computationally simplest 
models. 
The power systems behaviour IS described by two sets of equations. 
(1) A set of differential equations simulating the dynamic behaviour of the 
generating units, and their local control systems and plant such as the 
governors, boilers etc. These equations are given by the following general 
expressiOn 
(4.1) 
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(2) A set of algebraic equations representing the network steady state. These 
equations are given by the following equation 
(4.2) 
Where the vector [Y] includes the state variables related to the dynamic 
components of the electrical system, and the vector [X] consists of the 
network state variables. 
The models described in this chapter are based on those presented in 
reference 93, with some revisions and extensions. 
4.2 DYNAMIC MODELS 
The different elements of a power system are represented by simplified 
mathematical models. This is because the time scale adopted does not allow 
for the consideration of the subtransient and fast transient studies. Therefore, 
these models cannot provide a realistic response of the system during the very 
short periods following the disturbances. However, they are efficient for mid-
and long-term dynamic studies which are the purpose of this project. The 
objective of these simplifications is to allow the adopted mathematical models to 
contribute to speeding up the simulator. The consideration of both short-term 
and long-term studies would slow down the simulator, because these combined 
studies will require either the use of two or more different time steps, or the 
execution of the short- and long-term dynamics by two separate programs. In 
addition, these time steps should be small enough to avoid the stiffness problem, 
and maintain numerical stability. Since this simulator does not require detailed 
modelling of the different physical plants, the dynamic elements are simplified 
to low order differential equations. 
4.2.Jl Generator models 
For large scale studies the electrical behaviour of all three phase balanced 
machines is simplified to an equivalent circuit in the rotor direct and quadrature 
~ ~ 106 • To speed-up the simulator the following assumptions and simplifications 
of the generator models have been adopted: 
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(1) The stator is represented by the positive sequence impedance, and con-
sidered to be operating at steady state. Thus it is modelled as an 
algebraic equation similar to the network models. 
(2) The subtransient and transient states are not considered and the generator 
variables are assumed to vary slowly from one state to another. 
(3) The saturation of the magnetic circuits of the generator is not included. 
(4) By suitable arrangement of the stator and rotor winding and of the 
magnetic circuit in the alternators, harmonics are not generated except 
in very small percentages under transient conditions 93 • Harmonics may 
therefore be neglected. 
(5) In most of the modern synchronous generators related to thermo-turbines 
saliency is neglected. Therefore, the direct and quadrature axis reactances 
can be assumed equal. 
(6) For the sake of simplicity of the models the generator parameters are 
taken as independent of the variation of the frequency. However, this 
can be included if required 93 • 
(7) It has been common practice to model the damper windings as an 
artificial coefficient when these are not considered 15•44•68•93 • 
(8) In the balanced three phase systems the single phase variables are based 
on positive sequence components. 
Consequently, the complex circuits of the synchronous generator can be 
simplified into the conventional equivalent circuit given in figure (4.1). 
The single phase vector diagram corresponding to this equivalent circuit 
1s shown in figure (4.2). 
4.2.1.1 Electrical equations 
The relationship between the different variables are illustrated by the 
following expressions. It should be noted that the generators reference frame 
is fixed to the rotor, and only the positive sequence components are modelled. 
(4.3) 
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{4.4) 
The above-mentioned assumption (5) allows the simplification of the equivalent 
positive sequence impedance as follows 
(4.5) 
Therefore the terminal voltage can be expressed as 
(4.6) 
Replacing V0 , Z0 , and 10 by their expressions, equation ( 4.6) becomes 
(4.7) 
From this equation the direct and quadrature components of the terminal voltage 
Vg can be deduced 
Vd = - Ru * Id + Xd * Iq 
Vq = lEu 1 - (Ru * Iq + xd * I d) 
(a) 
(b) (4.8) 
From these two equations the direct and the quadrature components of the 
current lg can be determined 
(a) 
(4.9) 
(b) 
The apparent power Sg is given by 
(4.10) 
Substituting Vg and 1u by their components in equation (4.10) will result m 
the following expressions for the active and reactive power respectively. 
Pu = Vd * Id + Vq * Iq 
Q u = Vq * Id + Vd * lq 
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(a) 
(b) 
(4.11) 
Substituting (4.9) into (4.11) gives 
(a) 
(4.12) 
(b) 
The interface between the network and the generators requires the ex-
pression of the generator variables in the network reference frame. For instance, 
the direct and quadrature coordinates of the terminal voltage are expressed as 
follows 
vd = !Vol * sin(o- 0) 
Vq = !Vol* cos(o- 0) 
(a) 
(b) 
( 4.13) 
in the generator reference frame, and it is given by this expressiOn 
Vr0 = !Vol * cos(O) 
Vimo = !Vol * sin(O) 
(a) 
(b) (4.14) 
in the network reference frame. Therefore, the active and reactive power of the 
generators can be expressed by the following equations in this reference frame 
Where 
P0 = lEo~ [Vr0 (Xd * sin(o) + R0 * cos(o)) IZul 
+ Vim0 (R0 * sin(c5) - Xd * cos(c5))] - Ro 2 * !Vul2 JZol 
Q0 = lEu~ [Vrg(Xd * cos(o) - Rg * sin(c5)) IZgl 
+ Vimg(Xd * sin(c5) + Rg * cos(c5))] - Xd2 * !Vol2 IZgl 
(a) 
(4.15) 
(b) 
Ig is the positive sequence injected current at the generator g busbar in 
(p.u.). 
V0 is the positive sequence terminal voltage of generator g m (p.u.). 
Eg is the positive sequence internal voltage of generator g in (p.u.). 
Zg is the positive sequence impedance of generator g in (p.u.). 
S0 is the positive sequence apparent power of generator g in (p.u.). 
P0 is the positive sequence active power of generator g in (p.u.). 
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Qg is the positive sequence reactive power of generator g m (p.u.). 
4.:2l.]..:2l Electromechanical equatioiD.s 
The motion of the generator is caused by a mechanical torque Tm 
developed by the turbine. The generator produces an opposing torque Tg as 
shown in figure (4.3). In a thermal power station the mechanical power Pm 
is caused by the steam flow through the turbine. The electrical power Pg is 
generated by the interaction between the rotor and the stator magnetic fields. 
The steady state, where the rotational speed w is constant, is due to the 
equality between these two torques. Whenever there is an over-speed caused 
by an increase of the mechanical torque, or an under-speed due to an increase 
in the electrical torque, the whole system is affected. To overcome such an 
imbalance the rotating speed should be kept as close as possible to its normal 
value. This can be realised by the damper windings and governor action. 
Therefore, the variation of the rotating speed depends also on the damping 
torque which is created by the damper windings. This torque damps the local 
oscillations. 
Where M IS given by 
dw 
Pm - Pg = M * dt + D(w - Wa) 
dw 1 dt = M[Pm- Pg- D(w- Wa)] 
M = (2 *H) 
27r * fo 
Substituting M in equation ( 4.17) gives 
dw 7r * fo dt = H [Pm - Pg - D(w - Wa)] 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
The rotor angle 6 IS related to the rotating speed w by the following 
expressiOn 
Where 
d8 = tlw 
dt 
H is the inertia constant in ( s). 
Pm is the mechanical power in (p.u.). 
Pg is the electrical power in (p.u.). 
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Wa = 2 * 1f * fa is the average angular speed of the system or island m 
(electrical rad/s). 
fo is the synchronous frequency m (Hz). 
The block diagram corresponding to the electromechanical interaction of 
the generator is illustrated by figure (4.4). 
4.tl.tl Models of ihe geneR'aiing unit lm~all contR'oHers 
A control system is joined to the generator, to reduce the effect 
of transient disturbances on power system efficiency. This restores the normal 
operating conditions rapidly. The contribution of the different controllers towards 
the stability of the system depends on their time constants. A small time 
constant implies a faster contribution to alleviate the disturbance. Since the 
load is constantly changing, this requires a continuous control of the generator. 
The load frequency control provides the generating units with the most 
economical power set points and regulates the frequency of the system. The 
set points are telemetered from the control centre to the generating units. 
4.2.2 . .1 Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) 
The voltage regulator senses the variation of the terminal voltage, and 
acts accordingly on the excitation system. As a result the field current of the 
generator is adjusted. This in turn regulates the generator terminal voltage by 
affecting the stator internal voltage Eg. The adopted excitor model is based 
on the widely used type 1 model proposed by the IEEE committee 62 
It should be noted that where the response is very fast, the component 
model should be revised to a simpler form for inclusion 15 • This reduces the 
stiffness problem, and maintains numerical stability 106 • Therefore, the transfer 
function representing the AVR has been simplified to its gain Ka, neglecting 
its time constant which is outside the range of the simulator time step. Also 
t~;<tAX<Uf' 
the and feed back loop time constants are too small to be considered. 
Responses faster than the 1/5 !:l.t are usually not detected by the dynamic 
simulator 15 • Furthermore, the effect of saturation and the stabilisers are not 
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included. The resulting block diagram of the generator excitation system is 
shown in figure (4.5). Although this- simplified model has no actual physical 
meaning, however, it is quite efficient for dynamic simulation. 
The following equations correspond to figure ( 4.5). 
Efd = Ka * LlV 
d!Eol _ (EJd- IEgi) 
dt - T~o 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Substituting LlV and Efd by their expressions in equation (4.23) leads to 
d!Eol _ Ka(Vref - IVI 11 ) - IEol 
dt T~o (4.24) 
(4.25) 
The standard manner of dealing with the discontinuous functions, when-
ever the limits are exceeded, consists of substituting the limited quantities by 
their maximum or minimum values 73•106 In such cases, expression (4.24) 
becomes 
Where 
(4.26) 
VR is the regulator voltage in (p.u.). It can be either VR min or VR max 
IEol is the open circuit terminal voltage magnitude in (p.u.). 
Efd is the field voltage in (p.u.). 
T' do is the open-circuit field direct axis transient time constant in (s). 
Vref IS the reference voltage in (p. u.). 
At steady state and under the initial conditions equation (4.24) becomes 
O = Ka(Vref - IVooi) - IEool 
T~o 
v. IEooi IV: I ref . Ka + go 
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(4.27) 
(4.28) 
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4.~.~-~ Governor model 
The changes in the generated electrical power are mainly caused by the 
variation of the load demand. This may cause the frequency of the system 
to reach unacceptable values. The main function of the governor is to sense 
the variation of the frequency and compare it against a reference value. If a 
mismatch is detected, the turbine inlet valves are adjusted so that the changes 
in the mechanical power compensate for the load variation. Consequently, the 
frequency is brought back to the normal conditions. The system chosen allows 
for the sharing of the load variation between the different generating units 
within the multi-machine system. The curves shown in figure (4.6) illustrate 
how the load variation is shared between two units according to the governor's 
gam. In this figure the gain is assumed to be the same for both governors. 
Therefore, the load variation is equally shared between the generating units. 
The adopted governor model shown in figure ( 4. 7) 1s similar to the one 
proposed by De Mello et al. 20 
Where 
The mathematical interpretation of this diagram 1s as follows 
1:1/ = f - /set 
1:1/ 
f:::..P = Paet - R 
dPgv 
dt 
R is the governor droop in (p.u.). 
Tc is the governor time constant in ( s). 
Paet is the power set in (p.u.). 
Pgv is the governor output in (p.u.). 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
The load frequency control provides the governor with frequency set 
points and power set points. 
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When the position valve attains its limits, P0 v can take either the 
maximum or the minimum value. Iri this case equation (4.31) becomes null. 
This can impose important constraints for short-term simulation 106 
4.2.2.3 §team tl!Xll."bine model 
The common steam turbine configurations together with their typical 
parameters are presented by the IEEE committee in reference 63. The adopted 
system is also widely used in the field of transient stability studies 3 •20• 110 • This 
model is a tandem compound single reheat system. Other models described in 
the literature are either too detailed or very approximated. Figure ( 4.8) shows 
the block diagram of the adopted steam turbine model. 
This diagram shows that the governor allows a certain quantity of steam 
to flow through the different stages of the turbine. This leads to the adjustment 
of the mechanical power and therefore the correction of the frequency. The 
gradual response of the turbine is approximately represented by the different 
time constants. From this diagram the mechanical power can be expressed as 
follows 
Where Fhp + Fip + FiP = 1 
Where 
dPhp 
dt 
t::.P = P0 v + K1t::.(DP) 
dPip _ (Php - Pip) 
dt - Trh 
dP,P (Pip - P,P) 
dt Teo 
P = is the mechanical power in (p. u.). 
Php is the turbine high pressure in (p.u.). 
Pip IS the turbine intermediate pressure in (p.u.). 
Plp IS the turbine low pressure in (p.u.). 
Fhp is the turbine high pressure factor in (p.u.). 
Fip is the turbine intermediate pressure factor in (p.u.). 
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FlP is the turbine low pressure factor in (p.u.). 
Tch is the steam chest and high pressure cylinder time constant m (s). 
Trh is the reheater and the intermediate pressure cylinder time constant 
in (s). 
Teo is the cross over and the low pressure cylinder time constant in (s). 
K 1 and Ll(DP) are related to the boiler. They are defined in the 
following section. 
4.2.2.4!: Boiler model 
The boiler is considered as the key link in the energy transformation 
process in a power station. From the chemical energy of the fuel it pro-
duces steam which is transformed into mechanical power by the turbine. The 
mechanical energy is changed into electrical power by the generator. 
Chemical => Thermal => Mechanical => Electrical 
energy 
(Fuel) 
energy 
(Steam) 
energy 
(Pm) 
energy 
(Pg) 
Due to its time delays and lags, the boiler does not contribute immedi-
ately after the occurrence of the disturbance to restore the normal operating 
conditions. Rather, it produces the required amount of steam after a few 
minutes. The demand change is initially supported by the storage capacity of 
the boiler. 
Detailed representation of the boiler requires the inclusion of the non-
linear models of a large number of its components. Such details are vital for 
studies such as design, but they are not desirable in the mid- and long-term 
simulation where hundreds of plants must be represented. Therefore, only those 
elements which have a great effect on the overall operating conditions of the 
network are considered. A survey of several low-order boiler models has been 
provided by Anderson in reference 3. 
Three response modes of the boiler and the turbine to the power output 
variation are described in the literature 3 •64 • The first mode is the turbine 
leading mode (boiler following) where the changes in generation are first detected 
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by the turbine and the boiler controls react accordingly. This mode is fast, but 
usually results in large deviation of the controlled variables, especially during 
severe disturbances. The second mode is the boiler leading (turbine following) 
mode, where the boiler senses the variation of the load and adjusts its variables. 
This adjustment is detected by the turbine, which changes the position of its 
valves to the new load level. This sort of control mode is safe but slow. A 
compromise between the desire for fast generation response and the desire for 
boiler safety led to a third option called the coordinated control mode. 
The adopted model for this study is similar to the one suggested by De 
Mello et al. 20 • This model is relevant to coal fired plants. The advantage 
of such boilers is the relatively fast response to the disturbances ensured by 
the boiler's energy storage. Since the boiler controllers response is not fast 
enough to compensate for pressure variations caused by governor action, the 
stored energy enables the pressure at the turbine valve to be held constant 
without any control action during the initial seconds following a disturbance. 
The governor uses the frequency and power set points to determine the required 
valve position in order to allow the right amount of steam to flow through the 
different turbine cylinders. The power and frequency set points are also used 
as references by the boiler to generate the required quantity of steam, using 
the necessary amount of fuel and water. 
Figure ( 4.9) illustrates the adopted boiler and its location within the 
loop of the generating unit's local controllers. 
In order to model the boiler control system clearly, a further subdivision 
of its transfer functions is needed as shown in figure (4.10). 
From this diagram equations representing the physical behaviour of the 
boiler can be derived. 
dA2 dAt 
-- = At + Tb * --
d(~(FI)) 
dt 
dt dt 
(A2 + Ta * ~- ~(FI)) 
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( 4.39) 
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Where 
T' _ Ta 
a- 10 
A3 = ~(FI) 
d(~(SP)) (A3- ~(SP)) 
dt Tv 
d(~(DP)) (~(SP) - ~Phv) 
dt cb 
~Phv = Phv - (Pilet - K3 * ~f) 
~(FRS)= ~(DP)- K2 * ~Phv 
~(F I) is the variation of fire intensity in (p.u.). 
~(SP) is the steam production variation in (p.u.). 
1:1 ( D P) is the drum pressure variation in (p. u.). 
~(FRS) is the firing rate setting variation in (p.u.). 
A1, A2 and A3 are auxiliary variables. 
Ta and Tb are the combustion controller time constants in (s). 
Td is the fuel time delay in (s). 
Tv is the fuel time constant in {s). 
cb is the boiler storage time constant in (s). 
K 1 and Ki are amplifying factors. 
K 2 is a factor denoting the pressure drop. 
K3 represents the effect of frequency on the boiler response. 
4.3 ALGEBRAIC MODELS 
{4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
A power system network includes the transmission system, compensators, 
generators, loads etc. The following models represent the static behaviour of 
these different elements. The dynamic components are linked to the rest of the 
network through interfacing variables such as current injections into nodes. 
The subtransient and transient phenomena of the network are not included 
m this study because they are very fast events which do not last longer than 
a few milliseconds. 
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Algebraic models are based on Kirchhoff's first law expressed in equation 
{4.46) which is of the same form as the general network equation (4.2). 
( 4.46) 
Where 
n is the number of energised elements within a given node. 
Ji is the current of the energised elements connected to a given node. 
This current is expressed by Ohm's law as follows 
Where 
[Y] is the admittance. 
V is the voltage. 
4.3.1 Generator model 
1 = [Y] * v {4.47) 
In order to model the interface between the generating units and the 
rest of the network, equations representing such operation must be of the same 
type, and they must be referred to the same reference frame as mentioned in 
section {4.2.1.1). 
The algebraic equations representing the static behaviour of the syn-
chronous generators is derived from figure {4.11 (a)). 
By network analysis the injected current at the generator busbar IS 
given by 
(4.48) 
Where Eg is expressed as follows in the network reference frame 
(4.49) 
and Yg IS given as follows 
(4.50) 
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Substituting these two expressions into equation (4.48), and replacing the com-
plex variable Vgi by its real and imaginary coordinates given in equation ( 4.14) 
will lead to the following expression of the real and imaginary coordinates of 
the current injected by the generator g at its busbar i. 
[!.J .. = [ -~ -BJ [cos(o)l -G gi X sin(8) gi (4.51) 
4.3.2 JLoad model 
Early transient stability studies emphasised the importance of generators, 
with little attention to the loads. During the last two decades great efforts have 
been made to develop and improve the load models 6 •17•83•88•95•99 • This is due 
to the realisation of the contribution of loads towards damping the inter-area 
oscillations together with the prime mover and load frequency control (the 
damper winding mainly affects the generating units local swings). Although 
the load parameters are obtained for small variations of frequency and voltage, 
and the dynamic behaviour of the induction motors is neglected, these models 
have greatly improved the simulation accuracy 88 
Most loads include diverse equipment of varying composition. Therefore, 
an equivalent model is necessary. Following the classification and the observation 
of the behaviour of the various loads, a second order polynomial expression 
relating the power demand to the voltage magnitude has been elaborated. This 
approach has been adopted by Concordia et al. 17 and Lopez 80 • This can be 
satisfactory if the frequency effect on the loads can be neglected. 
Practically, the consideration of the frequency effect on the load is more 
difficult than the consideration of the effect of the voltage. This is due to the 
complexity of performing field tests, and interpreting the results. Also these 
tests are meant to be carried out at constant voltages, and this is practically 
not possible. 
In reference 99 the authors have shown, through tests, that the effect 
of the voltage angle variation on the reactive load is negligible and its effect 
on the active load is of a transient nature. Consequently, this variable can be 
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neglected and only the voltage magnitude and the frequency at the load busbar 
is assumed to affect the load. The aggregate load in a substation is expressed 
by the following non-linear models 
n { lVI Poj (fi - fo) } 
Pld = ?"= Poi * -1V: ·I * [1 + Pii * · f, ] J=l OJ 0 
n { lVI q.,i Ui - fo) } 
Qld = ?::: Qoi * -1v: ·I * [1 + QJi * t, l 
J=l O:J 0 
(a) 
(4.52) 
(b) 
Where n is the number of types of loads. 
Although determining the composition of the aggregate load at each node 
IS not an easy task, the overall coefficients Pv and Qv can be estimated under 
certain conditions such as small variations of the frequency and voltage. In 
this case the load ld at node i can be defined as follows, if IV oi I is assumed to 
be equal to 1 (p.u.) 95 
(4.53) 
Where Ai and Bi are given by 
(a) 
(4.54) 
(b) 
Where 
Typical values of the load coefficients Pvi and Qvi. are 0 for a constant 
power, 1 for a constant current, and 2 for a constant impedance load 83 
It is assumed that the load exhibits a constant impedance characteristic 
whenever the voltage is below some predetermined value, typically 0.8 or 0.7 
(p.u.) 4 •17•73•93 • This approach is necessary due to the lack of data for larger 
voltage and frequency variations. This simplification is feasible since the motors 
behave as constant impedances at low voltages. 
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To include the load in the algebraic set of equations, the aggregate load 
is considered as a single component consuming power from busbar i as shown 
in figure (4.11 {b)). It should be noted that, due to the small time constants of 
most of the load components, loads are represented as static models. Although 
motors have non negligible time constants, their dynamics are not included in 
the system since they are not represented individually. 
The injected current at the load busbar i is expressed as follows 
{4.55) 
The matrix form of this equation for a load ld connected to a busbar IS as 
follows 
Where 
B * IVIqu-2 ] [ Vr l 
A* IVIpu-2 ldi X Vim. Cdi {4.56) 
Srdi is the apparent power consumed by load ld at its busbar i in (p.u.). 
Poi is the load initial active power at busbar i in (p.u.). 
Qoi is the load initial reactive power at busbar i in (p.u.). 
voi is the load initial voltage at busbar i in (p.u.). 
Pui is the sensitivity of the load active power with respect to voltage 
variation at bus bar i. 
Qui is the sensitivity of the load reactive power with respect to voltage 
variation at busbar i. 
P!i is the sensitivity of the load active power with respect to frequency 
variation at bus bar i. 
QJi is the sensitivity of the load reactive power with respect to frequency 
variation at busbar i. 
4.3.3 Compensator models 
The generator reactive power capability generally is enough to meet the 
required load reactive demand. However, since the generators are the main 
reactive source in the electrical systems it is desirable to keep this capability 
as a reserve to respond quickly to disturbances such as generator outages. 
Furthermore, when the load is heavy and remote from the generating plants the 
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reactive power losses become very important. Although the high voltage lines 
contribute significantly to the system-shunt capacitance, this is not enough to 
meet such losses and support the voltage of the loads. 
When the load is light reactive losses are relatively small. Together with 
the line charging effect this can cause the reactive power to exceed the VAr 
requirements, and the voltage to rise. This reactive power can be absorbed by 
generators, but it is preferable to preserve the generators absorbing capability 
for sudden contingencies. 
Therefore, the installation of compensators has become indispensable to 
improve the load power factors and the voltage profile. 
Synchronous compensators and series capacitors are used for very long 
overhead lines. The former are installed at very large industrial motor loads to 
improve their power factor. However, because they require frequent maintenance 
and they are liable to become unstable their use is not desirable 50 . Furthermore, 
since the loads are not modelled individually no motors are represented in the 
present simulator. The series capacitors are a means to reduce the line reactance 
and losses. These are boosting the voltage not through supplying reactive power 
but by reducing the losses. 
Inductive senes compensators are used for very short lines to increase 
their inductance. These can be included in the transmission line models 68 • 
The static VAr compensators (SVC) are used in circumstances where high speed 
response is required 70 • These devices can be included in this algorithm if the 
necessary data is available. 
The shunt capacitors are the most relevant plant to this simulator. This 
is because their response time frame is within the. time range of the present 
simulator, and they can overcome adequately the problem of low bus voltages 
at heavy load levels. Although these devices are not fast enough to Improve 
system transient stability, because of their flexibility in regulating the voltage, 
they are the most commonly used form of compensation 39 They can be 
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installed at or near the load sites. In the case of light load the excess of 
reactive power can be absorbed by shunf reactors. This leads to a reduction 
of the voltage. A simplified representation of these two elements is given in 
figure {4.11 (c)). These devices can be controlled remotely, automatically or 
manually. fu this project they are operated manually by switching them on or 
off using a scenario file. 
Transformer tap--changing is another means of regulating reactive power 
in the system through regulating the voltage level. This is described separately 
in section ( 4.3.5). 
The shunt capacitor and reactor parameters are frequency dependent. 
This dependency is illustrated by the following equations 
Capacitor modelling: 
- . iBm * fi 
Yci = J Yci = '---'---fa 
Qci = Yci * IVcil2 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
The matrix form of a capacitor c linked to a busbar i is indicated below 
[ lr l [ 0 -y] [ Vr ] lim. ci = Y 0 ci X Vim. ci 
Reactor modelling: 
The matrix form of this equation at the busbar i is as follows 
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(4.60) 
{4.61) 
(4.62) 
{4.63) 
(4.64) 
Where 
Yc/'1" is the capacitor/reactor admittance in (p.u.). 
Q(c/r) is the reactive power of the capacitor/reactor m (p.u.). 
I'r(cif'ri) is the real current injected at the capacitor/reactor busbar in 
(p.u.). 
Iim(cifri) is the imaginary current injected at the capacitor /reactor bus bar 
i in (p.u.). 
Bo is the capacitor's susceptance at nominal frequency in (p.u.). 
Xo is the reactor's reactance at nominal frequency in (p.u.). 
fi and fo are the frequency at busbar i and the normal frequency in 
(Hz). 
4.3.4 Transmission line model 
The transient state of the transmission lines is not included in this study. 
It has been a common practice to model the lines as a conventional II circuit 
at steady state. This modelling is carried out for a balanced representation 
only. The single line circuit of a transmission line is given in figure ( 4.11 (d)). 
The line reactance and susceptance are frequency dependent. In order 
to model this effect properly the frequencies at the sending and receiving end 
of the line are averaged to give a more accurate model. 
The capacitances Ci and C; at the two ends of a line are generally the 
same. Therefore the susceptances Sci and Sci can be expressed as follows 
Yci = Ycj = iSc 
fi; = Ili, : ·x = Gii - jBi; i J ij 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
By network analysis the current at busbars i and j can be expressed as follows 
(4.69) 
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ill the same way the components of Ilni are given by 
(4.70) 
It should be noted that for a line fi; = Y;i. The matrix form of a line ln 
connected between nodes i and j is 
[ I,; I [ G;; -Sc + Bii -G·· -B·· [ v •• I iJ tJ Iimi = Sc - B;,; Gii Bii -Gii X Virni 
Iri -Gii -Bii Gii -Sc + Bii Vrj 
Iim.i tn B;,; -G·· S -B·· Gii ln Vim; ln 13 c tJ 
Where 
i = 1, 2 ... and j = 1, 2, ... with i # j. 
14; is the line In resistance m (p.u.) 
Xii is the line In reactance in (p.u.). 
Ci/i is the In charging at the two ends and j in (p.u.). 
G;,; IS the line In conductance in (p.u.). 
Bii is the line In series susceptance in (p. u.). 
(4.71) 
Sc(i/i) are the line ln sending and receiving end shunt susceptances at 
the angular speed w(ifj) in (p.u.). 
So(i/i) are the line ln sending and rece1vmg end susceptances at the 
nominal angular speed W 0 in (p.u.). 
Wij is the average angular speed in (rad/s). 
Vr(i/i) and Vim.(i/i) are the voltage coordinates at busbars i and j joined 
by line ln in (p. u.). 
Irln(ifi) and Iimln(i/i) are the current coordinates at busbars and j m 
(p.u.). 
4.3.5 Transformer model 
The voltage, active and reactive power are mainly controlled locally at 
the generating units. However, at the remote bus bars, due to losses in the 
transmission network, these variables need to be readjusted. This can be done 
by various equipment such as compensators and transformers. The latter are 
equipped with tap-changing and phase-shifting systems. These controllers sense 
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the voltage and active power respectively, compare them with their corresponding 
set points, and initiate tap-changing and phase-shifting accordingly. Tap-
changing is a means for controlling the voltage and the corresponding reactive 
power. Whereas the phase-shifting is a device which controls the phase angle 
and the corresponding active power 57 • In this case reactive and active power 
are controlled indirectly through controlling the voltage and the phase angle 
respectively. 
To simplify the transformer representation, the conventional approxima-
tions have been assumed. Since the exciting current is very small compared to 
the rated current, it can be neglected without affecting much the accuracy of 
the model. Therefore, the transformer is simplified to its leakage impedance and 
an ideal transformer in series. Since both the tap-changing and phase-shifting 
are considered, the turn ratio is complex. The schematic diagram of a single 
line model of the transformer is illustrated m figure (4.11 (e)). The variables 
involved are referred to the sending busbar 1. 
By network analysis we have 
Substituting vt by its expressiOn gives 
By energy conservation and network analysis we have 
This implies that 
1 
t* 
Replacing It; by its expression in this equation leads to 
lti = yt * (t* * t * Vti - t* * vt;) 
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(4.72) 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
(4.75) 
(4.76) 
(4.77) 
Where * denotes the conjugate and 
The expression for 1ti becomes 
lti = Yt * (ltl2 * Vti -I* * Yti) 
- 1 
yt = . = Gt - iEt Rt + JXt 
t = ltl(cos(¢) + j sin(¢)) = tr +;'tim. 
(4.78) 
(4.79) 
(4.80) 
(4.81) 
Replacing all the variables by their coordinates in lti and lti and putting the 
equations in matrix form we obtain the following expression 
[ r., I [ 1t12 G !ti2 E -trG + t;.E -tiG- trE l v •• I Iimi _ -ltl2 E 1ti2G tiG + trE -trG +tiE V'imi 
I· - -tG-t·E tiG- trE G E X Vri r3 r ~ 
limi t -tiG + trB -trG- tiE -B G t V'imi t 
(4.82) 
Where i = 1, 2 ... and i = 1, 2 ... with if= j 
The tap-changing and phase-shifting are updated whenever the voltage at 
the controlled busbars and the power flow is different to the set points. Mescua 
81 has suggested the following iterative way of adjusting the tap-changing and 
phase-shifting 
Where 
!tk! = !tk-1! +a* b.V 
rPk = rPk-1 + b * b.P 
b.V = IVil- Vset 
(a) 
(b) (4.83) 
(4.84) 
(4.85) 
!tl(k/k- 1) is the turn ratio magnitude at iteration k and k -1 respectively. 
<i>(k/k- 1) is the turn ratio phase angle at iteration k and k -1 respectively. 
Vi and Pi are the voltage and the active power at the controlled bus bar 
in (p.u.). 
V8 et and Pset are the voltage and the active power set points respectively 
in (p.u.). 
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a and b are accelerating factors. 
Since tap and phase steps are discrete and cannot be incremented by 
other than one step at a time, they are incremented or decremented by one step 
whenever the controlled voltage and power flow deviate from the target values. 
This can be achieved manually, by remote control or automatically. In the 
case of remote control operation, a target step position is sent from the control 
centre to the transformer operating equipment which varies the tap-changing 
and phase-shifting accordingly. In the case of automatic control the variation 
of the bus voltage and power flow are detected and the necessary actions take 
place. The response of the control equipment of transformers to control signals 
is not instantaneous. It is in the range of a few seconds. This restricts the 
effect of tap-changing and phase-shifting during fast disturbances. 
4.4 .AJLGJEBRA][SATION OF THE D][JFJFJERENT][AJL EQUAT][ONS 
The simultaneous solution of the dynamic and static subsystems reqmres 
the algebraisation of the former. This can be achieved by utilising the implicit 
trapezoidal method. Therefore, the differential equations are transformed to 
take a similar form to the algebraic equation given in expression (4.2). 
In this equation the transpose of the dynamic state variables vector [Y]i 
and the static state variables vector [X]i are given as follows 
(4.86) 
[X]t i = (V ri, V imi) (4.87) 
The algebraisation of equation (4.37) for instance can be derived from 
equation (3.1). 
f:,.t . • 
Ptpt = PtP(t-~t) + 2 (Ptpt + PtP(t-~t)) (4.88) 
Substituting Ptp by expression ( 4.37) gives 
(4.89) 
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This equation can be rewritten in a general form as follows 
(4.91) 
Where 
(4.92) 
~t ~t 
h(Pip,Ptp){t-.t>.t) = plP(t-.t>.t)(l- 2T. ) + piP(t-.t>.t)(2T. ) co co (4.93) 
c =0 
The same process can be applied to the rest of the dynamic equations 
as shown in Appendix A. 
Equations representing the boiler are not algebraised by the trapezoidal 
method. A more approximate technique is used to solve these equations because 
their time constants are of the order of minutes. Therefore, it is adequate to 
solve them once for each time step rather than solving them at each iteration. 
This reduces the number of differential equations to be solved and the order 
of the Jacobian matrix without significantly affecting the overall accuracy 93 
This method can be described by the following simple expression 
(4.94) 
4.5 JFORMAT][ON OJF THE JACOB][AN MATR][X 
The set of algebraic equations described in the previous sections have to 
be solved to obtain the unknown variables at each time step. The Newton-
Raphson (N-R) method which is a widely used technique in the field of power 
system stability studies and load-flow solutions 24•106 is adopted. 
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As described in chapter 3 the N-R method consists of solving iteratively 
the following set of equations 
Where 
[ [~Y]l [L\X] k (4.95) 
Function [h([Y]\ [xnJ represents the set of the algebraised dynamic 
functions. An example of these functions is the one related to the 
turbine low pressure given in the previous section for a subset s of 
state variables [Y]/ = (Pip, Plp)· 
The set of linear functions [g([Y]\ [XnJ is given by the sum of the 
currents at each node i as expressed iii equation (4.46) in section (4.3). 
The N * N Jacobian matrix [Jj is composed of the partial derivatives of 
the dynamic equations [h([Yjt, [Xjt)J with respect to [Yj and [X], and 
the derivatives of the static equation [g([Yjt, [Xjt)J with respect to [Yj 
and [X]. 
The order m of the vector [L).Yj and [h([Y]t, [X]t)] is given by m = Nd*Ng. 
The order m' of the vector [L).Xj and [g([Y]\ [X]t)] is given by m' = Nn. 
With Nd the number of differential equations for each generator, Ng the number 
of active generators in the system, and Nn the number of active nodes in the 
network. The order N of the Jacobian matrix satisfies this relation N = m + m'. 
4.5.1 Dynamic sub-Jacobian 
This sub-Jacobian includes the partial derivatives of the generator 
dynamic equations with respect to the dynamic state variables given by the 
general expressions [ dlh(l~~~~x]t)J ] in equation (3.6). 
As an example, the Jacobian elements related to equation (4.92) are 
given below 
d(h(Pip, Plp)) = l + L).t 
d(Plp) 2Tco (4.96) 
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Where 
d(h(Pi11 , P1 11 )) 
d(Pi11 )-
[).t 
equation ( 4.96) IS a diagonal element of the Jacobian matrix and 
equation ( 4.97) is an off-diagonal element of the same matrix. 
(4.97) 
These elements represent the 7th row of the Jacobian matrix given in 
equation {4.104) where equation h(Pip, P1p) is renamed h7 . The rest of the non 
zero elements of the dynamic sub-Jacobian are given in appendix A. 
4.5.2 J[nterlacing sub-Jacobian 
This represents the dependence of the dynamic models on the network 
state variables (voltages) and the dependence of the static models on the 
dynamic state variables. These are represented by the two sets of derivatives 
[ d[h(!Y)t ,[x)t)J ] and [ d[g(IY)t ,[x)t)J ] respectively d[X] d[Y) • 
The Jacobian elements related to the dynamic/static and static/dynamic 
interface are developed in appendix A. 
4.5.3 Algebraic sub-Jacobian 
The algebraic sub-Jacobian is formed by the set of derivatives of the 
static equations with respect to the network state variables [ d[g([Y)t ,[x]t)] ] d[X) " 
This expression includes the derivatives of the injected current of the different 
components of the network such as generators, loads, shunts, transformers, and 
lines with respect to the corresponding real and imaginary voltages. 
Theoretically a node can include all network elements. These can be 
linked to different sections of busbars within the substations. Since the frequency 
is assumed to be constant during a time step, the derivatives of frequency 
dependent elements with respect to the frequency are. not included in the 
Jacobian matrix. The voltage dependent static equations are all represented by 
their admittances in the Jacobian matrix because the current varies linearly with 
the voltage except for the loads which are represented by non-linear equations. 
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41.5.3.JL JLine elements 
Differentiating the line injected- currents given in equation (4.71) by their 
corresponding real and imaginary voltages results in the following expression 
.4L:.L ...!ll.ti_ .!il.r..L __4In_ 
dV..; dVimi dVrj dV;mj 
!llimi_ !lli.m.L !llimi_ .4lim.L Gi; -Sc + Bi; -Gi; -Bii 
dV .. ; dVimi dVvj dV;mj Sc- Bii Gii Bi; -Gi; 
dlrj ~ dlvj ~ -G·· iJ -B·· 'lJ G·· 3J -S +B .. c 1J 
dV .. ; dV;mi dVv; dV;mj B;.; -Gi; Sc- Bi; Gi; 
di;mj dl;mj dlimj dlimj 
dV .. ; dVimi dVrj dV;mj ln (4.98) 
4.5.3.~ "''ransformer elements 
Transformer models are similar to those of lines, except for the con-
sideration of the complex turn ratio. The derivatives of the current at the 
sending and receiving end of the transformers with respect to the corresponding 
voltages are deduced from equation {4.82) 
!ll..r.i... ...!ll.r.L .!ll.ti.. ...4l.ci_ 
dVri dVimi dVrj dVimj 
!llimi.. .!llimL !llimi.. !ll..i.mJ._ lti2G 1t12B a H dVri dVimi dVrj dV;mj -iti2B lti2G -b (4.99) dlrj ~ dlrj ..!!!..ti_ c d G dV .. ; dV;m; dV .. ; dVimj -d c -B 
dl;mj dlimj dl;mj dlimj 
dVr; dVimi dVrj dV;mj t 
Where a, b, c, d are expressed as follows 
a = -trG +tiE; b = -tiG- trB; c = -trG- tiBi 
4.5.3.3 Generator static elements 
The static elements of the generator included in the network sub-Jacobian 
are derived from equation (4.51). 
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ln 
The diagonal block of elements is given by 
[~ ~J dV,. dV;m [-~ ~]. ( 4.100) 
.4l.iw... di· 
dV,. ~ gi g~ 
41.5>.3.41 JLoad e~ements 
The loads are modelled as non-linear frequency and voltage dependent 
equations. The derivatives of the injected current at the load busbars with 
respect to their voltages are added to the diagonal elements of the nodes to 
which the loads ld are connected. These derivatives are based on equation 
(4.56). 
....4k... l+ 
N 0 
dV;m M N 
M X 4li.m... 0 
dV,. 
-N M ldi 
.4l..im... 
dV;m ldi 
Where M and N are 
It should be noted that this model is a revision of the one presented in 
reference 93. 
4.5.3.5 Compensator elements 
The compensator elements added to the diagonal block of elements of the 
static sub-Jacobian are derived from equation (4.60) and (4.64). These elements 
are represented by the shunt capacitor and reactor admittances respectively. 
Equations representing shunt capacitors are given below 
=~ J = [~ ~t 
dV;m ~ 
(4.102) 
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The shunt reactor elements are 
_Ab_ -] dV;m 
d!· ~ ri 
(4.103) 
Equation (4.104) shows the lay out of the Jacobian matrix. The different 
derivatives in this matrix are defined by equations (4.96 a.nd 4.97) and (A.l-
A.77). The two diagonal sub-Jacobians (block I and JV)represent the dynamic 
and the network elements respectively. The two off-diagonal sub-Jacobians 
(block I I and I I I) include the interfacing elements between the generators and 
the rest of the network and vice-versa. This matrix represents the details of 
generator one linked to node i. 
4.6 POWER FJLOW CAJLCUJLA'TKON 
The transmission lines are the means for transporting electrical power 
from the power stations where it is generated to the remotely sited loads where 
it is consumed. These lines are subject to many constraints and limitations. 
In order to function properly without affecting the security and reliability of 
the system, certain restrictions such as limitations of the power flow through 
the lines are imposed. 
4.6.Jl. JLine power flow 
By considering figure (4.11(d)) and equation (4.71) the power flow at 
node and j is obtainable. The apparent powers Si and 83 are given by 
Replacing fli/:i by their real and imaginary components, and substituting 
Iri/:i and h·ni/i ·by their expressions given in equation (4.71), the active and 
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!ll!:J... !ll!:J... ~ 0 ..!!!ll._ .!!?u.... .!!!!.1... 0 0 I .!Y!.L _4ill_ 0 0 dw d6 dP11.p dP;, dP,, ... . .. . .. dVri dVimi . .. ... g 
!llil... !llil... 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 . .. I . .. 0 0 dw d6 
0 0 ;$;r 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1:fu_ ...1Jll_ . .. ... . .. dV,; dV;rni g 
4fu._ 0 0 ..!ll!J.._ 0 0 0 0 ... 0 . .. I . .. 0 0 dw dP9 • 
!,II I 0 0 0 .!!ru_ ..!!!J:A_ 0 0 dh5 0 I 0 0 0 dP9 • dPh.p d(6.DP) ... . .. ... 
0 0 0 0 ..4fu.._ .!Jlll... 0 0 ... 0 . .. I ... 0 0 dP11.p dP;, 
0 0 0 0 0 .1:!1:.I_ .1:!1:.I_ 0 ... 0 ... I . .. 0 0 dP;, dP,, 
~ 
~ 4!!.a.. 0 0 0 ..!!!!.a._ 0 0 dh 8 0 I 0 0 co dw dP11., d(6.DP) ... ... . .. 
I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Gns. 
0 di.;. ~ 0 0 0 0 0 I !JI.u... ...5ll.rJ.._ !il..r.L ....!il.ti_ d6 . .. dVri dVimi ... dVrj dV;mj g 
0 dlimio ~ 0 0 0 0 0 I !llimL .!il.i.mi.. !lli.m.;._ ..4limi... d6 I g ... dV,; dVtmi ... dVrj dV;mj 
I 
Ill, IV 
I 
0 I . .. dlrj .§J_ ... dlrj ~ dV,; dVimi dVrj dV;mj 
dl;m; dlimj di;m; dl;mj 
dV,. dVimi ... dVrj dVimj 
0 I ... 
(4.104) 
reactive power at node i and j can be expressed as follows 
Pi = Vri(GiiVrii + Bii'Vimii) + Vimi(GiiVimii- Bi,-Vrii) 
Q;, = -SclVil2 + Vri(BijVrij- G;,i"Vimi.i) + Vimi(GijVrii + B.;,-Vimii) 
P,- = Vri(Gi,-Vrii + Bi;Vim.ii) + Vim.i(G•;Vim.ii- Bi,.Vrii) 
Qi = -SclV,·l2 + Vrj(BiiVrii - Gi.il'imii) + Vimj(GijVrii + Bi.iVi=ii) 
where 
Vri.i = Vri - Vri 
Vimij = 'Vimi - l/imj 
Vrji = Vrj - Vri 
Vimji = Vim.i - Vimi 
4.8.2 Transformer power flow 
(a) 
(b) 
(4.105) 
(a) 
(b) 
(4.106) 
Apparent power at node i and j linked through a transformer IS given 
by the following equations 
Replacing the currents at node i and node j by their components given 
in equation (4.82), and substituting the voltages at nodes i and j by their real 
and imaginary components, would result in the following expressions of active 
and reactive power at the two ends. 
Pi = ftli * Vri - ft2i * Vimi 
Qi = ftli * Vimi + ft2i * Vri 
P; = lt1; * Vr.i - lt2i * Vim; 
(a) 
Q; = ltlj *Vim; + ft2j * Vrj (b) 
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(4.107) 
Where 
lt1i = Gt * (ltl2 * Vri- tr * Vr; -t• *Vim;)+ Bt * (1tl2 * Vimi +ti * Vri- tr *Vim.;) 
lt2i = Bt * (1t12 * Vri -tr * Vri- ti * Vim.i)- Gt * (itl2 * Vimi- tr * Vim.i +ti * Vri) 
Jtlj = Gt * [Vv"i- (tr * Vri - ti * Vim.i)] + Bt *[Vim;- (ti * Vri + tr * Vim.i)] 
lt2j = -Gt * [Vim.i- (ti * Vri- tr * 'Vim.i)] + Bt * (Vri- (tr * Vri- ti * Vim.i)] 
4. "! §JIMUILATTION OF JPROTECT][ON 
Most of protection relays operate very quickly. Therefore, these fast 
acting operations can only be simulated as an instantaneous action by the 
dynamic simulator. This simplified protection includes: the generator over-
speed and under-speed protection, the load under-frequency protection, and the 
transmission line overload protection. 
4.7.1 Generator over-speed protection 
When certain system events occur, a mismatch between the demand and 
the generation of energy takes place causing a variation of the generators rotating 
speed. If this variation is not critical the governors can respond efficiently by 
acting upon the turbine valves. However, if the over-speed reaches a critical 
limit (about 10% of the nominal value 34), the valves are shut instantaneously 
before any structural damage of the generating units takes place. 
4. 7.2 Generator under-speed protection 
. If the load under-frequency protection (described below) fails to react 
when the frequency decreases to undesirable values, when a critical limit IS 
reached the generator under-speed protection disconnects the generator. 
4. 7.3 Load under-frequency protection 
When a system or an island is overloaded, the frequency of the system 
starts falling until a new load/ generation balance is reached. If the generators 
cannot operate safely at this level, they have to trip. These control actions 
are undesirable especially in the case of small islands because this may lead to 
a blackout of that subsystem. The load shedding relays have set points which 
would allow them to react before the generators critical state is reached. The 
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frequency can be used as a measure to assess the amount of the load to be 
shed 87 • Therefore the under-frequency relays have graded frequency settings. 
On the other hand the relay settings must also consider the load priority 
factors. The loads which tolerate low frequencies, and require a relatively 
permanent supply are the last to be disconnected, whereas the loads which 
are very sensitive to the frequency deviation are set to be disconnected first. 
The action of the simulated under-frequency relays is instantaneous. Whenever 
the predetermined frequency limit is reached the breaker at the load busbar is 
immediately switched off. Usually, the lowest frequency deviation is of the order 
of -5% of the nominal value. However, if the load can stand a frequency out 
of this range, it can be supplied until the frequency gets to the corresponding 
critical limit. 
4. 1.4 JLine overload protection 
The adopted overload line protection uses the inverse-time relays. These 
relays provide adjustable operating conditions with a time margin. As their 
name indicates, they exhibit inverse characteristics of the time versus the current 
or power flow 33 • Actually these devices are used for over-current protection 
during short circuit disturbances. But, they can be used for both over-current 
and overload protection if the appropriate current and time settings are selected 
33 
The principle of this protection is to accumulate the integrated error for 
a certain time. If the fault persists and the accumulated error reaches a critical 
value, then the corresponding breaker is switched off, thus disconnecting the 
overloaded line. 
4.8 EXACT TOPOLOGY DETERMINATION 
This program is one of the supporting software packages of the simulator. 
The relationship between these two algorithms is based on transferring the state 
of the different switches whenever a physical change of the network occurs. This 
switching can be caused either purposefully by sending commands to open or 
close any of the breakers, or can happen as a result of clearing a disturbance. 
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In both cases switch states are altered and a flag is updated in the simulator 
program. This is detected by the topology program which would update the 
physical configuration of the network accordingly. When the simulator receives 
the new structure of the system, it includes the energised plants again and it 
dismisses the disconnected ones from the calculation. 
41.9 JI§JLANDJING AND §YNCHRON][§A'JI'JION 
Certain severe disturbances may cause the network to split into several 
independent islands. The topology analysis program is capable of detecting 
this phenomena immediately, and communicating the new configuration of the 
~ystem to the simulator and the control package. These are robust enough to 
deal with such events without any numerical instability or inaccuracies. 
Islanding is an undesirable phenomena because it often leads to an energy 
deficit within the independent islands. This can also lead to a general blackout, 
or to a smaller extent, a blackout of some of the islands. As a result of 
the mismatch between the demand and the generation, an imbalance of the 
frequencies within the different islands occurs. In order to re-connect the 
different islands a re-synchronisation must take place. The reduction of the 
difference between the island frequencies can be achieved either, by shedding a 
certain amount of the load, if the frequency is below the nominal value, or by 
decreasing the power supply if the frequency is above the frequency set point. 
Further, the voltage magnitudes and phase angles at both ends of the tie lines 
must be of the same order. If these conditions are satisfied, the different islands 
can be recombined into an overall system. The topology analysis program is 
able to detect this event and inform the control system. 
4.Jl.O STARTING UJP AND SHUTTING DOWN GENERATORS 
Unit commitment is the package which decides whether the different 
generators in the system are to function normally, run-down to be disconnected, 
or started-up if they are to be re-connected. These decisions are sent to the 
dispatch program where new power targets are set. If a disconnection or a 
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connection of a generator is required, its output power target is set to its 
minimum level. The load frequency- control ramps down the output of the 
generator to be disconnected to its new target in a predetermined target time. 
When the minimum value is reached, the simulator reduces the power to zero 
and switches off the generator breaker. In the case of starting up the generator, 
first the simulator has to re-synchronise the generator and increase its power 
to its minimum. Then the load frequency control has the task of ramping up 
this generator's output to meet the requirements of the system before a target 
time is elapsed. 
4 . .li.li 'JrEJLEMETRY AND MEASUREMENT§ 
When the network solution is obtained, the updated data is telemetered 
to the control package as is the case in real life operational control. The real 
data is usually corrupt because of transducer and data communication errors. 
To account for this phenomena two types of errors are simulated. The first 
are the static errors which are mainly caused by the transducers. The second 
type are the dynamic errors which are related to the noise and other factors 
which affect the data in their communication channel. Since the value of these 
errors cannot be determined analytically, a random error theory is used. This 
is based on random number generation 77 
The random number together with the transducer precision P result m 
the following expression for the static error for a given full scale reading. 
(4.108) 
Dynamic errors are varying with the time. Whenever a measurement is required 
the random error is· evaluated. These errors are also dependent on percentage 
errors and the maximum scale of the measured value. 
(4.109) 
Where 
E8 is the static error. 
Edt is the dynamic error at time t. 
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P6 is the static percentage error for the measured quantity. 
Pd IS the dynamic percentage error for the measured quantity. 
Vmax the maximum value on the scale of the transducer. 
RN is the random number. 
Using the calculated values at time t and the two equations given above 
the measured values can be modelled as follows 
Where 
V meast is the measured value at time t. 
Vcalt is the calculated variable at time t. 
(4.110) 
In addition to this analogue bad data simulation, gross errors are added 
manually (in the scenario file) to the measured variables if required. Fur-
thermore, a digital bad data simulation has been modelled. This simulates 
erroneous switch states. 
This chapter and the previOus one presented the selected models and 
methods in order to build up a fast dynamic simulator. All the requirements, 
conditions and simplifications are discussed. The next chapter presents the 
different steps in developing a dynamic simulator on digital computers. The 
method previously used to solve the power system set of linear equations is 
described. 
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<CHAPTER 5 
<CONVJEN'JLJIONAJL §JIMUJLA'JLOR §'JLRUC'JLURJE 
5 . .1 JINTRODUC'JL'JION 
This chapter describes the use of the original algorithm (based on the 
Harwell library routines) which has been implemented within the simulator for 
solving the linear set of equations. The structure of the time cycle and the 
iterative process involved in the dynamic simulation are also highlighted. The 
interaction between the simulator and its environment is included. This consists 
of performing the measurements and telemetry in the simulator and receiving 
the updated quantities of the system such as the topology, loading conditions, 
set points etc. 
The general structure of the simulator and the sequence in which the 
tasks mentioned above are carried out are shown in figure (5.1). Figure (5.1) 
shows the overall structure of the centralised simulator implemented on the 
Perkin Elmer PE 3230 minicomputer. In the case of the parallel simulator 
which runs on the Array Processor FPS 5205 hosted by the Perkin Elmer 
PE 3230 these tasks are subdivided between the two machines following their 
capabilities. 
5.2 SIMULATOR INITIALISATION 
The simulator program is initialised by acquiring the necessary static and 
dynamic data from the various simulator support packages such as the physical 
data, the loader, the exact topology determination, the load-flow, the control 
signals etc. These have to run before the simulator starts, and the initial data 
has to be loaded into different common blocks which can be accessed by the 
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simulator and periodically updated by these tasks. For instance, the loader 
updates its variables every 10 seconds, and the control signals are updated 
every 5 seconds. The topology is updated whenever a scenario command is 
received or the protection has acted on faulted elements. The simulator updates 
its values usually every second, although larger or smaller time steps can be 
chosen. 
The initial node voltage magnitudes and phase angles are provided by 
the load-flow package together with the initial power set points and generating 
unit active and reactive powers. The loading conditions are determined by the 
loader. The initial structure of the network is given by the exact topology 
determination package. 
After receiving the initial data the simulator evaluates the steady state 
initial operating conditions. Knowing the network parameters and structure, the 
initial set points and node voltages, and the loading conditions and generation 
levels for each load and generator, it is possible to evaluate the local initial 
operating state of the simulator. Since it is very important to avoid any 
unnecessary calculation, some of the local static values are calculated once at 
this stage to avoid repeated operations. 
Initially the transformer turn ratios are set according to their tap-changing 
and phase-shifting initial positions. Knowing the complex terminal voltage of 
each machine and its apparent power, as well as its parameters, it is possible 
to evaluate the initial voltage behind the synchronous reactance and the rotor 
angle by performing a simple calculation. The initial generator terminal voltage 
and voltage behind the synchronous reactance can be used to evaluate the initial 
AVR set point as shown in equation (4.28). This value is normally set by 
the control package, however, since the initial voltage behind the synchronous 
reactance is not available in the control package, the AVR reference voltage 
Vref is calculated initially by the simulator. The initial mechanical power and 
turbine quantities are set equal to the electrical power, and the variation of 
the boiler variables are set to zero. 
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5.3 'Jl.'lBIE 'Jl.'JIME §'Jl.'EP JLOOP 
After initialising the simulator the dynamic time cycle can be performed. 
The different steps included in this loop are illustrated in the flow chart given in 
figure (5.2). This process starts by receiving the dynamic data of the previous 
time step and from the simulator support programs. According to the latest 
topology state, unit commitment, and load frequency control requirements the 
system dependent and independent variables are initialised for the new time 
step. In the case of islanding, the simulator is capable of assigning these 
variables to their areas and treating these islands as self-contained networks 
over the islanding period without losing stability. 
At some point in the time step a decision point is introduced that 
determines when convergence is obtained ·and enough iterations have been 
performed. During this iterative loop (inner loop) the Jacobian matrix is 
updated following the latest values of the state variables. Usually the system 
converges after one or two iterations at steady state and it does not take more 
than four or five iterations under severe transients. When the system converges 
and the state variables are evaluated the simulation of the time step carries 
on by updating the dependent variables such as the active and reactive power 
of the generators, loads, shunts, the frequency at each active busbar and the 
average system or island frequency, the loading conditions for the next time 
step, and so on. 
The slow varying differential equations of the boiler are also evaluated 
at this stage using a simple rectangular integration formula given by equation 
(4.94). 
By knowing the power flow and the frequencies the protection can 
be initiated. A tripping takes place if any of the controlled variables are 
unacceptable. 
The re-synchronisation of independent islands and generator start-up and 
shut-down are also included in the time cycle and activated whenever this is 
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required. 
The last step in this external loop is the evaluation of the measurement 
and telemetry if this is required by the control package. 
It should be noted that all inactive elements of the power system are 
dismissed from this calculation until they are re-energised again. This prevents 
the simulator from performing unnecessary operations. 
5.3.Jl The iteration loop 
This loop starts with the construction of the Jacobian matrix, and the 
solution of the resulting set of equations, if necessary, and the state variable 
updating, together with the production of error messages if any abnormal 
conditions such as the divergence of the Newton-Raphson system, violation of 
the voltage limits etc. occur. 
The above mentioned steps can be added to the simplified iteration loop 
given in figure (5.2) to illustrate the sequence in which the process of iteratively 
evaluating the state variables takes place (figure (5.3)). 
5.3.]..1!. Formation of the Jacobian matrix 
The Newton-Raphson method and the theory of the formation of the 
Jacobian matrix are described in detail in chapters 3 and 4. The equations of 
the different non zero elements of the sparse Jacobian matrix are illustrated m 
section ( 4.5) and appendix A. The present subsection emphasises the praCtical 
aspects of the problem and gives details of the computer implementation. 
Using equations (4.96-4.103), and (A.1-A.77) the Jacobian matrix non 
zero elements are determined together with their locations. Equation (4.104) 
illustrates the form of the Jacobian matrix, its non zero elements and their 
positions within the matrix. For the sake of clarity this equation represents the 
details of one generator only and two nodes, however, it can be easily generalised 
for the whole system. This matrix is subdivided into four blocks. The two diag-
onal blocks (!,IV) represent the dynamic and algebraic diagonal sub-Jacobians, 
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the off-diagonal elements of block (II) represent the dynamic/algebraic interface 
and the off-diagonal sub-Jacobian or- block (Ill) represents aigebraicfdynamic 
interface between the generator and the network respectively. 
Since only four elements are included in each of the off-diagonal blocks 
(II and III) these suh-Jacobians are very sparse. The limited number of these 
equations gives only 8 * N0 non zero elements. The dimension of these second 
and third blocks is given by (Nd * N 0 ) * n and n * (Nd * N 0 ) which is equal to 
48 * 30 and 30 * 48 for the 30 node network. 
Where 
Nd = 8 IS the number of the differential equations included in the 
Jacobian matrix. 
N 0 is the number of generators. 
n is the number of nodes. 
This shows that the interfacing sub-matrices will be even more sparse 
for larger networks. 
All the active generators are positioned in sequence. Since there is no 
interface between the generators, the dynamic sub-Jacobian of each generator 
is in the form of an independent diagonal sub-matrix. Each of the dynamic 
diagonal sub-Jacobians contains only 21 non zero elements. The number of non 
zero elements of the global dynamic sub-Jacobian is 21 * N0 out of the total 
number of elements given in this equation Ndg = (Nd * N0 ) 2 • 
The sparsity of the static sub-Jacobian depends directly on the line 
connectivity and this is usually not very dense. Generally a node is not 
connected to more than four or five lines. The number of components other 
than lines and transformers linked to a single node does not affect the sparsity 
of the system. The number of static non zero elements of a system can 
be expressed by Nc * 2 + n where N1 is the number of lines. The complex 
representation of the network equations necessitates 4 * (Nc * 2 + n) elements. 
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The sparsity of the 30 node, 118 node, and 141 node systems IS given 
in table (5.1) 
~ ~ ~ ~ --
n Ng Nt No. of non zeros Total elements Sparsity (%) 
30 6 41 622 Jl.1664 5.33 
118 19 179 2455 150544 1.63 
141 12 204 2544 142884 1.78 
Table 5.1 Sparsity of the different test networks 
Thus enormous storage space is saved by storing the non zero elements 
only in a compact vector instead of storing the whole matrix as a two dimensional 
array. The matrix is stored row-wise. The storage includes the non zero element 
values as well as their addresses and row and column numbers. Other integer 
variables such as the number of non zero elements in each column are also 
stored. 
The Jacobian matrix requires all the static and dynamic equations to be 
dependent on the state variables or constants. Therefore, all dependent variables 
are replaced by their expressions which are functions of the independent variables. 
Furthermore, these equations must be referred to the same reference frame, as 
mentioned in chapter 4, so that their interface will be modelled correctly. 
The non zero elements are updated iteratively since some of them depend 
on the state variables which are re-calculated at the end of each iteration. 
A) Generator dynamic sub-Jacobian 
Each generating unit is represented by 14 equations, where only 8 are 
included in the Jacobian matrix. The rest of these equations are the slow 
varying models of the boiler which do not need frequent solution, as stated 
in chapter 4. These are evaluated at the end of each time step using the 
rectangular integration method. This approach has the advantage of reducing 
the number of non zero elements of the Jacobian matrix, and the number of 
state variables without sacrificing the computational performance and accuracy 
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smce the time constants of these models allow for the consideration of these 
dynamic variables as constants within- a time step. 
Some of the dynamic variables are subject to constraints and disconti-
nuities if limiters are modelled. The AVR limits are dealt with by setting the 
field voltage at its limit whenever this value is attained. The Jacobian elements 
related to the limited variable are zero since in this case the variable is set 
to its limit which is constant. The governor limits were not included in this 
version. 
The dynamic state variables are ordered arbitrarily. The Jacobian ele-
ments related to the dynamic plant are represented by the partial derivatives of 
the algebraised functions of each model with respect to the state variables they 
depend upon. Most of the generating unit models are linear and are related to 
only one of the state variables, except the non-linear AVR and swing models. 
The swing equation is related to all generator and network state variables as 
illustrated in equation (4.104). The position of these elements is deduced from 
this equation and depend on the state variables order. 
Due to the linearity of most of the dynamic equations, their related non 
zero elements are constants. These elements ought to be assigned to their 
corresponding positions in the overall Jacobian matrix once. However, since in 
certain cases retrieving data from the memory may be more time consuming 
than assigning a value to a variable, this process is carried out repeatedly 
to preserve the integrity of the computing code. Furthermore, if the devices 
corresponding to these terms are disconnected from the system they should 
be dismissed from the Jacobian matrix. The evaluation of the linear function 
given by equation (3.5) is obtained simply by multiplying the different Jacobian 
elements by the relevant state variables. However, to satisfy this equation in 
the case of non-linear models a further manipulation of the right hand side 
member of this equation is necessary. 
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B) NetwoJrll!: sub-Jacobian 
This sub-matrix includes the static non-linear generator and load equa-
tions, the transmission line, transformer, and the compensator models. This 
sub-Jacobian is represented by the different element admittances except for the 
non-impedance loads. These are modelled as constant impedances only under 
certain circumstances. 
All network Jacobian elements are obtained by differentiating the complex 
components of the current at each node with respect to the complex bus voltage 
thus forming sets of 2 * 2 sub-matrices. Some elements of these sub-matrices 
such as the load sub-J acobians are voltage dependent. Since this state variable 
is altered at each iteration the iterative updating of these elements is necessary. 
The generator algebraic (diagonal) elements are constant. Other elements such 
as those related to the lines and shunts depend on the bus frequency which is 
evaluated once at the end of each time step. These elements could be updated 
for each cycle. 
The nodal self admittance is obtained by adding all the incident line and 
transformer admittances at each node including load, generator and compensator 
sub-Jacobians. The mutual admittances include the transmission lines and 
transformers only since these are the only means which link two nodes. The 
position of these elements depends on the node in which their busbars are 
located. This can be expressed as follows 
row = Nd * N 0 +node(!) * 2 (5.1) 
for the diagonal elements where the rows and columns are equal, and 
row= Nd * N0 + snode(J) * 2 
column = Nd * N 0 + rnode(J) * 2 (5.2) 
for the off-diagonal elements. 
Where 
node(!) is the node which includes busbar I (any of the plants considered 
can be linked to any busbar I within the node), 
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snode( J) IS the sending node of line J, 
rnode(J) is the receiving node -of line J. 
a) JLine and transformer programming 
The transformers and lines are represented by the conventional IT circuit. 
The lines are considered as transformers with a turn ratio equal to 1. The 
charging elements for transformers are usually neglected. 
The tap-changing and phase-shifting are activated whenever the voltage 
set points and power set points are not satisfied. A time delay is included 
in the model to simulate the time taken by the controlling devices to respond 
to the variation of the bus voltage and power flow. If tp.e transformer tap-
changing and phase-shifting are controlled manually, the operator increments or 
decrements the number of steps whenever the controlled bus voltage and power 
flow limits are exceeded. This is simulated by accessing the common block and 
changing the values of the corresponding variables. 
The Jacobian. elements related to these two plant items are represented 
by the summation of all admittances of the lines and/or transformers linked 
to the sending and receiving nodes including their charging. The charging of 
a line is equally divided between its two ends. These non zero elements are 
given by equations (4.98) and (4.99). Their position is given by expressions 
(5.1) and (5.2). 
b) JLoad programming 
Since dynamic models of the loads are not included in this study, they are 
represented as an aggregate non-linear static model linking the power consumed 
to the voltage at the busbars. This model does not depend on state variables 
other than the voltage. Therefore, they are contributing to the formation of 
the diagonal static sub-Jacobian only. Their sub-Jacobian elements given by 
equation (4.101) are added to the rest of the non zero elements at their nodes. 
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Some of the loads are modelled as constant impedances (Pv = Qv = 2). 
In this case equation ( 4.56) representing the load current at node i becomes: 
(5.3) 
and the Jacobian elements of this equation are: 
A and B are defined m equation ( 4.54) 
Strictly speaking these elements are not constant since they are frequency 
dependent. Their values are considered constant during a time step, but they 
vary from one step to another with the variation of the bus frequency. 
The load is also represented by this simplified model if the voltage 
decreases below 0.8 (p.u.). This is because motors usually stall if the voltage 
is around this value and can be considered as an impedance. In a discussion 
of reference 99 the adoption of this measure is justified by the fact that below 
these limits the load-flow is less likely to converge. Therefore, this is adopted 
to allow the simulation to run even under severe conditions. 
The load model does not satisfy equation (3.5) because it is not linear. 
Therefore, extra manipulation of the right hand side member of this equation 
is necessary. 
The model g1ven m chapter 4 is a modification of the one which is 
included in the standard OCEPS simulator. It was noticed that some terms 
were missing in the sub-Jacobian elements related to the loads.· 
c) Shunt compensator programming 
The expression of the compensators sub-Jacobian is given m equations 
( 4.102-4.103). This model represents the injected current differentiated with 
respect to the voltage of the capacitors linked to node i. These elements are 
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also included in the diagonal static sub-Jacobian since they are related to one 
node only and are independent of the rest of the network. Like the line, 
transformer, and the load admittances the shunt compensator admittances are 
modelled as frequency dependent. 
d) Gene:rato:r static elements 
These elements include the variation of the injected stator current at the 
generator busbar with the terminal voltage, the voltage behind the synchronous 
reactance, and the rotor angle. The partial derivative of the generator injected 
current with respect to the bus voltage represents the generator admittance. 
These elements are included in the diagonal sub-Jacobian which includes the 
derivatives of all currents with respect to the bus vo!ta~es at the corresponding 
nodes. This admittance is modelled as a constant, but it can easily be modelled 
as a frequency dependent variable, if this is necessary. 
The diagonal elements are g1ven by equation (4.100) and their location 
depends on the number of active, generators in the system and the node at 
which the generator is linked, as expressed in equation (5.1). 
The relationship between the stator current and the rest of the state 
variables (rotor angle and the magnitude of the voltage behind the synchronous 
reactance) is included in the interfacing elements between the static equations 
and the dynamic system and is given in the subsection below. 
C) Knte:rfacing sub-Jacobian 
The interface between the generator and the network is manifest by the 
generator injected current through the stator at node i and the dependence of 
certain dynamic variables on the network state variables. The dynamic/static 
off-diagonal sub-Jacobian relates the rotating angular speed to the terminal 
voltage, and illustrates the dependence of the AVR control dosed loop on this 
state variable. The static/dynamic off-diagonal sub-Jacobian is illustrated by 
the dependence of the generator current on the rotor angle and the voltage 
behind the synchronous reactance. 
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The expressions for the static/ dynamic interface elements are given by 
equations (A.60) and (A.6l) and the dynamic/static mutual relation is illustrated 
by equations (A.58) and (A.59) given in appendix A. As shown in equation 
(4.104), the position of the elements included in the off-diagonal block (II) can 
be deduced from expression (5.1). The position of the elements of block (III) 
can be obtained by exchanging the rows and columns of the corresponding 
elements from block (II). 
Si.3.JL.:ll Solution of the system lby JBiarwell Jroutines 
The next step after building the Jacobian and evaluating the right hand 
side member of equation (3.5), is testing this equation to check if it is within a 
predetermined tolerance, which is set to 0.005 (p.u.). The system is allowed to 
converge to an approximate value since obtaining a more accurate solution is 
time consuming. If the above mentioned condition is not satisfied the use of a 
sparsity-directed numerical method to solve equation (3.5) becomes unavoidable. 
In this case the state variable corrections should also be within the tolerance 
(0.001 (p.u.)) for the system to converge. A new solution is found (new state 
variables) and the iterative process is repeated until convergence, or until the 
allowed number of iterations for each time step is exceeded. In both cases 
the cycle is finished by evaluating the dependent variables and the required 
messages. 
The tolerances corresponding to the linearised functions and the state 
variable corrections should be selected in such away that an acceptably accurate 
solution is obtained and over-convergence (i.e. unnecessary extra iterations) is 
avoided. This depends on the purpose of the study under consideration. 
The standard OCEPS simulation uses the Harwell library for solving 
the set of simultaneous linear equations (which have the form Ax = b) given 
by equation (3.5). To evaluate the unknown state variable mismatch x, the 
known vector b is calculated. It is represented by the linear functions, and the 
coefficient matrix is the Jacobian matrix. 
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The Harwell library includes a routine based on the LU decomposition 
sparsity technique to perform the ordering and the factorisation. The ordering 
of the coefficient matrix considers a compromise between numerical stability and 
the number of fill-ins to be generated at each solution. This routine is called 
repeatedly since the performance of the stability test depends on the values of 
the Jacobian matrix which are updated iteratively. Another routine which deals 
with the determination of the unknown vector x by using the result of the 
first routine is also included in this library. The unknown vector is evaluated 
by forward and backward substitution as mentioned in chapter 3 in equations 
(3.13-3.17). 
a) Ordering and factorisation 
The Harwell library uses the LU sparsity-directed factorisation method 
to solve the linear set of equations. The different steps carried out to order 
and factorise the Jacobian matrix stored in the form of a vector are briefly 
outlined below. 
][nitialise the different non zero element indices and tables. 
Scan through the matrix (row-wise). 
Neglect very small non zero elements and move last non zero elements 
in the storage to the vacant positions created. 
Set the various indices and tables. 
Store the Jacobian matrix column-wise. 
Start the pivoting (search columns or rows which have not been selected 
as pivots). 
Scan through columns with the least number of non zeros Nz. 
Find the potential pivotal row (following the cheapest column/row 
combination). 
Find the largest non zero element in the potential pivotal row. 
Perform stability test (is the potential pivot greater than a fraction of 
the largest element in the row). 
][f stability test successful; 
select this potential pivotal row and column as the actual pivotal row 
and column, 
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update the o:rdeJring Hst~ 
pmrfo:rm tlhe rreordedng process1 
perrform tb.e factorisation: 
searclh non pivot rrows in.dudedl in pivota~ column forr elements to 
lhe reduced, 
scan. tlhe pivot row fo:r fill-ins, 
calculate the factor matrix [U] 1 
remove pivotal row and column elements. 
Neglect small elements and store tlhe accepted ones, 
update the different tables, 
eliminate the pivotal column from the pivoting list, 
next ]pivot. 
End if. 
lif pivot not found; 
perform a similar process row-wise. 
End if. 
Next column with Nz non zeros. 
J[f last column with Nz non zeros; 
increment N z by one. 
Endif. 
It should be noted that the factor matrix [L] is equal to the negated 
reduced matrix, therefore this factor matrix is known implicitly. 
b) Direct solution 
The unknown state variable mismatch is determined by a separate subrou-
tine. This process consists of performing the forward and backward substitution. 
This can be briefly described as follows: 
Multiply the linear function (the known vector b) by the inverse,of 
the factor matrix [L]. 
Multiply the vector obtained by the inverse of the factor matrix 
[U]. 
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The vector obtained is stored in the same location as the known vector. 
This is achieved by overwriting the elements of this vector during the solution 
process. This measure helps in saving storage space, since preserving the known 
vector is not necessary. 
5.3.:ll Variable updating 
The state variables are updated at the end of each iteration and used 
as initial conditions for the next iteration. The voltage levei at each busbar 
is checked after each iteration. If the set limits are violated a warning is 
displayed and the transformer tap-changing is increme!lted or decremented after 
a certain delay. If the system converges or the maximum number of iterations 
is exceeded the dependent variables such as the actiye and reactive power, tl)e 
bus frequency etc. are calculated. The boiler variables are calculated by using 
the rectangular numerical method given by equation (4.94). The generator 
dependent variables are then updated. The generator active and reactive power 
are given by expression (4.15), the mechanical power is evaluated by using 
equation (4.33), and the generator frequency is calculated by f ..:.__ 2w7T. The 
phase angle is updated for each active busbar using the complex components of 
the bus voltage. The variation of the bus frequency is related to the variation 
of the phase angle as shown in this expression 
(5.4) 
Following the variation of this dependent variable allfrequ{!ncy dependent 
admittances are updated using the models described in chapter 4. After 
determining the new admittances all values dependent on these are subsequently 
calculated. These variables include the active and reactive power flow, the active 
and reactive demand and the reactive power generated by the shunt capacitors. 
Two subroutines are not performed at each time step but only when it 
IS necessary. These are the shutting down and starting up of the generators, 
and the re-synchronisation of a split system. These two functions are included 
in the flow chart of figure (5.2). 
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5.$.3 Gene:rators sta:rt~u.p and shut-down 
The generator starting up and shutting down is initiated by unit 
commitment. This sets a flag to -1 if a generator is to be removed and 1 if the 
re-connection of a generator is required. This flag is sent to the simulator from 
the unit commitment package through the control package communicated data. 
If a start-up of a generator is necessary, the generator is re-synchronised by the 
simulator which then ramps up its active power to its minimum output. By 
contrast, shutting down a generator is done by gradually decreasing its output 
to the minimum by th.e load frequency control. The simulator reduces then 
the power to zero and disconnects the generator at the target time set by unit 
commitment. This smooth manipulation of the active power is necessary to 
avoid sudden changes" of generation and its consequential undel)irable results. 
5.3.4 Synchronisation 
The synchronisation is carried out if the scenario file sends a command 
for re-connecting two independent islands. A synchronising target time is 
received by the simulator together with the frequency, phase angle and voltage 
magnitude tolerances. The simulator selects the two ends of the line to be re-
synchronised, checks if the three necessary conditions for the re-synchronisation 
of a line are satisfied and performs the actual re-connection. These conditions 
consist of reducing the difference between the frequencies, the phase angles and 
voltage magnitudes at the two ends {located in two different islands) of the line 
to the above mentioned tolerances. If these conditions are not satisfied within 
the specified target time, the re-synchronisation is aborted. This limitation is 
imposed because the use of scenario files necessitates specific times for each 
action. However, a manual re-synchronisation can be restarted if necessary. 
5.3.5 Protection simulation 
After determining the state variables and the dependent variables of 
all the simulated network elements the evaluation of the protection becomes 
possible. The generator over- and under-speed protection depend on the angular 
speed, the load under-frequency protection depends on the bus frequency and the 
circuit overload protection depends mainly on the power flow of the transmission 
lines and transformers. If any of these variables violates the preset conditions 
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the corresponding element IS tripped and a message is added to the list of 
abnormalities. 
It should be noted that the protection models for generator over-speed 
and load under~frequency which have been described are a revision of those 
in the standard simulator which uses the same model for the three types of 
protection presented. 
5.3.6 Telemetry and measurements 
After providing all the necessary data, the measurements can be sim-
ulated together with the telemetry. These two tasks are performed whenever 
there is a topology change or the state estimator and data validation tasks 
require new sets of data. In the case of topology changes the telemetry and 
measurement is not carried out until the dynamic data corresponding to the 
latest network structure is evaluated. 
The measurement function corrupts the selected simulated variables by 
adding to the calculated values the static and dynamic errors mentioned in 
chapter 4 in equations (4.108) and (4.109). If the calculated value is null, its 
corresponding measurement is set equal to the static error. This task can also 
simulate the failure of transducers, if commands for such operations are received 
from the scenario file. Digital errors representing the erroneous communicated 
switch states are also included. 
When the measurement is evaluated the telemetry is updated. Then the 
data can be transferred to the control package through the SCADA system. 
5.41 OUTPUT RESULTS 
The simulator is equipped with a graphics package which plots the main 
variables on graphic screens. This enables the user to ~ the correctness 
of the results obtained from simulating given events. This also allows for the 
assessment of the simulator robustness and adequacy in handling various events. 
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5.5 liMJPJLEMEN'JrA'Jl'liON OJF THE §][MUJLATOR ON JPE 3~30 
First the developed algorithm was implemented on a minicomputer PE 
3230. This machine is a serial 32 bit general-purpose computer where all 
operations are performed sequentially. It has a capacity of 0.5 Mfiops, and a 1 
Mips processor. This machine is not particularly efficient in handling floating-
point operations. The general structure of the program is given in figure (5.1). 
The details of the time and iterative loops are shown in figure {5.2) and (5.3). 
In order to preserve the validity of the simulated variables over a time 
step flags are set to prevent other tasks from accessing the , common blocks 
currently used by the simulator. When the supporting pack(l.ges a!e running 
the validity of the common blocks is preserved by putting the simulator in 
a waiting mode as shown in figure (5.1). This happens whenever the exact 
topology, the loader, or the control signals are invoked. 
The tests carried out on this machine using the Harwell library routines 
showed the incapability of this algorithm in realising real-time simulation even 
for the small size network of 30 nodes 90•92 
5.6 XMPJLEMENTATJION OF THE §JIMUJLATOR ON FP§ 5205 
The utilisation of Perkin Elmer (PE) 3230 and 3220 minicomputers has 
revealed their limitations in simulating even the relatively small IEEE 30 node 
test network in real-time 90•92 • The availability of a high speed (l67ns cycle 
time) pipelined floating-point processor FPS 5205 Array Processor (AP) has 
provided a powerful tool to be used in parallel with the PE 3230 minicomputer 
so that more processing speed can be achieved. Array processors are a 
form of special-purpose hardware device mainly designed to efficiently handle 
arithmetical sequences of operations. They are single instruction multiple data 
machines (SIMD). Their highly-parallel structure eliminates the overheads caused 
by array indexing, loop counting and data fetching and allows the simultaneous 
performance of these functions and the arithmetical operations. Compared to 
general-purpose computers, this Array Processor allows much higher execution 
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speed 42 at an estimated computational power of about Jl.2 Mflops when register 
to register operations are performed. - The Array Processor characteristics are 
expected to satisfy the requirements of numerical power system simulators which 
have the task of evaluating hundreds of variables iteratively and require high 
precision. Not all computations performed are floating-point operations; pointer 
manipulations are heavily employed in sparse matrices. Some logical operations 
are also required. 
The structure of the AP suggests its suitability for solving power system 
numerical models which involve floating-point operations and large matrices and 
vectors. Since this machine is incapable of performing IO operations, a host 
computer is used in order to communicate with other tasks and peripherals. 
B~sides this function the host computer can perform less intensive tasks in 
parallel with the AP while it is waiting for the latter to finish its calculations. 
In this way the host computer idle time can be exploited and the computation 
burden of the AP can be alleviated to a certain extent. The host computer, 
therefore, provides additional resources in the form of computational power and 
data memory. This enhances the Array Processor performance. 
As shown in figure (5.4), the simulator tasks have been subdivided m 
the following way between the Array Processor and the host computer: 
The AP performs the Jacobian building as well as the solution of the 
subsequent sets of linear equations together with the dependent and 
independent variable updating, and emergency protection (if the updated 
quantities violate their limits). It also carries out the synchronisation 
of the system if it is islanded and performs generators start-up and 
shut-down when a request is issued. 
The host computer deals with the operations concerned mainly with 
IO, and acts as an intermediary between the AP and its environment. 
It presents the AP with the topology changes, load variation, updated 
set points etc. On the other hand, it ensures communication with the 
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SCAD A machine (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition), communi-
cates the latest network events coming from the simulator to the topology 
subprogram to update the structure of the system. The host computer 
performs the simulation of measurement and telemetry by corrupting se-
lected data evaluated by the AP before sending it to the control package 
via the SCADA system. The host computer communication with the AP 
is achieved through Direct Memory Access (DMA) and its communication 
with other tasks is through shared common blocks. 
The benefit from arranging the two machine functions in this way is in 
exploiting their potentialities to the maximum and minimising data transfer. 
The two programs must be structured in such a way that the number of 
synchronisations which involve waiting by one of the programs is minimised. 
Before starting any of these functions, the simulator requires initialising. 
The initialisation of the AP machine is followed by opening and loading the AP 
simulator and specifying the data addresses in the memory to facilitate data 
transfer between this machine and the host.· 
5.6.1 ][nitialisation of the Array Processor program 
After initialising the common blocks and the AP machine and specifying 
the portion of memory to be used for transferring the data, the latter can be 
buffered and sent to its predetermined address so that the actual simulator 
can be initialised. This is performed only once for each simulator run. The 
initial values such as the parameters of the different plants of the network, its 
connectivity, node voltages and so on are communicated from the host computer 
to the AP where the actual numerical simulation takes place. Some of this 
communicated data, such as the parameters, are static. Since this is the case, 
this data need not be buffered, rather it is sent from the host computer to 
the AP individually. The dynamic data needed by the AP program includes 
the generator set points, the breaker and switch states, the loading factors etc., 
and the evaluated data consists of the node voltages, the frequency at each 
busbar, the power consumed by each load, the generating unit variables such 
as the electrical and mechanical power, the different pressures, ari.d so on. 
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The initial values provided by the supporting packages are performed in 
the same manner as described in section (5.2). The calculation of the simulator 
local initial conditions are also performed as in section (5.2). 
5.8.21 AJrJray JP'Jrocessor conbol 
There are several mechanisms for controlling and synchronising an AP 
program with a host program. An AP program is started by the host calling 
the CPRUN routine. The AP program stops itself by using a FORTRAN 
PAUSE statement, with which an optional identifying number can be returned 
to the host. The host may wait for an AP program to pause by calling the 
function ICPVAL, which returns the pause number specified by the AP. It can 
continue the AP program after a pause by calling the CPCONT routine. 
Data communication between the two machines is achieved through direct 
memory access (DMA). The host generates all (DMA) operations by using the 
EXPUT routine when sending the data from this machine to the AP and the 
EXGET routine if the data is received from the latter. The arguments of these 
routines include the addresses of the data to be transferred, their quantity, and 
the type of conversion. The (DMA) facility allows the IO board to access the 
specified addresses and transfer the data while the CPU carries on with the 
calculation. 
Two ways of communicating data to and from the Array Processor (AP) 
are available. The first one consists of specifying the name of the variable 
and a search for its address in the memory. This approach involves a large 
overhead time caused by the use of the EXPUT and EXGET routines for each 
variable. The second way is more efficient since the variables are buffered into 
a real and an integer buffer and communicated by calling the two routines once 
at each time step. In this case the initial addresses and the size of the buffers 
are specified for both machines thus eliminating the overhead necessary to find 
the location of each variable and significantly reducing the CPU time. The 
static data however is transferred individually using the first process so that 
its allocated memory is not left idle. Although this process is slow, since it 
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is carried out only once this elapsed time IS not an obstacle for the simulator 
and it saves memory space. 
The integer variables have the same structure in both machines, therefore 
they are transferred without any conversion. Real·· variables need conversion 
since the AP words are 38 bits long whereas the host computer words are 32 
bits long. This re-formatting takes place in the AP whether the data is sent 
or received by this machine. 
Since the AP has no output facilities, messages should also be commu-
nicated to the host computer to be displayed and processed. The messages 
generated in the AP are also sent t_o the host computer in a packed fQ:rm. 
The host computer specifies the required address for this function in the same 
manner as data addressing. The AP uses a subroutine called FWRITE which 
gathers all messages in a (4 *number of messages) array. Four indicates the 
number of arguments used in this subroutine. The first argument is a code 
related to the type of the message and the rest of the arguments indicate the 
variables involved. One or two of the last arguments can be set to zero if only 
one or two variables are to be transferred. This array is then communicated 
to the host computer in the same way as the data. 
5.6.3 The lhost computer time loop 
After initialising the AP and the host program, performing the tasks 
which do not need repeated calculation such as the allocati"oh of addresses to 
the data and messages, the communication of the static data, and the evaluation 
of any static errors to be implemented on the measurements, the host program 
starts its time loop. 
As shown in figure (5.4) the host time loop starts by sending the 
dynamic data. In order to preserve synchronism between the simulator and 
the supporting packages, and avoid erroneous calculation, the host program 
has to wait for these tasks to update the common blocks and the network 
structure whenever a change is needed. This is done by setting flags which 
warn the host program that the common blocks are being updated and cannot 
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be accessed until the present calculation is over. When these functions finish 
their calculation, the results are included with the dynamic data and sent to 
the AP which is also in a waiting mode. 
While the AP is evaluating the numerical calculation, the host computer 
concurrently performs the telemetry and measurement calculations. When these 
routines are active the physical data and telemetry corn:mon blocks are locked 
to prevent other tasks from accessing them and changing the variables which 
are currently being updated by the host computer. This process preserves the 
validity of the data and allows for synchronism between the different programs 
accessing the same common blocks. These are released as soon as the host 
finishes its calculation. 
5.1 CONCLUSION 
In the Harwell approach the ordering is time consummg smce two con-
ditions are imposed for the selection of the pivot. These conditions are: 
(1) The pivot element should not be small in comparison with other elements 
in the pivotal row. 
(2) The number of the non zero elements in the pivotal column and row 
must be as small as possible. 
The first condition is satisfied by not allowing the pivot element to be 
smaller than a fraction of the largest element in the pivotal row. Since this 
depends on the values of these non zero elements which are evaluated iteratively, 
the ordering also requires an iterative solution. 
The power system Jacobian diagonal elements are usually large enough, 
therefore such a compromise between the minimum number of non zeros in the 
pivotal column and the value of the pivot is not necessary. The only task of 
the ordering scheme should be minimising the number of fill-ins by selecting 
the pivot as the column or the row with the minimum number of non zeros. 
This does not depend on the values of non zero elements, but depends on 
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the number of these terms in each column or row. Consequently, this process 
should be carried out . separately frorri the factorisation which depends on the 
values of the Jacobian matrix and needs to be evaluated at each iteration. 
A technique which takes advantage of these characteristics, thus saving 
enormous computational time is the bafactor£sata'on approach described in the 
following chapter and in chapter 3. 
Originally the Harwell algorithm was implemented on the Perkin Elmer 
PE 3230 minicomputer. An Array Processor was then used with the expectation 
that this powerful machine which has a rating of 12 Mflops would improve the 
original simulator by a factor of at least 12. The results obtained were rather 
disappointing. The 30 node test network execution time was speeded up by a 
factor of only three times 90 • This is due to the nature of the large amount 
of scalar index calculations Tequired for each floating-point operation and the 
scalar nature of the calculation. This mix of computing cannot fully exploit the 
pipelined architecture of Array Processors. This drawback implies the need for 
a sparsity algorithm that reduces the large indexing overhead. Such a technique 
is described in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER (CD 
A NEW AJLGORJITHM .AJPJPJLJIED TO JPARAJLJLEL 
AND CENTRAJLJI§JED- §JIMUJLATOR§ 
8.JI. JINTRODUCTJION 
In this chapter a novel algorithm is introduced for parallel-and centralised 
simulation. This novelty has been achieved by using a very efficient approach 
based on the Zollenkopf bifactorisation technique 117 which groups the non ze:r:o 
elements of the coefficient matrix to be inverted into 2 * 2 sub-matrices. The 
developed technique is used for solving the set of linear equ'ations. Also some 
of the existing power system models are modified and some new models are 
·introduced for further improvement of the system stability. 
The implementation of the Newton-Raphson method with a quadratic 
rate of convergence necessitates updating the Jacobian matrix at each iteration. 
The inversion of this matrix using sparse techniques at each iteration is very 
expensive. To overcome this problem Stott 106 suggested a compromise and used 
the same Jacobian matrix for several successive iterations. However, this affects 
one of the most significant characteristics of the method; i.e. the quadratic 
convergence. Since this compromise affects the (already approximate) accuracy 
of the method it is judged more advantageous to seek faster sparsity techniques 
rather than adopting this type of compromise~ 
The investigation in this chapter is based on suggestions and observations 
presented in references 68 and 90. The major change is the algorithm used 
for solving the set of simultaneous linear equations. It was estimated that this 
change would improve the speed of the simulator by a factor of 8 to 10 since-
most of the execution time is spent in solving these equations repeatedly. 
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Consideration of the Harwell subroutine LA05A which is used for ordering 
and factorising the Jacobian matrix -revealed that most of the calculation is 
repeated unnecessarily. Among these drawbacks are: 
(1) The adoption of the stability test, which is not necessary since the power 
system Jacobian matrix has naturally strong diagonal elements. The 
only task of the ordering would then be minimising the number of fill-ins 
without any need for compromise. 
(2) The ordering can be carried out without moving the pivotal rows and 
columns within the matrix, it is sufficient to store the reordered column 
or row pointers in a table. 
(3) The factorisation would better be performed separately from the ordering 
scheme since it depends on the values of the non zero elements which 
are updated iteratively and this requires a repeated manipulation. 
In this case the ordering would need to be re-computed only if the 
structure of the matrix changes, since it involves indices and tables which are 
related to the st:ructure of the matrix only. 
To permit the solution of the linear equations to execute efficiently, the 
bifactorisation approach described in chapter 3 has been selected. This method 
separates the ordering scheme from the factorisation and splits the factorisation 
task into a dynamic part which involves the evaluation of the factor matrices 
and a static part which deals with the location of the factorised elemeJ].ts. This 
indexing varies only if a topology change occurs: Therefore, the indexing part 
of the program has been appended to the ordering subroutine. This feature has 
also been exploited by Woo 113 and R,ainbolt et al.94 • Reference 113 applied 
this approach to the LU decomposition technique and reference 94 used it for 
a matrix factodsed into an upper triangular form by Gauss elimination. 
Since both the Harwell library and the bifactorisation method are based 
on the Gauss elimination technique the amount of the arithmetical calculation 
involved is not expected to be very different. The difference resides in the 
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programming process which takes advantage of the nature of the problem to 
be solved and its features and characteristics. 
To highlight the performance of the bs]actorisation method, it has been 
implemented on both the parallel simulator running on the Array Processor 
FPS 5205 hosted by a minicomputer PE 3230, and the host only centralised 
versiOn. 
15~~ AJPJPJL][CATliON OJF THE 2 * 2 §UB-MATRJIX AJLGORliTHM 
Another feature of power system models is that the network sub-Jacobians 
are all grouped into 2 * 2 sub-matrices to represent the derivatives of the 
complex currents with respect to the complex bus voltages. This characteristic 
is exploited for load-flow studies by Dodson 23 and Irving et al. 66 , and for 
transient stability studies by Rainbolt et al. 94 • Dodson applied this scheme 
to the LU decomposition method and Irving applied it to the bifactorisation 
technique. 
Dodson's algorithm requires less memory space unless 75 % of the involved 
equations are scalars. The scalar representation requires less memory space for 
the matrix elements, but, more integer pointers. In the case of the 2 * 2 blocks 
algorithm one pointer is sufficient for 4 elements. 
Traditionally, when computers execute instructions sequentially, efficient 
methods are those which involve the least number of arithmetic operations. 
However, with modern machines which can execute many operations in parallel 
<.Nt~ 
this eriteria is no longer valid. Considering these points Dodson presented three 
possibilities of computing the set of simultaneous linear equations: 
(1) All non zero elements of the Jacobian matrix are treated as scalars even 
if they present particular patterns such as 2 * 1, 1 * 2, or 2 * 2. In this 
case pointers for each element are necessary. No zero and one elements 
(necessary. to make up the chosen pattern) are stored and no unnecessary 
null operations and multiplications by unity are included. 
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(2) All non zero elements whether they are scalars, 1 * 2, or 2 * 1 sub-
matrices are represented in 2 * 2 sub-matrices. This approach reduces 
the number of pointers by at most 75 % if all elements are 2 * 2 
sub-matrices. Scalar elements are represented as [ a~i ~] or [a~; ~] 
depending whether they are diagonal or off-diagonal oelements. The 1 * 2 
and 2 * 1 elements are stored as ~.~ ~.~ or · '3 ~.J+ and [ a·· a· "+1] [ 0-i · a· · 1] 0 1 0 0 ' 
[ a;,i 
0
1
] or [ a;,,; 0 ] respectively. The diagonal elements include 
ai+l,i a;+l,i 0 
ones instead of zeros to preserve the non singularity of the matrix required 
by matrix inversion. In this case the storage of zero elements and their 
arithmetic manipulation are unavoidable. 
(3) This option consists of handling the different sub-matrices in their natural 
pattern using a mixture of sizes. In this case also compared to the 
scalar scheme the number of pointers is reduced, and no null operations 
or extra storage space is necessary. 
At the first glance the third option may appear to be the best option since 
it takes advantage of the natural structure of the matrix and does not involve 
any penalties in terms of both storage and number of operations. However, 
the mixture of sizes is not suitable for pipelined computers since this does not 
exhibit regular data structure. Furthermore, this scheme is not flexible as far as 
programming is concerned. It has been suggested that the second option is the 
most convenient approach. It is expected to execute the calculation at a higher 
computational rate, especially when implemented to the AP which requires a 
small number of integer calculations 42 • The application of the second scheme 
greatly reduces the number of such operations. 
This approach has been tested on the parallel dynamic simulator. The 
network equations are naturally 2 * 2 sub-m.atrices. The generators and the 
interfacing scalar non zero elements were represented in a similar way to option 
(2). The dynamic vectors were stored as [ ~] and the static vectors were 
stored as [. Vi ]· Extra rows and columns were needed for each scalar. The 
Vi+ I 
execution time of the AP -in this case was 0.225 seconds, about half of the 
standard simulator timing, and the total time was about 0.3 seconds which 
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is about 1.8 times faster than the overall execution time of the conventional 
parallel simulator. 
Consideration of the structure of the Jacobian matrix revealed that the 
number of extra stored zeros can be greatly reduced if the dynamic and 
interfacing sub-Jacobian elements are naturally -grouped into 2 * 2 sub-matrices 
following their location in the matrix. No additional ls need _be -stored since 
all the diagonal elements are non-null. Four neighbouring ~lenients can be 
gathered, as shown in equation (6.1), to form a 2 * 2 block. The zero elements 
which are stored to satisfy the symmetry of the structure ()f the matrix required 
by the bifactorisation technique are represented by cross~s. Thqse which are 
included in the 2 * 2 sub-matrices are represented by zeros. As a _result of 
this grouping there is no need for artificial expansion of the n1atrix dimension, 
and the order of the matrix of 2 * 2 blocks is exactly half that of the original 
Jacobian matrix. The 2 * 2 blocks can be full as is the case of the network 
elements. Dodson's algorithm requires the expansion of the scalar, the 2 * 1 
and 1 * 2 elements. Therefore, the approach adopted here not only reduces the 
storage space, it also reduces the number of zero operations. 
The vector representation in the case of the Dodson algorithm can be 
stored either as [ ~] or [ ~1 ] depending on the structure of the matrix, 
whereas in the adopted method their dimension is halved and they are repre-
sented as full 2 * 1 sub-vectors. This scheme reduces the sparsity of the system, 
but this reduction is trivial when compared to the benefits offered. Table (6.1) 
represents the sparsity percentage when the non zero elements are grouped into 
2 * 2 sub-matrices. In this case the number of dynamic 2 * 2 non zero blocks 
is 14 for each generator and the number of the interface 2 * 2 sub-matrices are 
--~ p~ ·~~ 4 as shown iR e~~ien. (6.1~. Table (6.1) is equivalent to table (5.1) which 
represents the sparsity of the same systems when the non zero elements are 
treated as scalars. 
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-n N g Nt No. of non zeros Total elements Sparsity (%) 
30 6 41 220 2916 7.5 
118 19 179 818 37636 2.17 
141 12 204 765 35721 2.14 
Table 6.1 Sparsity of 3 test networks using the 2 * 2 sub-matrix algorithm 
The reduction of the sparsity may be attributed mainly to the storage 
of zero elements to maintain the symmetry of the matriX and form the 2 * 2 
blocks. From table (6.1) it can be noticed that the sparsity factor is better 
for larger systems. This is expected to result in a better performance of the 
b£facton'sation algorithm for large networks. 
6.3 MODJIF][CA'l'][ON§ OJF THE CONV:ENT][ONAJL §][MUJLA'l'OR 
Based on observations of the trends plotted from the conventional simu-
lator, and the consideration of reference 68 and the program, the mathematical 
models of the power system presented in reference 93 have been revised. 
6.3 . .1 :Extrapolation 
The extrapolated values are expected to provide better starting guesses 
for the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm to a11ow for faster convergence. 
This was first implemented by Irving 68 • This approach has also been tested 
on the present simulator an:d has shown an improvement of approximately 
20 % in solution speed by reducing the number of iterations. Two state variables 
have been extrapolated, the rotor angle and the bus voltage. The voltage 
magnitude and its phase angle are extrapolated independently as suggested by 
Stott in reference 106. 
The extrapolation of these variables is represented as a function of the 
frequency. The models for this process are given by equations (3.10-3.12). 
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8.3.2l Modification of ih.e Jacobian mairix 
The major modifications applied to the Jacobian matrix are: the 
method of storing the non zero elements, the modification of some models and 
the introduction of previously neglected functions. 
The Jacobian matrix is subdivided into diagonal elements, the upper 
triangle non zero elements and the lower triangle elements which use the rows 
and columns in an opposite sense. The non zero elements are grouped into 
2 * 2 sub-matrices as stated earlier. These 2 * 2 sub-matrices may be full or 
sparse. They can even be null if zero elements, with zero neighbouring terms, 
have to be stored to satisfy the matrix incidence symmetry necessary for the 
bifactora'sation method. The state variables and other ve<;:tQrf) inv:oJved in this 
calculation are stored as 2 * 1 vectors. 
In order to solve the whole Jacobian matrix as one system, the dynamic 
and the interface sub-Jacobians are represented as a network-type system fol-
lowing their matrix structure. Each diagonal non zero element is represented 
by a node, with a path connecting it to all nodes (non zero elements) .in the 
row. The diagonal elements are equivalent to the nodal self admittance and 
the off-diagonal terms are equivalent to the mutual adinittance. The rows and 
columns are taken as the sending and receiving ends of a fictitious branch. 
8.3.2.1 Jfnt:roduction of governor constraints 
By observing the behaviour of simulated generator active powers it was 
noticed that the governor limiters were neglected in the program ~. These 
constraints have been included by forcing the governor output to take the lower 
or the higher limit whenever one of these limits is violated. Under these 
conditions the Jacobian elements related to the governor are null. 
These state variables should be checked outside the iteration loop at 
each time step to avoid testing a temporary value instead of the final governor 
output. This avoids imposing a limit erroneously. 
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6.3.Ll.:'ll Modification of the load model 
The loader program sends new load levels (relevant to the beginning 
of a time step) to the simulator every 10 seconds. Therefore, the simulator 
calculations related to this task also have to be performed at the beginning 
of the time step, otherwise the Jacobian matrix would be using non updated 
values at each time step following the variation of the total load, leading to 
erroneous results. 
Considering the FORTRAN code related to the load model, it has been 
noticed that some terms were not included in the Jacobian matrix. The model 
has been corrected to that in equation (4.101}. This correction has improved 
the performance of the simulator by reducing the average number of iterations 
from 3.2 to 2.8 when tested on the centralised version. 
6.3.:'Jl.3 futrod:uction of shunt Jl"eactors 
Networks may be subject to reactive power deficit as well as reactive 
power excess. Both problems have an impact on the voltage profile. Therefore, 
the consideration of shunt reactors can be as important as the shunt capacitors. 
The models representing the Jacobian elements related to these devices are 
given in equation ( 4.103). 
6.3.2l.4l: Voltage limits 
The consideration of the curves and events obtained from running a 
given scenario demonstrated that some breakers were activated by. numerical 
instal>ility. This occurred because the bus voltage was tested at the end of each 
iteration before the final convergence of the system, without considering that 
these limits .could be easily exceeded during tlte transient state. The seriousness 
of the problem of cancelling. the calculation and starting another time step is the 
use of these state variables as initial guesses for the Newton-Raphson iteration. 
Consequently, this phenomena may be propagated for· many time steps leading 
to a cascade of bus disconnections resulting in de-energising lines and generators 
and even a blackout in the extreme case. 
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This problem is general to all limited variables. Therefore, care should be 
taken when placing these models in the program. This approach is illustrated 
in figure ( 6.1) which is a modification of figure (5.3). 
8.3.~.5 Bus f:re.qu.e~cy determination . ~~ 
The modification of the bus frequency and the frequency 
variables consisted of performing this calculation at the beginning of the . time 
step instead of at the end. This is necessary because the new topology is 
sent to the simulator with the rest of the dynamic data before the numerical 
calculation is started. If the frequency evaluation and the topology updating 
are out of step the results of the simulator can be erroneous; especially if an 
islanding occurs and the variables affected by this phenomena (such as the 
average frequency of the system) dp not consider the new structure of the 
network during the first step following this event. 
6.3.2.6 Protection 
The protection simulation has been enhanced based on suggestions from 
the CEGB. These enhancements include widening the range of frequency over 
which the load under-frequency protection operates and modifying this model 
to simulate a device which acts instantaneously. The generator over-speed 
protection tripping has also been replaced by instantaneous actions. A generator 
under-speed protection has been added to prevent the generator from operating 
at unrealistic speed levels. The description of these tasks was presented in 
chapter 4. 
6.3.3 Use of the Zollenkopf algorithm 
The nature of the power system problems offers a number of advantages 
which can improve the efficiency of the numerical technique used to solve the set 
. of linear equations by developing a special-p1.1rpose algorithm. The fact that the 
network topology does not change often enables the developer of the algorithm 
to subdivide it in such a way that the calculation related to the structure of 
the matrix (network) can be separated from the arithmetical computation of the 
non zero elements which are updated iteratively. Furthermore, some particular 
aspects of the matrix such as the potential predominance of the number of full 
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2 * 2 sub-matrices over the scalar elements has led to the generalisation of the 
scheme presented in reference 66 to t"he whole system instead of the load-flow 
problem only. 
The advantages offered by exploiting the nature of the problem and 
implementing this 2 * 2 sub-matrices scheme to the b£factorisation technique for 
solving the set of linear algebraic and dynamic equations are: 
(1) Reduction of the amount of indexing information by separating the 
diagonal elements from the off-diagonal elements and by the use of the 
2 * 2 sub-matrices algorithm. 
(2) The separation of the indexing and the upd~ting of the non z-~ro elem~nts 
since the location of these elements are the same for each matrix structure. 
(3) The execution of the reordering of the matrix and its indexing only when 
the topology changes. 
(4) The factorisation of the 2 * 2 non zero elements and the direct solution 
is expected to be faster than the factorisation and the solution of scalar 
elements because of the parallel processing ability of the AP and the 
reduction of the number of indices (integer operations) by about 75 %. 
The reduction of indexing is also expected to reduce by 75 % the 
undesirable frequent random memory access imposed by the way 
the non zero elements are stored. 
The AP is a single instruction multiple data machine which can perform 
all arithmetic operations synchronously at a cycle time of 167 ns as well as 
the indexing, loop counting, and data fetching from the memory for the next 
operations. The proper exploitation of the AP features requires long vectors 
and regular structure 42•52 • The use of the 2 * 2 algorithm satisfies the second 
condition. Unfortunately, satisfying the first condition is not possible with the 
implementation of sparsity techniques. 
Since the sparsity-directed methods require the storage of the non zero 
elements of the coefficient matrix, this matrix is not stored as an n * n array. 
Rather it is stored in a compact form and thus enormous storage space is saved. 
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Therefore, to identify the non zero elements of the reduced matrix and perform 
the factorisation process in any desired order, indexing information becomes 
necessary. This process necessitates extra programming and storage. However, 
compared to the storage space required by a full matrix, this additional effort 
is worthwhile especially for large networks to which the application of sparsity 
techniques is essential. The disadvantage of storing the non zero elements 
randomly is that advantage is not taken from the efficient vector processing of 
the Array Processor. Although, this is alleviated by storing and processing the 
non zero elements as 2 * 2 sub-matrices. This strategy reduces to a certain 
extent the number of memory access. 
In order to fully exploit the advantages offered by this sparsity-directed 
method implemented for electrical networks, the algorithm has been subdivided 
into four major steps: 
(1) indexing the non zero elements of the Jacobian matrix, 
(2) ordering of the coefficient matrix and simulation of the factorisation, 
(3) factorisation of the ordered matrix, and 
( 4) direct solution. 
The allocation of the non zero elements to the different arrays is carried 
out in the main part of this algorithm after performing the indexing. 
These steps are illustrated m the flow chart given in figure (3.2). 
6.3.3.Jl. Jrndexing routine 
To facilitate this task and account for the complex process of the 
variation of the number of non zero terms of the reduced matrices, a flexible 
indexing is essential. For this purpose two lists (ITAG and Icoq representing 
all the necessary information to reconstruct the original matrix are built. These 
are deduced from the rows and columns of the stored elements and are defined 
in chapter 3. 
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The storage of the non zero elements and their indices would have been 
easier if the factorisation process does- not include elimination and generation of 
non zero terms. This problem canbe overcome by using a flexible scheme called 
a linked list represented by vector LNXT (defined in chapter 3) to enable the 
storage of the non zero elements in any sequence. In this way the deleted and 
generated elements can be handled efficiently without having to use primitive 
element shifting process which can be computationally very time consuming. 
This provides the algorithm with a powerful means to perform the dynamic 
ordering and the factorisation in any desired order. 
Using the number of branches and their sending and receiving ends 
(rows and columns) evaluated with the construction of the Jacobian matrix, 
the integer vectors LCOL, ITAG, and LNXT can be constructed as follows: 
Consider each branch or fictitious branch: 
consider the stored non zero elements in the corresponding column: 
find the correct position for the element to be inserted in the coefficient 
matrix (by comparing its row with the row number of the existing non 
zero elements in the column), 
determine its address in the vector of compacted non zeros (increment 
the address of the latest inserted element by one), 
increment the number of non zeros in the column, 
set ][TAG to the inserted element row number. 
][f the inserted element is the first in its column; 
set JLNXT of that location to the previous JLCOJL of the corresponding 
column, 
set JLCOJL of that ~Column to the address of the inserted element. 
Else; 
set JLNXT to the pointer of the preceding element in the column 
(point to the next element address or zero if the inserted element is 
the last in its column), 
set JLNXT of the preceding element in the column to the inserted 
element address. 
Endif. 
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Jin~JremeJrnt the index of the ~ompaded vedoJr. 
JP'Jro~ess lillext b:r.ancb. 
This function is carried out separately for the upper and lower triangles. 
The former is processed row-wise and the latter is processed colum,n-wise. One 
routine is used for both cases with the rows and columns exchanged. In order 
to facilitate the understanding of this process the use of the modified Jacobian 
matrix given in figure (3.5) may be helpful. 
The inserted non zero elements may or may not be stored next to their 
natural neighbouring elements in the original n * n coefficient matrix. They are 
stored at the end of the array as shown in table (6.2). This table illustrates 
the step by step process of determining the indices and lists of some of the 
non zero elements to be stored in a packed form. This process is first carried 
out row-wise to store the upper half of the Jacobian matrix. The assignments 
of the non zero elements are not evaluated at this stage, they are included in 
these tables for the sake of clarity only. The final values of the represented 
indices and lists are given fully in tables (3.1) and (3.2). 
It should be noted that the fictitious branches mentioned earlier do not 
necessarily correspond to physical transmission lines. They are deduced from 
the structure of the coefficient matrix (Jacobian matrix). In this case the 
hypothetical sending and receiving ends are the rows and columns or vice-versa. 
8.3.3.2 Ordering and simulation routine 
The ordering and simulation phase is processed separately since it does 
not require as many executions as the factorisation and the direct solution, and 
its execution tim~ is quite significant and cannot be neglected. This is because 
index~g requires multiple memory references to obtain the element address. 
Therefore, performing this costly process once for each matrix structure greatly 
reduces the time necessary to perform a solution especially if this is needed 
repeatedly. 
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Location ITAG LNXT CE RE 
1 1 0,35 a1 2 a2 1 
2 1 0,5 a1 3 as 1 
3 1 0,7 a1 4 a4 1 
4 1 0,6 a1 1S a1s 1 
5 2 0,37 a2 s as 2 
.1 Location I LC-OL I NOZEl 6 '2 0 a2 1S a1s 2 
2 1 2;3,4* 7 3 0 as 4 a4 s 
3 2 2,3,4 8 5 0 as G a6 s 
4 3 2,3 9 5 0 as 1 a7 s 
-
13 4 2,3 
-- . 
. 
. 
6 8 2 31 2 0,32 a2 1 a1 2 
7 9 2 32 3 0,33 as 1 a1 3 
8 10 2,3 33 4 0;34 a4 1 a·l 4 
14 11 2,3 34 13 0 a1s 1 a1 1s 
10 15 2 35 3 0,36 as 2 a2 s 
: 
. 36 13 0 a1s 2 a2 1s 
1 31 2,3,4,5 37 4 0 a4 3 as 4 
5 38 2 38 6 0 a6 s as 6 
. 
. 
. 
* The notation x,y,z represents the successive overwriting of x by y and then 
by z in the storage location. 
Table 6.2 Storage of a sparse matrix 
This task uses the number of non zero elements in each column to 
determine the sequence in which the factorisation is the most economical. It 
also determines the different elements to be eliminated, processed or inserted. 
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This process is computationally efficient since it approximately minimises the 
number of fill-ins and the effort required by the factorisation. 
The logical steps involved in processing these two functions column-wise 
can be summarised as follows: 
§elect a pivotal column p: 
select processing column k, 
consider pivotal :row j within column p, with j different to p and pro-
cessing row i within column k with i different to k. 
J[f j is less than i; 
if j and k are equal; 
a diagonal element akkP is to be reduced, 
next j. 
Else (j is not included in k); 
fill-ins aik and aki are to be created, 
set fill-in addresses to free locations. 
J[f created elements are first in tlheir columns; 
set LN XT of the fill-ins to LCOL of their columns, 
set LCOL of the columns to the fill-in addresses. 
Else; 
set LN XT of the fill-ins to LN XT of their preceding elements, 
set LN XT of the preceding elements in the columns to the fill-in 
addresses, 
Endif. 
Set IT AG of the fill-ins to j and k, 
set next free location to LN XT of the preceding free location, 
increment the number of non zero elements, 
next j. 
End if. 
Elseif j is equal to i; 
reduced elements aP ik and aP ki are to be processed, 
next i and J·. 
Else; 
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JlJ i and p are equal; 
Elements apkP andl a~P to be deleted. 
Jif the element to be deleted is first in the cohxmn k; 
set LCOL of k to LNXT of the element to be deleted. 
Else; 
set LN XT of th.e preceding element to LN XT of the elemen:t to 
be deleted. 
Endif. 
§et LN XT of the element to be deleted to the free location LF ~ 
set next free location LF to the address of the element to be 
deleted, 
decrement the number of non zero elements in k by one, 
store address of the deleted element in vector NEWZ. 
End if. 
Next i. 
End if. 
][f i and j are last in their columns; 
next k. 
Elseif i or j is last; 
s-et i or j to large. 
Endif. 
][f last k~ and i and j are large; 
next p. 
End if. 
Where 
The pivotal column p IS the column with the least number of non zero 
terms. 
Pivotal rows j are the rows included in a pivotal column p. 
Processed columns k are the columns corresponding to the pivotal rows 
J. 
The processed rows i are the rows included in the processed columns k. 
The definitions of the rest of the variables are given earlier in chapter 3. 
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This process is illustrated in figure (6.2). This representation is related 
to the network example given in chapter 3. A fill-in is created if there is 
no direct connection between the adjacent elements of the eliminated node. 
These are illustrated by the continuous thin lines. The eliminated elements are 
reptesented by the dotted lines. Junctions 1-12 are related to the differential 
equations of the three generators, and junctions 13-19 are related to nodes 
Jl.-7. The word Junction i~ used here to differentiate the actual nodes from 
the fictitious ones which are deduced from the network repres~ntation of the 
matrix given in figure (3.5) which is a simplificat~on of equation (6.1) where 
the elements grouped into 2 * 2 sub-matrices are taken as one element. 
Figures (6.2~a)-6.2{~)) sh_ow th~ reord~ti:Qg and simulation process. Figure 
(6;3) shows the result of this proce:ss in a matrix form. The column numbers 
illustrate the ordering result. It should be noted that in reality such shifting 
does not take ,place. The reordering sequence is stored in an array instead. 
The crosses represent the 2 * 2 non zero elements. The circles represent the 
duplicated terms which have to be deleted after the reordering and simulation 
is completed. The filled circles show the fill-ins. 
The non zero elements of the reduced matrices should all be eliminated 
at the end of the factorisation. This process is implicit. These elements are 
simply overwritten by the equivalent factor matrix elements at each elimination 
step. 
6.3.3.3 Factorisation routine 
The factorisation task is greatly alleviated by the simula~ion described 
above. The factorised elements can be stored in the predetermined locations 
without requiring any additional indexing effort. Another advantage of this 
scheme is the fact that the factor matrix indexing would have to be repeated 
unnecessarily if it was included with the arithmetical factorisation process which 
needs repeated processing since the coefficient matrix is constantly changing. 
The main function of the factorisation then becomes, the evaluation of the 
reduced matrix and the factor matrices. By considering the number of factor 
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a. Elimination o.t junction 4 
8 
c. Elimination of junction 2 
b. Elimination of junction 3 
5 
.. 6. [2J 
11 12 
d. Elimination of junction 1 
~. Elimination of junctions related to gen. 1 
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r\ 
matrices involved in the calculation {2n) this method may appear to involve 
more operations than conventional methods. However, most of the elements 
of these factor matrices need not be processed or stored and the calculated 
elements need no. more operations than for Gauss elimination. For instance, the 
factor matrices [C]P (see chapter 3) do not involve any arithmetic operation or 
wasted storage space since their elements are equal to the negated corresponding 
elements of the reduced matrix and are stored at the corresponding positions. 
Deleting the off-diagonal elements from the reduced matrix and setting the 
diagonal terms to one is implicit. It is achieved by overwriting these quantities 
with the corresponding elements of the factor matrices. The diagonal elements 
of the factor matrices [R]P are also known impliCitly. The factor matrices [DjP 
involve Of!lY one non zero element which IS different to unity in the pivoting 
row. 
The factorisation process can be briefly described as follows: 
Scan through pivotal column p: 
scan through processed column k (varying pivotal and processed rows 
i and i). 
][f i is less than i; 
if j equals k; 
process reduced diagonal element akkP, 
next;'. 
End if. 
Elseif i equals i; 
process reduced off-diagonal elements afk and ati, 
next i and i. 
Else; 
next i. 
Endif. 
If last j and i; 
next k. 
Else if last i or i; 
set i or j to large. 
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End if. 
Jif llast k, and i arid! j are large. 
Next pivotal colum:n p. 
EmUJ1'. 
8.3.3.41 §ollution :routine 
The known v~ctor of equation (3.5) has to be multiplied by 2n -1 factor 
matrices. Fortunately, these -factor. matrices are all unit matrices except for one 
row or one column, and these rows and columns contain only a few non zero 
elements since the coefficient matrix is very sparse. Also if the zero operations 
and multiplications by unity are ignored and only the non zero elements are 
processed, these multiplications become trivial. 
The direct solution process can be described as follows: 
Consider pivotal column p in an ascending o:rrder: 
Multiply the known vector of equation (3.5) by the diagonal matrix 
(D)(p). 
Scan through the pivotal column. 
Multiply the vector obtained by the factor matrix [C](P). 
Next non zero element in the pivotal column. 
Next pivotal column p. 
Consider pivotal columns in a descending order: 
Scan through pivotal column p. 
Multip,ly the vector obtained by the factor matrix (R](P). 
Next non zero element in the column p. 
Next pivotal column P• 
6.4 NUMERJICAL STABILITY AND ACCURACY 
Some networks are difficult to solve numerically. Among these are the 
ill-conditioned cases in which the difference between the smallest and the largest 
impedances is very large. In this case the solution is very sensitive to even 
the computational round off errors. This problem can be alleviated by using 
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a double precision sc.heme, and choosing the largest elements as pivots. The 
Array Processor words are 38 bits lortg. This. gives ah effective precision and 
adequately solves this problem without any additional effort. 
An ill..-conditioned pro.blem may arise from a combination of line series 
capacitance and reactance which ca:n result in small diagonal elements. However, 
with the use of the 2 * 2 sub-matrices this type of .problem is unlikely to arise. 
IIi addition, the power system Jacobian matrices have usually predominant 
diagonal elements. However, if a cancellation between the capacitive and 
inductive impedances takes place and no resis.tive elements are modelled, the 
matrix may become singular. Although, the resonance which is the cause of 
instability problem is usually avoided in practice. In this case a limit is set for 
the. diagonal elements. If.this boundary is violated, they are forced to take the 
l -
limit value. This involves some inaccuracy of calculation, but since it avoids 
numerical instability of the solution this compromise is acceptable and is more 
advantageous than a pivoting search which always considers the stability factor 
whether the system is well- or ill-conditioned. 
6.5 COMPAR][SON OF ZOLJLENKOPJF AND HARWELL METHODS 
The pivoting adopted in the Harwell subroutines considers a compromise 
between numerical stability and the number of fill-ins. This is included with 
the factorisation process and carried out at each iteration since the stability 
scheme depends on the non zero element values. 
Since the power systems equations usually involve large diagonal elements 
compromising between accuracy and number of fill-ins becomes unnecessary. 
Therefore, the only task of the ordering scheme would be minimising the 
number of generated elements. This does not depend on the values of non 
zero elements of the Jacobian matrix, but depends on the number and location 
of these terms in each column or row. Consequently, this process should be 
carried out separately from the factorisation which depend~ on the values of 
the Jacobian matrix and needs to be evaluated at each iteration. Reference 
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23 has also dismissed the pivoting to maintain numerical stability and stressed 
minimising the number of fill-ins. 
The bifactor£sation technique takes advantage of these characteristics, and 
saves enormous computational time because the bulk of the calculation is spent 
in performing the matrix reordering. 
The use of the 2 * 2 sub-matrices reduces the number of integer operations 
expended in counters and address allocation. This is one of the requirements 
of the AP 42,52,110 
Another inefficiency of the LU decomposition method used in the Harwell 
routine is that the matrix compacting and indexing are carried out together. 
No advantage is taken from the fact that the indices remain the same as long 
as the matrix structure is not changed. 
The number of operations necessary for the determination of the unknown 
vector x is about the same for both methods since they are based on Gauss 
elimination. However, the bzfactorz'sation method is superior to the LU method 
because it requires about 25 % of the original indexing information if all 2 * 2 
sub-matrices are full. 
It can be concluded that Harwell library is a commercial general-purpose 
package and therefore it considers the stability of the system which may be 
important for certain ill-conditioned problems. The bzfactorisation method can 
be considered as an efficient technique to solve sets of power system linear 
equations which are usually well-conditioned or any system which exhibits 
similar characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DJI§TRJIBUTED §JIMUJLA.TJION 
1.1 JIN'JL'RODUCTJION 
The distributed nature of power systems encourages the use of decom-
position methods in power system analysis and control. For large integrated 
systems using local computers linked to a master processor the implementation 
of system decomposition is essential for efficient and fast operation and control. 
The motivation behind the use of these techniques is the continuous expansion 
of power systems and the limited capabilities of the available computers in 
terms of both speed and storage. 
II~ 
Kron was one of the pioneers in this field 51 •102 • He developed the 
diakoptics method. This method consists of solving each of the sub-problems 
independently and combining the partial results to obtain the overall solution 
of the system. This technique has quickly been adopted in many fields of 
power system control and operation, and has been applied in practice to most 
of the power system control and analysis tasks such as load-flow, economic 
dispatch, state estimation etc. 51 •53•102 • The development of relatively cheap 
microprocessors has provided researchers with an economical and efficient means 
t_o be used for multiprocessing. 
In order to apply a decentralised technique to a given problem, the system 
should be decomposable as well as the algorithm used. Some algorithms can 
be very efficient if applied to a single processor, but, this does not necessarily 
imply that they would be efficient for decomposed schemes. Fortunately, the 
Newton-Raphson method is efficient in both cases although more iterations may 
be needed in the case of distributed solutions especially in the case of the 
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solution of non-linear systems 28•102•106 • However, this may not be important 
if the computational time is decreased significantly. The decentralised Newton-
Raphson technique is widely used in the decoupled load flow studies 35•53•91 •107 • 
The bzjactors'sation technique is also applicable to decomposed systems since it 
is concerned with the solution of a given set of linear equations which may arise 
from a system or a subsystem model. Reference 14 presented a decomposed 
LU triangular sparsity technique which includes both area sub-matrices and tie 
line elements. The LU triangular algorithm used in the decomposed simulator 
presented in reference 92 solves the areas only. The overall solution is obtained 
by combining the area results with the effects of the tie lines using the 
Householder method. 
Parallelism is subject to saturation constraints 28•80 i.e. if more than a 
specific number of processors is used to solve a problem the marginal speed-up 
diminishes. This can reach a point where the overall speed decreases. This 
limitation may be attributed to the prevalence of the decomposition penalties 
and overheads over the actual processing time. In a discussion of the work 
of Happ et al. 53 it has been strongly emphasised that the use of optimal 
methods for tearing networks is necessary for efficient and economical results 67 . 
Automatic methods should also be used to select high impedance connection 
branches to aid Newton-Raphson convergence. However, the authors of this 
paper 53 disagreed with the last suggestion and claimed that no restrictions on 
the tie line parameters are required. 
Ideally a decomposed solution is supposed to be speeded up by a factor 
equal to the number of processors. Unfortunately, this is not the case because 
the solution is subject to decomposition penalties. The main penalties are 
caused by: 
(1) the additional code necessary to coordinate and synchronise the area 
programs and compute the overall solution from the individual results, 
(2) the impossibility of finding an ideal network split which would take 
exactly the same execution time in each area processor and not involve 
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any idle time during which the machines solving small areas are m a 
waiting mode, 
(3) the overheads required by data communication between processors, and 
(4) the synchronisation of the different tasks also involves a penalty since 
this requires the use of waiting routines. 
An efficient decomposed method is one which minimises these supple-
mentary times and improves the performance ratio which can be expressed as 
( single processor. tivne). The overheads involved in the calculation of the overall decomposed hvne 
solution can be significantly reduced if the number of tie lines are minimised. 
The uneven split of the network problem can be alleviated by using optimal 
methods to subdivide the network as evenly as possible 67 . The data transfer 
problem depends mainly on the type of algorithm used (tightly coupled or 
loosely coupled) and on the amount of data to be transferred. The overheads 
involved in the tightly coupled algorithms are usually trivial since the data is 
acquired through shared memories. The loosely coupled overheads are more 
significant since hardware links between the different machines are used. This 
requires supplementary computer coding to perform the data transfer. In this 
case the minimisation of this time requires the minimisation of the amount of 
data to be transferred, the use of fast communication links such as Ethernet 
as well as the reduction of the number of program interruptions. As far as 
the waiting routines are concerned, the selection of an optimum waiting time 
is essential. 
This work on parallel processing has been performed by decomposition 
into hypothetical parallel processors which are simulated on a um-processor 
(PE 3230 minicomputer). This is supposed to provide a good estimate to see 
whether it is economical to use parallel processing or use a powerful single 
machine. Only one computing code is used for all areas since the different 
processors are assumed to be identical. This greatly reduces the programming 
effort. The decomposed simulator presented here exploits the benefits of both 
parallelism as well as the powerful methodology which uses the sparsity of 
matrices (the bifactorisation technique). 
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The decomposed simulator is based on a principle similar to that presented 
by Hatcher et al. 54 • In this reference various algorithms are used to solve 
linear equations. Among these the Newton-Raphson method and Gauss-seidel 
technique. The former has been selected because it has a better rate of 
convergence and is already in use in the centralised version on which the 
decentralised simulator is based. 
'r.2l NETWORK 'JrEARliNG 
To illustrate network tearing an example of splitting a system into 
two subsystems linked via a tie line is given in figure (7.1). The removed 
intersection is represented by current sources connected to each area. The 
intersection network is represented by a voltage source linked to the tie line 
admittance. Details of network tearing using matrix algebra is well presented 
in reference 10. 
The area static and dynamic models are described in chapter 4 and their 
corresponding Jacobian matrices has the same structure as equation (4.104). 
The only exception is that the tie node currents are evaluated separately in 
the main processor and transferred to the areas where these injected currents 
are added to the relevant tie nodes. In this respect, by network analysis of the 
example of figure (7.1), the tie node algebraic equations derived from Kirchhoff's 
first law can be expressed as follows 
Where 
n 
:L Yik(Vi- vk) + jsci'Vi = 1i + -ai (7.1) 
k=l 
m 
L Y,·t (~· - Vi) + jSc;jVj = f; + lj (7.2) 
l=l 
Yik and Y,·t are the admittances of the tie nodes included in area 1 and 
area 2 respectively excluding the tie lines. 
Sci and Be; are the tie line susceptances at node i and j respectively. 
Vi and V; are the voltages at tie nodes i and j respectively. 
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vk and Vi are the voltages of the nodes linked to tie nodes 1 and J 
respectively. 
Ii and 1; are the injected currents at tie node i and J respectively 
excluding the tie lines. 
ti and t; are the tie lines injected currents at tie nodes i and j respectively. 
n and m are the number of nodes linked to tie node i and j respectively. 
Currents Ii and z; are equal in magnitude. They are expressed by the 
following equations related to the intersection sub-network 
Differentiating the complex components of currents 1.i and z; with respect 
to the complex components of voltages Vi and V; will lead to a sub-Jacobian 
matrix, similar to equation ( 4.98) corresponding to line models with the exclusion 
of the tie lines charging. This is included in the area tie node models given in 
equations (7.1) and (7.2). 
The overall Jacobian matrix can be obtained by sequentially positioning 
the different area sub-matrices and linking them through the intersection sub-
matrix. The Jacobian matrix can therefore be subdivided into area sub-Jacobians 
and the intersection sub-Jacobian as follows 
Where 
(7.3) 
For symmetrical matrices [Jt] can be expressed as follows 10• 102• 116 
[M] is an n * 2m connection matrix consisting of l's and -l's for the 
sending and receiving ends of the torn branches respectively. m is the 
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number of tie lines m the system and n = nd + 2nN is the dimension 
of the system, with nd the number of differential equations of all active 
generators and nN the number of nodes. If the 2 * 2 sub-matrices 
algorithm is used n would be halved. 
[Yl3 is the tie lines admittance. 
t denotes the matrix transpose. 
Since the line sub-Jacobians are not symmetrical, by matrix analysis and 
inspection of the Jacobian matrix and its structure, reference 92 suggests the 
following way of analysing the intersection network and the connecting matrix 
[M]. 
(7.4) 
The elements of matrix [T] depend on the tie line parameters but, 
they are different to their admittance matrices. The sub-Jacobian matrix [Jt] 
elements include the tie line admittances Y;;i. The elements of matrix [T] are 
chosen so as to satisfy the above equality and reduce the dimension of the tie 
lines model. 
The 2m* 2m inverse matrix [T]- 1 for m tie lines includes only diagonal 
2 * 2 elements and is given by: 
0 
0 
(7.5) 
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The dimension of the connecting matrix [M] ( n * 2m) is chosen in such a 
way that the sub-Jacobian [Jt] would -have the same dimension as the diagonal 
sub-Jacobian [Ja]· For an asymmetrical system the matrix [M] is given by 
tie 1 tie k tie m 
[0] 
tie ]. 1 
node z 0 1 
[M]= (7.6) 
tie -1-1 
node j 0-1 
[0] 
The position of the non zero elements related to a tie line k linking tie 
nodes i and j located in area b and c respectively is deduced from this matrix 
1 
and the transpose of its inverse. Area .e. (node i) is supposed to be the sending 
area and area~ (node j) is assumed to be the receiving area. 
In order to determine the state variables, the inverse of the overall 
Jacobian matrix is calculated. Since this matrix is decomposed into two terms 
the Householder lemma is used. After manipulation this can be formulated as 
follows 
!Jr1 = !Pal + [Jtlr 1 
[Jr 1 = Par1 - Par 1!M]{[T] + [M- 1]t[Jar 1[M]} - 1 [M- 1([Jar 1 (7.7) 
The overall Jacobian matrix [J] of the torn system has a different 
structure to the Jacobian matrix of the untorn system. In the single processor 
solution all the generator dynamic sub-Jacobians are positioned in sequence and 
are followed by the network elements. In decomposed systems the Jacobian 
matrix of each area is represented by a similar structure to the overall solution. 
These appear sequentially in ascending order. The area matrices are in the 
form of diagonal blocks linked through tie line elements. 
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1.3 AJLGORJI'JI'HM ORGANJI§ATJION 
Two slightly different algorithm implementations are presented. The 
first implementation differs from that of reference 92 in the. technique used 
for solving the sparse sets of linear equations. This algorithm is completely 
independent of the OCEPS package. The second algorithm interacts with the 
existing software facilities such as the load-flow package, the loader, etc. This 
strategy enables the simulator to be considered as an integral system with 
the Energy Management Software. And with some further modifications this 
package could readily be used on line. These two algorithms are shown in the 
two flow charts given in figures (7.2) and (7.3). 
The two algorithms are based on the same principle. Therefore no 
improvements in speed or accuracy are expected. The only advantage from 
using this scheme is to exploit the potential of the decomposed simulator in 
interfacing with the OCEPS software. A new supporting program which divides 
the physical data among the areas and the main program has been developed. 
The amount of the initial data included in the data communication routine 
and sent from the new supporting program is larger than that used previously. 
However, since this is carried out only once for each simulator run, this approach 
is acceptable. 
Compared to the single processor simulator the present decentralised 
scheme is expected to have an accuracy of the same order to within the round 
off errors, since they are both based on the same principle. However, the 
number of iterations may be different to that of the uni-processor algorithms, 
since to confirm convergence all the linear equations and state variables are 
checked against tolerances each time unless the linear functions are within 
predetermined limits. Therefore, even a small variation of one single quantity 
may lead to an extra iteration. 
Another inefficiency of the present decomposed algorithm is that it forces 
each processor to iterate until all processors have converged. This is because 
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the time step incrementing is initiated by the main processor upon convergence 
of all processors. 
7.4 D A T.A JINJI TJIA JLJIS A TJI 0 N 
Previously, each area reads its dynamic and static data from an indepen-
dent data file. The initialisation of the control signals, and the bus voltages and 
power flows was performed separately by initially running a control task and 
a load flow package. In order to develop an integrated decomposed simulator 
which can take advantage of the existing support packages, the physical data 
available within the OCEPS suite has been used. Extra computing code is used 
to subdivide the data of the overall system between the different areas according 
to their topology. The tie line data is communicated to the main computer 
where the coordination between areas is performed. The only additional data 
needed is the allocation of the nodes to their different areas. This task is run 
once for each simulation process. The data is accumulated in a common block 
which can be accessed by both the main and the communication programs. 
Also the initialisation of the bus voltage and the power flow etc. is done in the 
same way as the decentralised and parallel simulators. These packages evaluate 
the necessary initial variables which are stored in specific common blocks before 
the simulator starts running. Each area receives the appropriate variables to 
determine the local static and dynamic initial conditions as described in chapter 
5. This process is illustrated in figure (7.3). 
7.5 DATA COMMUNICATION AND SYNCHRONISATION 
The adopted approach reqUires communication between the areas and 
the main computer only. No inter-area communication is involved since the 
areas are considered as totally independent entities. The only common variables 
are the tie line currents and power flows. These are evaluated in the mam 
program as functions of the parameters of these branches and the tie node 
voltages (received from the areas). Then the relevant variables are sent to the 
appropriate area at the required time through a common block. 
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One of the disadvantages of this decomposed scheme is that it does not 
fully exploit parallelism (the areas arid the main programs are solved sequen-
tially). The area programs are solved in parallel, but, while the coordinating 
program is carried out all the areas are idle waiting for the main processor 
response. A waiting state is also imposed on this device when the area tasks 
are processed. It is hoped that the idle time can be used in performing some 
of the tasks which are not yet included in the decomposed simulator such as 
telemetry and measurements 
The communication process between the mam processor and two areas 
after the initialisation is illustrated in the diagram given in figure (7.4). 
A number of interrupts are introduced in the area programs. The first 
one is to send the tie node voltages and receive the tie line power flows. 
The second is to send the convergence flags from the Newton-Raphson function 
calculation to allow a check on the convergence of all the areas. The third is for 
sending the state variable mismatch and the Jacobian elements related to the tie 
nodes and receive the corresponding overall solution and the convergence flags. 
This process is shown together with the area and the coordinating schemes in 
figures (7.2) and figure (7.3). 
The amount of data to be communicated between the two levels of the 
decomposition hierarchy is strongly dependent on the number of tie lines, the 
size of the simulated network and the number of interruptions included in the 
algorithm. Therefore, the reduction of these cut branches and halts is highly 
recommended. 
The synchronisation between the coordinating and the area processors is 
ensured through sending and receiving special flags which enable the task to 
start a process or to wait for the information. These flags are communicated 
together with details on the progress of the calculation. Therefore, the data 
communication procedure plays a double role of transferring the data and 
controlling the calculation flow and sequence of the areas and the main processor. 
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"3.!5 AREA §JIMUJLA'JI'TION 
The global area Jacobian matrix [Ja] is readily divisible between n areas. 
The number of areas depends on the number of available processors and is 
limited by the saturation constraints. This matrix can be rewritten as follows 
0 
(7.8) 
0 
Since this matrix has a block diagonal structure its inverse is equal to the 
inverse of the sub-matrices. Therefore, applying the Newton-Raphson algorithm 
(equation 3. 7) to evaluate the area state variables would result in the following 
expression for a 2 area system 
(7.9) 
This shows that the individual area models are identical to the original 
matrix (equation (3.7)) with [b.Si] equivalent to [[b.Y], [b.X]]~ and [F.i] equivalent 
to [h([Y]t, [X]t)], [g([Y]\ [X]t)J/. The structure of each of the area sub-matrices 
[Jai] is given by equation (4.104) where the dynamic equations of the area are 
followed by its network equations. 
Each of these sub-problems can be solved separately in the same way as 
the untorn network solution without including any extra matrix manipulations. 
Therefore, the solution of the above equations can be obtained by using the 
modified Zollenkopf bafactorisation algorithm described in the previous chapter. 
The bus voltage is calculated in the area processors as a state variable. 
The tie nodes voltages are selected and sent to the main computer where the tie 
line currents and power flows are evaluated. In order to simulate the network 
models properly using Kirchhoff's law, these currents should be transferred to 
the area program and added to the tie node injected currents. 
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r:f.>t COORDJINA'JI'][NG AJLGORJI'JI'HM 
The execution time of the main program is significantly dependent on 
the number of tie lines as stated earlier. Therefore, the minimisation of these 
cut branches is one of the most efficient ways of reducing the main program 
processing time. 
This algorithm IS meant to process the intersection subsystem which 
includes the tie lines linking the different areas. This approach allows the 
areas to be treated as small sub-networks independent from each other. The 
communication between these area processors via tie line variables is indirect 
since it is fully accommodated by the coordinating program. 
The coordinating processor has three tasks 
(1) it calculates the overall solution of the network using the partial solutions 
of the areas and the intersection sub-networks, 
(2) it distributes this response among the areas, 
(3) and it synchronises the area and the main processors by waiting or 
forcing area programs to wait. 
1.1.1 Determination of the overall solution 
Equation (7.7) gives the inverse of the Jacobian matrix [J] in terms of 
the inverse of the area sub-Jacobians, the tie line matrix [T] and the connecting 
matrix [M]. 
The state variables of the overall system at iteration k + 1 can thus be 
determined as follows 
(7.10) 
Or 
(7.11) 
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Where 
[ LlS] is the overall network state variable corrections corresponding to 
[.6-Y] and [6-X] given in chapter 3, 
[.6-Sa] are the n area state variable corrections, 
[Jatr 1 = [Jar 1 [M] consists of the area non zero elements related to the 
tie nodes, 
[T'] = [T] + [M- 1]t[Jatr 1 
The adopted algorithm imposes the communication of the area state 
variables [.6-Sai] and [Jatir 1 to the coordinating program to process the overall 
solution. This procedure is undesirable because the overheads necessary for this 
transfer may reach unacceptable values for large networks. Thus restricting the 
size of the systems to be solved. 
The matrices included in the main program are very sparse. In this case 
only the non zero terms are used in the calculation. These are identified by 
their addresses. The multiplication of matrix (Jatr 1 by the transpose of the 
inverse of the connecting matrix [M] is reduced to a simple selection of the 
non zero elements related to the tie nodes, and matrix [T'] is reduced to a 
summation of this resulting matrix with matrix [T]. 
In order to distinguish the different area vectors, [.6-Sai] is stored with 
area number indices as 2 * n arrays. These are transferred to their corresponding 
areas whenever an overall solution is performed. 
'1.8 HARDWARE SUPPORT 
As stated earlier this package has been run on a dedicated single Perkin 
Elmer 3230 minicomputer. This 32 bit machine is provided with a multi-task 
shared memory operating system which permits the execution of up to 255 
tasks at a time 86 • Actually, the instructions are executed sequentially during 
short time-slices with the appearance that each of the tasks is solved exclusively, 
especially if the time slices are frequent and the number of tasks is small. This 
operating system also allows inter-task communication and control. Therefore, 
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the machine is actually transferring attention from one task to another until 
aU the areas are processed or an intel"ruption is encountered. This strategy is 
not desirable for timing the different tasks since too much overhead is involved. 
Hence, the computer is forced to process one area at a time until a halt 
command is issued. The areas are processed according to their ascending order. 
The data is communicated to the main task when all areas are in an interrupt 
state i.e. the same calculation is carried out for each of them. This process is 
sketched for three areas in figure (7.5). In this figure it is assumed that area 
1 is the largest area and area 2 is the smallest. 
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CHAJP'I'ER § 
RE§UJL'Jr§ AND COMJPARJI§ON 
3.]. ][NTRODUCT][ON 
Usually power systems are capable of surviving most contingencies. Oc-
casionally following a major disturbance heavy stress is imposed on the power 
system leading to large variations in frequency, voltage, and heavy loading. 
This may result in cascading which can lead to the separation of the system 
into islands and the loss of consumer load. Cascading is a sequence of failures 
or outage of important elements of the system. The initiating event may be 
caused by false operation of the equipment such as the relays, or natural such as 
short circuits caused by storms, lightening etc., or through human intervention 
during tests, and maintenance or even a false diagnosis of the fault. 
This chapter is intended to present the long-term simulator efficiency 
and robustness under such circumstances. Many tests have been carried out 
to highlight the behaviour of the simulated network by plotting out selected 
variables relevant to each of these tests. 
The OCEPS standard version is used as a benchmark against which the 
performance of the present algorithm is compared and validated. A realistic 
validation necessitates the use of actual recorded data. For this purpose a 
study of the 1981 south of England incident has been carried out 68 • The 
results obtained were satisfactory. Therefore, the analysis of the present results 
and their comparison with the earlier ones obtained from the standard package 
provides a realistic means of validating the present simulator 68 •93 . 
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Most of the trend plots which are presented are the result of simulating 
the modified IEEE 30 node test network on the Array Processor using a time 
step of 1 second and tolerances of 0.001 (p.u.), for the state variable mismatch, 
and 0.005 (p.u.), for evaluating the linear functions. To test the accuracy of 
the results obtained, smaller time steps and tolerances have also been used. To 
ensure the numerical stability of the Newton-Raphson algorithm under severe 
events a time step of no more than a quarter of a second is necessary, during 
critical periods. Some results are obtained by running the parallel simulator as 
a stand-alone package. Others are obtained by running the simulator with the 
control package. The latter are called controlled responses (controlled simulator) 
only to differentiate these two sets of results. 
For speed tests the centralised, parallel, and decomposed simulators have 
been implemented on the IEEE 30 and 118 node systems using a time step of 
1 second. To highlight the performance of the developed algorithm for smaller 
time steps the parallel simulator has also been applied to the 141 bus southwest 
CEGB area with a time step of a quarter of a second. Figures (8.1)-(8.4) show 
the 30 and the simplified 118 node systems split into different areas. 
8.2 EJFJFECT OJF JLOAD VAR][AT][ON ON GENERAT][NG UNITS 
To illustrate the reaction of the generating units to sudden load variation, 
load 4 has been disconnected. Since this load is one of the largest loads in 
the system its impact on the different components of the network would be 
significant and noticeable. 
The scenario starts at midnight where the load is decreasing towards 
its daily minimum. The effect of load decrease can be seen in the smooth 
reduction of the generator power outputs (figure 8.5) and the slight increase of 
the frequency (figure 8. 7) to match the new load level and preserve the balance 
generation/load. Generator controllers must follow closely the variation of the 
load although the operating constraints of certain elements such as boilers slow 
down their response. The frequency variation is first detected by the governor 
which acts on the turbine inlet valve. The decrease in this valve position 
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leads to a reduction of the pressure and steam flow in the turbine to reduce 
the mechanical power to the desired- value. The boiler controllers sense this 
variation together with the variation of the generator speed and power set point 
and act accordingly on the different boiler variables. In this case the amount 
of steam flow and pressure is decreased, and the drum pressure is initially 
increased. This is because the inlet valve position is adjusted before the boiler 
quantities, and all the spare steam flow, which is stopped by this valve, is 
stocked in the drum. Figures (8.6), (8.8), and (8.9) show the turbine high 
pressure, the boiler steam flow and drum pressure variations. 
The frequency shows a sharp increase following the disconnection of load 
4. The turbine high pressure shows an instantaneous response because its 
time constant is of about 0.3 seconds, and the adopted simulator time step (1 
second) would not allow for such lags to appear on the graphs. The reduction 
of this pressure is followed by a reduction in the generator speed, therefore its 
frequency is decreased after the sudden overshoot. Following this reduction the 
high pressure in the turbine is increased to provide enough mechanical power 
for the slowing down generator. These oscillations are damped out after few 
minutes for most of the variables and the balance is restored within the system. 
The active power (figure 8.5) is decreased by the same amount for all 
generators. This is because their governor gains are set to the same level. 
Therefore the variation of the load is initially equally shared between all the 
active units within the system. Since the simulator is running alone without 
any external control from the EMS not only the initial sudden load change 
is shared equally between the different units, but the continuous system load 
variation is also shared equally between the generators. 
Compared to the generator and prime mover response, the boiler quan-
tities are varying slowly following their long time constants. 
8.2.1 ][mplementation of EMS with the simulator 
If the simulator is controlled by Energy Management Software, the dis-
patch tends to distribute the variation of the load over the system economically 
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(figure 8.10). Generators 6 and 3 are operating close to their minimum outputs 
following the requirements of unit commitment to shut these units down. This 
is illustrated by the fact that the power set points for these two units are 
maintained constant at their minimum all through the period, prior to their 
actual disconnection (figure 8.12). This plot also shows that the other four 
plants are closely following the variation of their power set points. The decision 
to shut-down generators 3 and 6 is because the system load is light at this 
time of the day. The target time for this control action is set to 00:29:51 
(hours:minutes:seconds) after midnight. 
To illustrate in detail the rampmg down of the generators to be discon-
nected and the ramping up of the remaining generators to support this power 
variation the segment of time around the shut-down target in figure (8.10) has 
been reproduced in an expanded form in figure {8.11). Before the closure of 
units 6 and 3 their output was quickly ramped down to the minimum. When 
the action of shutting down generators 6 and 3 took place the active generators 
ramped up quickly to produce the amount of power which had been supported 
by the disconnected plants. 
The effect of this incident on the generating units is opposite to the 
load disconnection effect. Figure (8.10) shows an initial augmentation of the 
power of all the active generators to compensate for the disconnected generation. 
This has resulted in an increase of the turbine high pressure, a decrease of 
the frequency, and an increase of the boiler steam flow variation, as shown m 
figures (8.13), (8.14), and (8.16) respectively. The initial change in the turbine 
pressures and steam flow is supported by the boiler storage capacity. This 
explains the decrease in the drum pressure shown in figure (8.15). 
There is also a difference between the locally controlled frequency (figure 
(8.7)) and that controlled by LFC (figure {8.14)}. This is manifest in the 
difference between the steady state error and the oscillation of the locally 
controlled frequency after the first overshoot. The externally controlled frequency 
tends to settle down at 50 Hz whereas the locally controlled one continues to 
increase following the reduction of the system load. This is due to the 
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introduction of integral action in the load frequency control 7 , which is not 
considered in the governor model. This also has an effect on the variation of 
the steam flow and drum pressure where the steady state errors are different. 
Figures (8.15-8.16) show that some of the variables related to the discon-
nected generators such as the variation of the drum pressure, and steam flow are 
not set to zero, but kept constant at their latest value prior to disconnection. 
The generator frequency is also kept active following the variation of the system 
frequency. This simulates the bringing up of the generator frequency to the 
synchronising level to facilitate the re-synchronisation of the off-line plants in 
the case of a sudden loss of generation or augmentation of the load. 
Figure (8.17) shows the active power of load 4 (the simulated incident). 
This load is consuming about 31 MW (about a seventh of the total load) as 
shown in the following event log. This also shows that the load is disconnected 
from the system at the required time (00:10:00), and the global load before 
and after removing generators 3 and 6 has continued varying normally. This 
load is fully supported by the remaining active units. 
Time Events 
8/2/1985.00:00:10 total system load 237.847MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:09:50 total system load 231.376MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:10:00 total system load 231.265MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:10:00 * $open: load breaker 4 
8/2/1985.00:10:10 total system load 200.24MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:10:20 total system load 200.143MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:29:40 total system load 188.932MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:29:50 total system load 188.835MW updated 
8/2/1985.00:29:51 gen.3 is shut-down as requested by unit comm. at 00:29:51 
8/21 1985.oo:29:51 gen.6 is shut-down as requested by unit comm. at 00:29:51 
8/2/1985.00:30:00 total system load 188.738MW updated 
Table 8.1 First test events and load variation 
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3.3 Jr§JLANDKNG AND §YNCJBIRONK§A'I'KON 
This test has been carried out to illustrate the robustness and efficiency 
of the simulator in handling severe events such as islanding. This simulator 
is capable of preserving the stability of the system over the test period which 
lasted about 45 minutes. The scenario implemented consists of the following 
sequence of events. 
$time 7:25:0 
$open sending end of line 32 
$open sending end of line 24 
$open sending end of line 19 
* 
$wait 0:1:30 
$open sending end of line 15 
* 
$wait 0:4:0 
$open sending end of line 10 
$open sending end of line 41 
* 
$wait 0:1:30 
$open sending end of line 33 
* 
*restore the split system 
* 
$wait 0:4:0 
·* network split into two islands 
' 
·* network split into three islands 
' 
$sync sending end of line 32 ;* re-synchronisation of island 1 and 2 
* 
$wait 0:1:30 
$close line 24,19, and 15 
* 
$wait 0:5:0 
$sync sending end of line 33 ;* re-synchronisation of remaining islands 
* 
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$wait 0:1:30 
$close line 4Jl and 10 
* 
$wait 0:2:0 
$close load 19 ·* disconnected by protection 
' 
* 
$wait 0:2:30 
$close load 16 ·* disconnected by protection , 
* 
$wait 0:1:30 
$close load 23 ·* disconnected by protection , 
* 
$exit 
The starting time for this test is selected as 7:25:00 since at this time 
of the morning the system is heavily loaded. An integration time step of a 
quarter of a second is necessary to ensure the stability of the Newton-Raphson 
algorithm. Although this is normally necessary only when a large variation of 
state variables occurs. This usually happens under very severe events such as 
the first time steps following the islanding of a heavily loaded system. 
The scenario started with an unexpected split of the system into two 
islands at 7:26:30. The resulting subsystems were unevenly loaded. Most of 
the generation was located in the first island whereas island 2 includes only one 
small generator (50 MW) (generator 6). Five and a half minutes later island 
1 was split into two islands. The layout of these independent islands can be 
deduced from figure (8.1). The loading conditions of the two newly formed 
islands were similar to the ones produced by the first incident. Consequently, 
the frequency of subsystems 2 and 3 has decreased sharply (figure 8.18) leading 
to load shedding. Load 19 was disconnected by the under-frequency protection 
3 seconds after the first islanding. Three seconds later load 16 has also been 
tripped since the system was still overloaded. The removal of load 23 was 
sufficient to restore the balance in island 3. The behaviour of these loads is 
shown in figure (8.20). The disconnection of the load has caused a transient 
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mcrease of the system frequency which has settled down quickly. The first 
island was under-loaded. To preserve stability in this case the generator outputs 
(generators 1,2,3,5) were decreased (figure 8.21). This has led to an increase 
of the island frequency (figure 8.18). 
As the three islands were stabilised, island 1 and 2 have been successfully 
re-synchronised. Five minutes later the remaining islands were also re-connected 
and the normal state of the network has been restored. Since the system has 
completely recovered from this severe disturbance the loads which were removed 
from the system by under-frequency protection tripping were re-energised again 
without any problem. 
8.3.Jl. Variation of the generation 
Figure (8.21) shows the behaviour of the various generator active powers. 
The full capacity of generators 3 and 4 was exploited. Generator 6 was operating 
close to its maximum limit. This explains why this isolated generator could 
support only a small amount of the load increase caused by the system split. 
Therefore, to establish the balance within this island some load has been shed. 
Generator 4 behaved similarly after being isolated within an independent island. 
The three independent sub-networks continued operating normally until island 
1 and 3 have been re-synchronised and re-connected at 7:36:00. This was 
followed by a slight increase in the active power of generators 3, 5, and 6. 
The re-synchronisation of the remaining islands was also carried out without 
any serious secondary effect. The output of generators 3, 4, and 5 were slowly 
ramped up towards their maximum as dictated by the economic dispatch. This 
was balanced by a decrease of the output of generator 6. The connection of 
load 19 at 7:43:00 was supported by all the units following governor action. 
When load 16 and 23 were due to be re-connected generators 3, 4 and 5 were 
already at their maximum capacity. In this case the added load was supported 
by generators 1, 2, and 6 only. The latter has thus reached its maximum 
leaving generators 1 and 2 as the only regulating units in the system. 
8.3.2 Variation of reactive power and voltage 
To interpret the bus voltage behaviour, reactive power plots, the power 
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flow through the lines and the changes of the total load are needed. This is 
because all these quantities are relaten. 
Figures (8.22) and (8.23) show the behaviour of the reactive power of 
generators 1,2,3 and generators 4,5,6 respectively. Figures (8.24-8.28) show the 
voltage magnitude at busbars 5, 38, 48, 49 and 52, 54, 53, 55, the load-flow 
through the disconnected lines listed in the scenario file, and the total active 
load and generation respectively. 
Contrary to the distribution of active power among the generators, the size 
of the different units as regards reactive power is decreasing in the descending 
order of the generator number i.e. generator 6 is the biggest reactive contributor 
in the system and unit 1 is the smallest. 
Opening lines 19, 24, and 32 has resulted in a deficit of reactive power 
m island 1 and a surplus in the second island. This is shown by the increase 
of this quantity in the first island (generators 1,2,3,4,and 5) and its decrease in 
the second subsystem (generator 6). The lightly loaded island has seen a rise 
of its voltage (busbars 52 and 38) except for bus 48. The voltage at busbar 
48 has decreased because it is remote from all the generators and the power 
flow supplying its loads has found an alternative route with larger losses. The 
heavily loaded subsystem has shown a decrease of the voltage at busbars 54, 
53, 55, and 49. Voltages at buses 54 and 53 are equal since these are located 
at the same substation. This voltage drop was the most significant among the 
represented voltages because the node where busbars 53 and 54 are located is 
remote from all generators and is linked to the disconnected line. As a result 
the AVR acted on the generators of island 1 to increase their output. The 
drop in the voltages has also resulted in a drop of the load in this sub-network 
{figure 8.20). The reduction of these loads has resulted in a reduction of total 
load followed by a decrease in total generation as shown in figure (8.28). 
The load shedding following the complete split of the system has led 
to a decrease of the system load and generation. This . was followed by the 
reduction in the reactive power of generator 6. Reactive generation in island 
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1 has increased since it 1s no longer importing any reactive power from the 
second subsystem. This event is mote significant for the busbars of island 2 
since the disconnected loads are located within this area. Its effect on the 
busbars of island 1 is almost unnoticeable since the system load decrease and 
generation reactive power increase have opposite effect on the voltage. 
The disconnection of lines 10 and 41 at 7:30:30 has enormously increased 
the power flow of line 33 (weak tie) linking busbar 55 to busbar 53 {figure 8.27). 
This has increased the line losses in the system as is clearly shown in figure 
(8.28) where the difference between the total load and total generation has 
increased. Consequently the voltage at the two ends of this line has dropped 
busbars 55, 53, 54). The importation of reactive power to island 1 together 
with these line losses resulted in an increase of the reactive power of generator 
4. The increase of the voltage at busbars 5 and 49 is due to the total load 
drop. Because of this voltage variation, the transfer of energy from island 3 
to island 1 and the reduction of the system load, the reactive power produced 
locally in subsystem 1 is decreased. 
In this case the load shedding following the disconnection of line 33 
{formation of a third island) also resulted in a decrease of the total load. This 
has led to a decrease in the generated reactive power in the 2 islands and a 
rise of the voltage, although the elements of island 3 (generator 4 and bus 55) 
are affected more. 
Restoring the system after these incidents has an opposite effect on the 
power generation, load and voltage. These variables tend to return to their 
initial values prior to the disturbance. However, because of the system load 
variation, these variables do not have exactly the same values as in their initial 
steady state. 
Load re-connection increased the total load and the generation of the 
system as well as the reactive power of all the generating units. It has also 
resulted in a voltage reduction throughout the system. 
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8.3.3 §ynchronisatiolill of independent isla:nds 
To be able to re-synchronise a- split system successfully these conditions 
have to be satisfied: the difference between the frequencies and the voltages at 
the two ends of the line to be re-connected should be within a predetermined 
tolerance. The selected tolerances for this test are 0.08 Hz, 0.8 rd, and 0.15 
(p.u.), however smaller values can be used if necessary. 
Using the zoom in graphics capability the interval of time during which the 
synchronisation took place has been selected from figure (8.18) and magnified in 
figure (8.19). This figure shows clearly the frequencies of the two ends (bus bars 
52 and 54) of line 32 locked together at 7:36:00. Since some load has been 
removed from the system an overshoot of the new common frequency occurred. 
A similar thing can be said about the synchronisation of the remaining islands 
which occurred at 7:41:00. The frequencies at bus 53 and 54 are equal since 
both these two busbars are within island 1. 
Figure (8.25) shows that the voltages at both ends (busbars 52, 54 and 
busbars 55, 53) of the synchronised lines (32 and 33) are within the required 
tolerance for their synchronisation. 
The re-synchronisation was successful in the first attempt in both cases 
because the required conditions were satisfied immediately after the command 
for re-synchronisation was issued from the scenario given above. This is shown 
in figure (8.19) and the selected events shown in table (8.2). 
8.4 ACCURACY OF THE SYSTEM 
To check the accuracy of a given solution, all that can be· done is 
to compare this response with supposedly more accurate results. The more 
accurate results are the responses obtained using smaller time steps. 
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Time 
81211985.07:24:00 
81211985.07:24:50 
81211985.07:25:00 
81211985.07:25:00 
81211985.07:25:00 
81211985.07:25:00 
81211985.07:25:00 
81211985.07:25:00 
81211985.07:26:20 
81211985 .o1 :26:3o 
81211985.07:26:30 
812/1985.07:26:30 
812/1985.07:26:30 
Events 
total system load 385.609MW updated 
total system load 387.071MW updated 
* $open: line send breaker 32 
* $open: line send breaker 24 
* $open: line send breaker 19 
* $wait: wait for 00000.00:01:30 
network top. now 1 island and 30 nodes 
total system load 387 .364MW updated 
total system load 389.903MW updated 
* $open: line send breaker 15 
* $wait: wait for 00000.00:04:00 
network top. Now 2 islands and 30 nodes 
total· system load 389.995MW updated 
812/1985.07:26:33 load 19 disconnected by under-frequency protection 
81211985.07:26:36 load 16 disconnected by under-frequency protection 
8121 1985.o7 :26:4o 
8/2/1985.07:30:30 
812/1985.07:30:30 
8/2/1985.07:30:30 
8/2/1985.07:30:30 
8/2/1985.07:30:40 
8/2/1985.07:31:50 
812/1985.07:32:00 
8/2/1985.07:32:00 
Table continued 
total system load 372. 798MW updated 
total system load 379.222MW updated 
* $open: line send breaker 10 
* $open: line send breaker 41 
* $wait: wait for 00000.00:01:30 
total system load 379.501MW updated 
total system load 381.456MW updated 
* $open: line send breaker 33 
* $wait: wait for 00000.00:04:00 
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8/2/1985.07:32:00 network top. Now 3 islands and 30 nodes 
8/2/1985.07:32:00 total system load 381.735MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:32:03 load 23 disconnected by under-frequency protection 
8/2/1985.07:32:10 total system load 367.056MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:35:50 total system load 372.96MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:36:00 * $sync: line send breaker 32 timeout 00:28:00 
8/2/1985.07:36:00 * note: synchronisation initiated 
8/2/1985.07:36:00 * $wait: wait for 00000.00:05:00 
8/2/1985.07:36:00 * islands 3 and 1 synchronised 
8/2/1985.07:36:00 total system load 373.228MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:36:00 network top. Now 2 islands and 30 nodes 
8/2/1985.07:36:10 total system load 373.496MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:37:10 total system load 375.107MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:37:13 * $close: line send breaker 19 
8/2/1985.07:37:13 * $close: line send breaker 24 
8/2/1985.07:37:13 * $close: line send breaker 15 
8/2/1985.07:37:20 total system load 375.375MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:40:50 total system load 381.011MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:41:00 * $sync: line send breaker 33 timeout.00:28:00 
8/2/1985.07:41:00 * note: synchronisation initiated 
8/2/1985.07:41:00 * $wait: wait for 00000.00:02:00 
8/2/1985.07:41:00 * islands 1 and 2 synchronised 
8/2/1985.07:41:00 network top. Now 1 island and 30 nodes 
8/2/1985.07:41:00 total system load 381.279MW updated 
table continued 
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8/2/1985.07:42:20 total system load 383.426MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:42:28 $close: line send breaker 41 
8/2/1985.07:42:28 $close: line send breaker 10 
8/2/1985.07:42:30 total system load 383.694MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:43:00 total system load 384.5MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:43:00 * $close: load breaker 19 
8/2/1985.07:43:00 * $wait: wait for 0000.00:02:30 
8/2/1985.07:43:10 total system load 389.501MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:45:20 total system load 393.033MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:45:30 * $close: load breaker 16 
8/2/1985.07:45:30 * $wait: wait for 0000.00:01:30 
8/2/1985.07:45:30 total system load 407.496MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:47:00 total system load 410.029MW updated 
8/2/1985.07:47:00 * $close: load breaker 23 
8/2/1985.07:47:10 total system load 426.253MW updated 
Table 8.2 Event log of the islanding and synchronisation test 
A number of tests have been carried out using the same scenario (dis-
connecting load 4) with different time steps and tolerances. The first test is 
run using the usual time step of 1 second and tolerances of 0.001 (p.u.) and 
0.005 (p.u.). The second one used a time step and a tolerance a tenth of the 
previous test variables. Three variables have been selected for this comparison. 
A rapidly changing variable (frequency), a slowly changing variable (drum pres-
sure variation), and an intermediate variable (turbine high pressure). These 
variables are related to generator 1. 
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In order to compare the simulation results obtained from varymg the 
tolerance and the time steps, the three categories of variables mentioned above 
are grouped into different figures. Figure (8.29) shows the rapidly changing 
variable, figure (8.33) shows the intermediate variable and figure (8.35) shows 
the slow variable. 
m figure (8.29) the two plots obtained by varying the time step when 
the parallel simulator was run as a stand-alone package are compared to the 
frequency obtained by running the simulator with the control system. Figure 
(8.30) is an expanded form of figure (8.29). In this expansion the behaviour of 
the frequency of generator 1 during the first seconds following the disturbance 
is highlighted. This shows clearly that the frequency calculated at a time step 
of 1 second is not as accurate as the one calculated at a time step of 0.1 second 
during this period. However, in both cases the oscillations are damped out at 
the same time (about 10 seconds after the event) at close steady state values. 
Since the time range of interest is of a long-term nature, and neglecting these 
oscillations does not affect the dynamic stability of the system and does not 
require too many iterations to converge, the results obtained using a time step 
of 1 second are acceptable. Also the fact that the implementation of the load 
frequency control reduces the steady state errors, as shown in figure (8.29), 
suggests the advantage of using larger time steps so that the simulator would 
run in real-time. If the system shows a numerical instability then a smaller 
time step can be used. 
The approximation due to linearising the response of the differential 
equations from one step to the next when using a 1 second time step can be 
clearly seen in the expanded plots of figure (8.30). 
The reduction of the Newton-Raphson tolerance to a tenth of its original 
value has not shown any difference in the case of a 1 second time step (figure 
8.31) and an insignificant one in the second case (figure 8.32). Therefore, it 
can be concluded that the selected tolerances provide quite accurate solutions 
at a minimum cost in terms of number of iterations and solutions of the set 
of linear equations. 
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The intermediate variable (turbine 1 high pressure) curves (figure 8.33) 
also show that the results obtained ffom using a time step of 0.1 second were 
different from those obtained by using a time step of 1 second during the first 
seconds following the disturbance. Fortunately, both curves damped out at 
close steady state values which were different to the controlled results. 
Figure {8.35) shows the variation of the drum pressure. The controlled 
curve indicates that the boiler reaches the steady state faster when the control 
package is run (about 8 minutes after the disturbance). The smaller time 
steps are not of great importance for slow variables because of their large time 
constants. 
Figures (8.30) and (8.34) show that the frequency and the turbine high 
pressure do not respond instantaneously to the load variation, as is the case for 
the 1 second time step test, when a 0.1 second time step is used. This shows 
the simulated time taken by the generator and the turbine to respond to the 
changes occurring in the system. The time taken by the turbine to react is 
greater than that taken by the generator since the latter is the first element 
in the system to respond to disturbances. 
8.5 ][MPROVEMENT OF THE STABilL]['Jl.'Y OF THE SYSTEM 
The modifications brought to the simulator have not only improved the 
speed, but have also greatly improved the representation of the behaviour of 
the network elements under severe conditions. 
An example of this is the instability which used to be caused during 
islanding if the simulator was running as a stand-alone package (figure 8.36). 
Since the governor limitation was not included to force the generator output 
within the permissible limits, the generator output reached unrealistic values 
{figure 8.38). Furthermore, the voltage limitations were modelled within the 
iteration loop preventing the system from recovering after a disturbance, since the 
voltage values- which violate the limits were used as initial guesses for the next 
time step (figure 8.40). The modification of these models as well as the correction 
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of the load model have allowed the system to stabilise properly after islanding. 
Also the modification of protection modelling in general and particularly the 
automatic under-frequency load shedding is beneficial in preventing the total 
collapse of the system as shown in the islanding and re-synchronisation test 
(section 8.3). 
This has highlighted another problem which involved the interdependence 
of the different island frequencies. The elimination of this problem permitted 
the different islands to behave as completely independent systems. 
Figures (8.37), (8.39), and (8.41) compared to figures (8.36), (8.38), and 
(8.40) respectively show the present system to be more stable than the previous 
one. Figure (8.42) illustrates the transformer tap-changing to control the voltage 
in island 1. 
8.6 THE SIMULATOR TIMING 
The previous sections are mainly concerned with the behaviour of the 
dynamic and static components of the network. They stress the reliability, 
robustness and accuracy of the simulator. This section presents the performance 
of the present algorithm and the modifications made to the programs and 
mathematical models. The emphasis in this case is mainly on the computation 
speed of the simulator. In ~rder to highlight the performance the new technique 
has been implemented in the parallel simulator running on the Array Processor 
hosted by a Perkin Elmer PE 3230 minicomputer, and in the centralised (host 
only) simulator. Two test networks have been used for this purpose: the 30, 
and 118 node IEEE standard systems. The developed algorithm has also been 
implemented in the parallel decomposed simulator running on a single Perkin 
Elmer minicomputer. The results are presented in the form of charts where 
the processing times to be compared are plotted together. The time steps 
are set to 1 second except for the timing of the CEGB system where a time 
6» 
step of 0.25 second is chosen. The CEGB network has been used to show the 
performance of the simulator at smaller time steps and under severe network 
conditions. 
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8.8.Jl JParaUel simulator timing 
This simulator is running on the Array Processor where the arithmetical 
calculations are performed, and a host computer which is used for the IO tasks 
as well as some minor calculations. 
An average computation time, which includes the disconnection of load 
4 in the case of the IEEE 30 and 118 node networks, over a time period of 
ten minutes is presented in figure (8.43). The average number of iterations 
and calls (solutions) to the subroutines to solve the set of linear equations are 
given in figure (8.44). 
The performance of the new algorithm has been found to be far greater 
than the old version. When simulating the 30 node network the Array Processor 
(numerical calculation) execution time was nearly nine times faster than the 
previous OCEPS parallel version. The overall timing of this network has been 
improved by a factor of more than 3. For the standard IEEE 118 network the 
Array Processor timing has been improved by a factor of about 20 and the 
overall timing was about· 15 times faster than the old parallel version. The 
new algorithm also performed very well on the CEGB network data and ran 
at real-time (0.25 seconds). Compared with the standard version, the Array 
Processor time was approximately 11 times faster and the overall timing was 
about 9 times faster. 
Compared with the clock time the 30 node network achieved a speed 
of five and a half times faster than real-time. The 118 network was about 4 
times· faster than real-time. 
It can be noticed that the timing does not vary linearly with the size 
of the system since this is closely linked with the sparsity of the network. 
The performance of the Zollenkopf algorithm is not the only cause of 
this big improvement of the simulator. The application of extrapolation has 
reduced the number of iterations necessary for the Newton-Raphson method to 
converge. This has saved about 20 % of the Array Processor time. 
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3.8.:'Jl Centralised simulator timing 
In order to distinguish between the performance of the new developed 
algorithm and the speed-up due to the application of the Array Processor and 
the network decomposition, this test has been carried out. The comparison of 
the execution time obtained from applying the modified Zollenkopf algorithm 
and the Harwell library routines to both the parallel and host only simulators 
are presented in figure (8.45). 
Compared with the results of the conventional single processor simulator 
(host computer only), the conventional parallel simulator was improved by a 
factor of about 2.5 when applied to the 30 node network, and a factor of about 
2.24 when applied to the IEEE 118 node system. The performance of the 
simulator was reduced with the increase of the size of the network. Comparing 
the new centralised simulator execution time with the standard version a speed-
up of about 4.48 was obtained in the case of simulating the 30 node system and 
a speed-up factor of about 6.08 was achieved when the 118 node network was 
tested. The 30 node system applied to the developed parallel simulator was 
improved by a factor of about 1.94 when compared with the new centralised 
simulator, and the 118 node network overall timing was improved by a factor of 
about 5.8. Thus it can be concluded that the contribution of the bifactorisation 
technique towards improving the execution time of the simulator is higher than 
the contribution of the Array Processor. Also this technique performs better 
on large systems (118 node network). This is due to the improved sparsity of 
large system (see tables (6.1) and (8.4)). 
The developed algorithm is very fast and even the application of the 
simulator on the host only can simulate networks of at least 100 nodes in 
real-time if a time step of 1 second is used. 
8.16.3 The Harwell and Zollenkopf routine timing 
Figure (8.46) presents a comparison of the Harwell routines and the 
2 * 2 Zollenkopf algorithm used for repeatedly solving the set of linear equations. 
These results were obtained by simulating the IEEE 118 node system for one 
iteration on the centralised algorithm. The solution of the set of linear equations 
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3.00-rr======================================================~ 
2.00 -+---
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Ordering Factorisation* Solution 
* Ordering and factorisation performed together in the case of Harwell routines 
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using the modified Zollenkopf algorithm was faster than the Harwell routines, 
even if the ordering is performed. This can be attributed to the following 
factors 
(1) The principle of the ordering scheme used m the first case necessitates 
less computation. 
(2) The use of the 2 * 2 algorithm reduces the amount of calculation necessary 
to evaluate the state variable mismatch. 
(3) The new simulator converges in fewer iterations. 
This chart also shows that most of the solution time was spent m 
ordering. Since this is required only when the structure of the matrix 1s 
altered, a great amount of CPU time was saved. 
8.8.3.1 Data transfer timing 
The static data is transferred once prior to the start of the simulation 
m order to be initialised. 
The purpose from transferring the selected dynamic data between the two 
machines (AP and PE) is to perform the measurements and telemetry, display 
the results graphically, and present the latest changes in the breakers and switch 
states etc. Therefore only the necessary data related to these functions together 
with the emergency messages are transferred from the Array Processor to the 
host computer. On the other hand the necessary dynamic data for the AP 
including the control. signals and the topology information have to be sent from 
the host computer to the AP. 
The direct memory access dynamic data transfer timing for one time step 
1s gathered in table (8.3). This table also includes the size of the transferred 
dynamic data from and to the host computer. 
From this table it can be concluded that most of the IO time is spent 
on the overheads. Therefore, the timing does not vary very much with the 
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size of the data. Consequently, transferring data 1s not a problem for larger 
networks. 
Data transfer Host to AP Data transfer Host from AP 
Network Data Buffering 10 time Total Data Buffering 10 time Total 
size size (Kb) time (s) (s) time (s) size (Kb) time (s) (s) time (s) 
IEEE 30 1.98 0.009 0.008 0.017 2.68 0.011 0.008 0.019 
IEEE 118 6.15 0.025 0.010 0.035 6.43 0.027 0.010 0.037 
CEGB 141 7.91 0.032 0.010 0.042 7.27 0.030 0.010 0.040 
Table 8.3 Host/ AP data transfer timing 
3.6.4 Decomposed simulator timing 
The results presented in this chapter are obtained from the first algorithm 
presented in figure (7.2) since the calculation for both the off-line and on-line 
algorithms is the same. 
The decomposed simulator was implemented on a single Perkin Elmer 
3230 minicomputer and utilised the IEEE 30 and 118 standard networks. The 
latter was split into two and three areas and the former was split into three 
areas (figures 8.1-8.4). The only simulated event was the variation of the load 
over a period of 5 minutes. To illustrate the performance of this algorithm 
the computational time of the different areas of each system as well as the 
coordinating and the overall time were represented. The discretisation interval 
in this case was fixed to 1 second and the results presented are the average 
values over the simulated period. Since the speed of the simulator is closely 
linked with the number of iterations and calls to the routines for solving the 
linear sparse matrices, these are also included. 
Since the systems cannot be split equally, a difference between the area 
timing can be minimised but not eliminated. The overall timing was based on 
the slowest area together with the coordinating time, as shown in figure (7.5). 
Figures (8.47) and (8.48) show the performance of the standard decom-
posed simulator using the Harwell library routines to evaluate the area state 
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(1) 
variables. In this case the only test running in real-time was the 30 node 
network split into three areas. Wherr the new algorithm was implemented all 
tests performed in real-time except the first case of decomposing the 118 node 
network into 3 areas as shown in figure (8.50). This is mainly due to the large 
number of tie lines. Splitting the 118 node network into 3 areas (first case) has 
resulted in 10 tie lines. The decomposition of this test network into 2 areas 
has resulted in 4 tie lines and the division of the 30 node system into 3 areas 
was achieved by disconnecting 6 tie lines. To illustrate the effect of the number 
of tie lines on the simulator execution time, especially the coordinating task 
speed, the 118 node network was subdivided into three areas by disconnecting 
7 tie lines only. This new test has not only increased the speed of the main 
program (figure 8.50), it has also improved the numerical stability of the system 
by reducing the number of solutions of the set of linear equations as shown in 
figure (8.52). This has also reduced the execution time for the areas (figure 
8.49). The first test (decomposition of the 118 node system into three areas 
by disconnecting 10 tie lines) needed more solutions to converge because one 
of the tie lines was a transformer. 
The coordinating time shown in figures (8.48) and (8.50) show that both 
algorithms took about the same amount of time to converge. This is because 
the program coordinating the areas is the same in both the newly developed 
decomposed simulator and the standard one. 
Although the 118 node system is larger than the 30 node system, the 
computation of the former was faster. This is due to the larger number of 
solutions (evaluation of the inverse matrix and state variable mismatch) required 
by the latter to converge and the fact that subsystems involved in the first 
case are more sparse as shown in table (8.4). Figure (8.52) shows that all the 
decomposed tests converged after one iteration and the centralised simulators 
took longer to converge. The present single processor simulator converged in 
fewer iterations and solutions than the old centralised version. This difference 
is due to the introduction of the linear extrapolation in the later case. 
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Network size n Ng N1 Number of Total number Sparsity(%) 
-
(area number) non zeros of elements 
30 (1) 7 3 9 79 961 8.22 
30 (2) 7 1 7 39 255 15.29 
30 (3) 16 2 19 90 1024 8.78 
first 118 (1) 41 5 57 245 6561 3.73 
first 118 (2) 38 8 55 292 10404 2.80 
first 118 (3) 39 6 57 261 7569 3.44 
second 118 (1) 36 5 49 224 5776 3.87 
second 118 {2) 34 7 52 264 8100 3.25 
second 118 (3) 48 7 71 316 10816 2.92 
118 (1) 70 12 104 494 27556 1.79 
118 (2) 48 7 71 316 10816 2.92 
Table 8.4 Sparsity of 2 test networks decomposed into 2 and 3 areas 
using the 2 * 2 sub-matrix algorithm 
This table is built in the same way as table ( 6.1). 
Compared with the results obtained from the centralised simulator as 
shown in figure (8.51), the newly developed decomposed simulator was slower 
when the 30 node system was simulated. This inadequacy is mainly due to the 
decomposition penalties mentioned in chapter 7 and the small size of the areas. 
From figure (8.51) it is clear that the Zollenkopf algorithm performs 
better when the simulated system is large. This is because large systems are 
generally more sparse than small ones as shown in table (8.4), and the overheads 
tend to prevail in the CPU time in the case of small systems. For the 30 node 
system both decomposed simulators are slower than their equivalent centralised 
simulators. The average timing obtained from applying the new method to 
the 118 network decomposed into three areas (first case) also was slower than 
the single processor CPU time. Using the system with less tie lines greatly 
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improved the speed of the simulator and resulted in an improvement by a factor 
of more than 2 over the centralised program. Splitting the 118 network into 2 
areas improved the execution time of the single processor by a factor of about 
1.3. 
The performance of the decomposed simulator is expected to decrease in 
the case of simulating a disturbance, because more solutions than normal are 
usually involved when a disturbance occurs. 
3.1 CONCJLU§JrON 
The present simulator is a robust, stable and fast system capable of 
simulating severe events accurately in real-time. It is well known that the 
trapezoidal rule is stable for a wide range of time steps. However, to assess 
the influence of small time steps on the accuracy of the system tests have 
been carried out. The use of smaller time steps has proved that, with the 
implementation of control actions from the Energy Management System, the 
results are accurate enough for the purpose of the present study using a time 
step of 1 second. 
The application of the bljactorisation technique to the Array Processor 
simulator is very encouraging, and provides a cost effective method by signifi-
cantly increasing the computational speed. The results obtained from exposing 
{P\-i. 
the simulator to very harsh conditions without ~ stability and the speed 
performance, suggests that networks at least 4 or 5 times larger than the 
118 system can be simulated in real-time when implemented on the parallel 
simulator running on the Array Processor. Also the present simulated systems 
may run in real-time even if their models are more comprehensive and complex. 
The results obtained from the decomposed, centralised and parallel sim-
ulators clearly show that the bifactorisation technique is more suitable for large 
networks because the larger a power system is the more sparse it is, especially 
if it includes a large number of generators. As far as the Array Processor is 
concerned the sparsity of the solved system improves the performance of the 
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simulator, but this is far from fully exploiting the potentiality of this machine 
(12 Mflops) since the calculation involved in the solution of the set of linear 
equations (sparse matrices) is of a scalar nature, and Array Processors are 
conceived to operate at their maximum computational power when applied to 
vectors. 
Theoretically a decomposed method is expected to be n times faster than 
the single processor solution ( n is the number of machines used in parallel). 
However, this ideal performance is not achieved because of the penalties involved. 
The timing obtained in these tests can be considered as an estimate performance 
of the actual decomposed simulator since this algorithm is implemented on a 
single processor. The overall decomposed timing is calculated by adding the 
maximum area execution time to the coordinating program CPU time as well as 
the overheads involved in synchronising the different tasks and transferring data. 
If the algorithm is applied to a multiprocessor, the overheads are expected to 
increase since the communication between the slave computers and the master 
would involve independent memories. 
The decomposed simulator results compare favourably with the centralised 
simulator (except when it was applied to the 30 node system). However, it 
is not easy to draw clear conclusions about the contribution of each of the 
speed improving factors. The improvement is partly due to the decomposition 
and the selection of the tie lines. On the other hand, the numerical stability 
also has a share in this improvement. For instance, figure (8.51) show a great 
improvement of the conventional decomposed simulator when compared with 
the standard centralised simulator results. In fact this improvement is better 
than the ideal results in the case of the decomposition of the 118 network into 
three areas (second test). This system has been speeded up by a factor of 
about 6.57 whereas the maximum speed-up factor is not supposed to exceed 
the number of areas. The extra speed is mainly due to the improvement of 
the stability of the Newton-Raphson algorithm. 
The bifactors'sation method compares favourably with the LU decom-
position particularly in those cases where the sparsity is greatest (118 node 
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system and 141 node system) in all cases (parallel, decomposed, and centralised 
simulators). This is due to the improvement of sparsity of large systems (see 
tables 6.1). The developed algorithm has not only enormously speeded up the 
simulator, it has also greatly improved the stability of the system. 
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CHAJP>TJER \Q) 
CONCJLU§JION 
With the increase of power systems size and complexity, the realisation 
of inexpensive real-time simulators became a challenge to the available hardware 
and numerical techniques. To reduce the computational burden at the expense 
of less accurate results during the few seconds following the disturbance, dy-
namic simulators have been adopted. Although dynamic simulators are not as 
comprehensive as some transient stability studies, nevertheless achieving real 
time or faster than real-time simulation for large systems is not straightfor-
ward. Since the bulk of the numerical work in power system simulation is 
the repeated and frequent solution of very large sparse matrices, investigations 
into new mathematical techniques and efficient hardware were deemed the most 
appropriate solution to this otherwise unsolvable problem. 
Most of the numerical techniques used for solving the set of linear 
equations involve four subprograms: 
(1} storage of the sparse matrix m a packed form (storage of non zero 
elements only); 
(2} the ordering of the packed matrix; 
(3} the factorisation of the ordered matrix; and 
(4} the direct solution or evaluation of the unknown variables. 
These four tasks can either be programmed separately or grouped in one 
or more subroutines. For instance, the factorisation stage can be performed 
with the ordering or with the direct solution. Also parts of these subprograms 
can be combined together to form a routine. 
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The consideration of the existing Harwell routines which are based on 
the LU decomposition revealed that some aspects of this algorithm could be 
neglected in the case of solving power system linear equations. Among these 
points there is: 
(1) the stability test; 
(2) ordering the matrix at each iteration; and 
(3) moving the pivots for ordering the matrix. 
The stability test requires a compromise between the consideration of the 
cheapest pivotal rows and columns (in terms of generated fill-ins) and the pivot 
values which should not be less than a given fraction of the largest element in 
the pivotal column or row. In this case as well as depending on the number of 
non zero elements, the ordering process depends also on the values of these non 
zero terms which may be updated at each iteration. Therefore, this scheme, 
combined with the factorisation process, is often performed at each iteration. It 
is well known that the ordering process is the most expensive phase in solving 
large sparse matrices. Since power systems do not require such tests in most 
cases, the necessity of finding a more economical way of ordering the sparse 
matrix became apparent. 
In this project an alternative sparsity technique has been developed to 
replace the existing algorithm so that more speed can be achieved and larger 
networks can be efficiently simulated in real-time at a reasonable accuracy. The 
algorithm is based on the Zollenkopf bifactorisation technique. This method 
requires the following conditions: 
(1) the sparse matrix should have a symmetrical structure; 
(2) the diagonal elements should be large enough to avoid numerical insta-
bility; and 
(3) the inverse of the matrix should exist. 
The first condition can be satisfied by storing some zero elements. The 
second condition is usually satisfied because the diagonal elements of the coef-
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ficient matrices related to power system dynamic simulation are often relatively 
large. However, a low limit is implemented to avoid instability problems. In 
this case, if the diagonal elements violate this limit, they are forced to take the 
limit value. Also double precision calculation can help to reduce the occurrence 
of this problem. To satisfy the third condition care should be taken to avoid 
the cases where a diagonal element can be null. This problem is also unlikely 
to happen when simulating power systems. 
The characteristics of the Zollenkopf algorithm are: 
(1) A semi-optimal ordering scheme is used which does not involve any 
stability test, thus becoming independent of the values of the non zero 
elements and depending on the number of non zero terms in each column 
only. Selecting the column with the least number of non zero elements 
is the only criteria adopted in performing the ordering to minimise 
the number of fill-ins. Since the ordering becomes dependent on the 
structure of the sparse matrix only, and this changes only when a 
topology . variation occurs, it can be performed once for each matrix 
structure. This characteristic of the Zollenkopf algorithm saves a very 
large amount of CPU time. 
(2) The factorisation is split into a dynamic process which involves the 
numerical calculation of the reduced and factor matrices, and a static 
process which involves element indexing. Since the static process is 
dependent on the structure of the matrix only it is integrated with the 
ordering scheme and performed once for each network structure. 
(3) Storing the diagonal non zero elements separately from the off diagonal 
elements reduces to a certain extent the indexing involved. The diagonal 
elements do not need any indexing since they are stored in their natural 
order. Also indexing the off-diagonal non zero elements once for each 
matrix structure reduces the required CPU time. 
( 4) The nature of the power system coefficient matrices suggests the use of 
the 2 * 2 sub-matrix algorithm to reduce the integer calculation overhead. 
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These characteristics together with the nature of the power system dy-
namic simulation models seemed to provide the answer to the shortcomings of 
the Harwell library routines in this application area. 
The efficient bz"factorisatz"on sparsity technique was investigated and im-
plemented in three types of simulators using three test networks: a parallel 
simulator running on an Array Processor FPS 5205 hosted by a Perkin Elmer 
PE 3230 minicomputer, a centralised simulator running on the host computer, 
and a decomposed simulator running also on the host computer PE 3230 (sin-
gle machine). The purpose behind using this range of hardware possibilities 
was to discover the fastest alternative to be used as a dedicated machine for 
the simulator and highlight the performance of the algorithm which has been 
developed. 
It is well known that Array Processors are very powerful in handling 
floating-point operations, especially if these are presented in vector form. Also 
the architecture of these machines exploit parallelism at most levels. It includes 
three arithmetical units: a floating-point multiplication and addition, and an 
integer unit which operate in parallel. Each of these units includes 10 registers 
which ensure a quick data input to the arithmetical unit and a fast storage or 
use of the arithmetical unit outputs. Each of the addition and multiplication 
floating-point calculation is also performed in parallel by exploiting the pipeline 
architecture of the Array Processor. These characteristics are very attractive 
for solving problems which involve a lot of floating-point operations. On the 
other hand, in order to exploit the features of this machine, a small amount 
of integer calculation is required. 
As well as requiring a large number of floating-point operations, the 
btfactorisation technique used to solve the set of linear equations involves much 
integer indexing. Also this approach, like all sparsity-oriented methods, involves 
scalar processing instead of vectors. This shortcoming is alleviated to a small 
extent by employing the 2 * 2 sub-matrix strategy. This also helped greatly 
in reducing the undesirable integer calculation by at most 75 % if all 2 * 2 
sub-matrices are full. 
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Compared to its counterpart which used the Harwell library routines, a 
great improvement in the speed of the simulator has been achieved by imple-
menting the modified Zollenkopf algorithm in the parallel simulator, especially 
if the simulated networks are large. Although this achievement is significant, 
the Array Processor is far from operating at its full potential. This is because 
the problem fails to conform with the ideal requirements of the Array Processor 
which has a maximum power of 12 Mgflops when operating on long vectors 
and matrices. 
The Zollenkopf algorithm has also been implemented in the decomposed 
simulator. Ideally, when compared to a single processor package, the distributed 
simulator should result in a speed-up factor equal to the number of processors 
used (number of areas). However, since the decomposition often results in extra 
calculation to coordinate and synchronise the different processors, this ideal 
performance is not possible unless other speed-up factors are included. The 
decomposed simulator can be considered as successful if its overall timing is 
not dominated by the overheads. Compared to the single processor simulator a 
large speed-up was obtained for large systems which involve a small number of 
tie lines when splitting networks into areas. The speed-up has been obtained 
by combining many factors, among which there are, the application of the 
modified Zollenkopf method, improved convergence, the decomposition itself and 
the selection of the tie lines and their number. Therefore, evaluating the 
contribution of each of these factors towards the improvement of the execution 
time is not straightforward. The simulation of small decomposed systems 
is not as efficient as the simulation of large distributed systems. In fact the 
decomposition of the 30 node network into 3 areas resulted in a slower simulation 
than the centralised algorithm. This is mainly due to the importance of the 
overheads which can dominate the execution time for the small areas. This 
clearly shows that, unlike some of the numerical methods, the bifactorisation 
technique is efficient for all large sparse matrices independently of the type of 
simulation. 
The results obtained from implementing the decomposed simulator on 
a rather slow minicomputer favour more research in this field using better 
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hardware. Instead of using a single processor the decomposed simulator, can 
be extended to an implementation using real parallelism, i.e. use more than 
one machine. 
The centralised version was developed in order to assess the efficiency 
of the b8jactor£sation technique when compared with the Harwell library and 
isolate this performance effect from the simulator and machines used. By 
comparing each of the present three types of simulators execution time with 
their corresponding previous versions, it is clear that the newly developed 
centralised simulator performs best. This shows that the contribution of the 
new algorithm is greater than the contribution of the hardware. 
The fastest of the three simulators is the one implemented on the Array 
Processor. This can be attributed to the parallel architecture of this machine 
and to a lesser extent to the length of its words (38 bits) which are longer 
than the Perkin Elmer minicomputer words (32 bits). 
The objective of this study is to improve the speed of the simulator 
so that larger networks can be simulated in real-time or faster than real-time. 
Realising faster than real time power system simulation would allow for the 
prediction of the effect of a disturbance so that preventive and security measures 
can be taken in time to avoid the propagation of the disturbance and reduce 
the damage of such problems. 
Achieving the goal of predicting the possible devastating effects of a major 
disturbance does not only depend on the speed of the simulator. Realistic results 
are as vital as the CPU time. Fast, stable, and quite accurate methods are 
required for this purpose. Therefore, the implicit trapezoidal rule was used to 
algebraise the differential equations, and the Newton-Raphson algorithm was used 
as an iterative process. These two approaches were chosen for their numerical 
stability and fast convergence respectively. Tests have been carried out to prove 
the validity and the accuracy of the results obtained by using different time 
steps and Newton-Raphson tolerances. These tests showed that, for the time 
range of interest, the use of a 1 second time step and tolerances of 0.001 
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(p.u.) and 0.005 (p.u.) was adequate. Although, in certain critical periods of 
the simulation (very severe disturbanees), the Newton-Raphson algorithm may 
necessitate the use of smaller time steps, usually a quarter of a second. 
The numerical stability of the system is also related to certain program-
mmg aspects and the correctness of the models. For instance the refinement 
of the load sub~Jacobian resulted in a better convergence, and therefore, a 
speed-up of the simulator. Besides the improvement of the speed the system 
was more stable. In this way a more realistic assessment of the behaviour of 
the system became possible, and the simulator became more reliable. 
Although the stability test of the pivots has not been included in the new 
bzfactorisation algorithm, the results obtained (as far as accuracy is concerned) 
were similar to those of the standard version. Under certain severe conditions 
the present simulator behaved even better as a result of introducing some of 
the neglected components and refining some of the models. 
9.1 JPROJPOSAJLS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The Array Processor pipeline and parallel architecture is efficiently ex-
ploited when vectors are used. Unfortunately, in our case the majority of the 
computational effort is spent in solving the sparse matrices whose non zero 
elements are processed as scalars. The use of the 2 * 2 algorithm has alleviated 
this problem to a certain extent. This algorithm presents the computer with 
regular patterns which are required by its architecture, however retrieving and 
processing four elements at each attempt is far from being the ideal solution. 
Therefore, a flexible algorithm which can generalise the 2*2 sub-matrix algorithm 
and identify the optimum sub-matrix size which achieves the best timing, could 
be developed. The multiplication and inverse calculation of these sub-matrices 
can be undertaken by the fast Array Processor maths library. However, this 
may involve large overheads which may end up increasing the actual execution 
time. 
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Another possible alternative is to implement the centralised algorithm on 
machines which are more powerful at handling the scalar and integer calculations. 
The decomposed simulator requires further investigation to support all the 
OCEPS programs and to run under on-line control. Better performance could 
be achieved by transferring this algorithm to a new multiprocessor computer 
(e.g. the VAX 6440). 
Compromising between the accuracy and the execution time was necessary 
to achieve real-time simulations for large systems. The models adopted are 
simplified to take account of mid- and long-term oscillations only. Therefore, 
if more accurate results are required, further investigations on these models 
1s possible. This is allowed by the flexibility and ease of maintenance of the 
simulator. 
Another prom1smg area is the simulation of the transient stability. Most 
of the necessary models are well treated and available in the literature. The 
consideration of the transient stability would certainly result in a more compre-
hensive simulator which will be able to simulate accurately the behaviour of the 
power system during transient periods as well as long-term periods. The present 
simulator already uses a stable numerical method (the implicit trapezoidal rule) 
which can support a wide range of time steps. multi-step schemes could be 
used to solve the models involving small time constants more often than the 
slow models. This strategy may reduce the execution time. 
Another aspect of research could be oriented towards developing a black 
start capability. This may be achieved by starting up one of the stations 
which can provide the necessary energy for the auxiliary equipment of a larger 
generating unit. In this way the energy supply to the rest of the system can 
be built up gradually until the whole system is re-energised. The success of 
this scheme necessitates stability studies and actual practice in generator black 
start, line charging voltage control, and so on 108 
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This project has concentrated on numerical algorithms for enhancing 
the performance of the simulator. Enormous speed-up of the simulator has 
' 
been: achieved especially where the sparsity is the greatest. For instance, in 
the simulation of the 118 network on the parallel simulator a speed-up factor 
of about 15 times has been achieved for the overall timing, and the Array 
Processor calculation was about 20 times faster than the ·performance of the 
Array Processor version of the previous algorithm. 
The present project has not only improved the speed of the simulator, 
but has also provided a great improvement in the stability of the solution. 
The development of the models by including fast components and the ability 
to starting the simulator from a blackout remain to be continued. 
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APPENDJIX A 
A.Jl DYNAMJIC §UB-JACOBJIAN 
The algebraisation of the dynamic models related to the synchronous generator and its 
. 
local controllers ~ included in this section. The Jacobian elements of this subset are derived 
from these functions with respect to the dynamic state variables. 
A.Jl.Jl. Swing equation 
Replacing Pm. and Pg by their expressions from equation (4.33) and 
(4.15 (a)) respectively into equation (4.17) gives 
Where K = ( 7r*Jo ) 
Applying the trapezoidal rule to this equation will result in 
Ktl.t Rg 2 2 
Wt ~(t-~t) + __ 2 _ {IZgl2 (Vri__ + Vi_!l~!.i )_- D(w---: Wa)~t PhpFhf! tAf!~p_±_Pzp.fjp_ 
- IEgl [Vr.,;(Xd sin(6) + Rg cos( b))+ Vim.i(R0 sin(6) - Xd cos(6))]}t IZul 
Ktl.t R0 2 2 + --{--2 (Vri + Vim.i ) - D(w - Wa) + PhpFhp + P;, 11 F;,11 + Pz11 Fzv 2 IZgl 
- IEgl [Vr.,;(Xd sin(6) + Rg cos( b))+ Vim.i(R0 sin(6) - Xd cos(6))]}(t-~t) IZul 
(A.2) 
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This algebraised equation has the same form as equation (4.91) with the function h at time 
steps i and ( t - .6.i) given by 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
For simplicity and to conform with equation (4.104) notation, the function of equation 
(A.3) is renamed h1. This can be rewritten as follows 
(A.6) 
The derivatives of this function with respect to the related dynamic state variables are given 
below 
d(h!) 
do 
d(hl) 
diEol 
___ d(h!) -= (l--i= DK ~t_)-_ 
dw 2 
= Kilt 1Eg1 [Vri(Xd cos(8)-R0 sin(8))+Vimi(R0 cos(8)+Xd sin(8))] (A.8) 2 IZol 
d(hl) __ K b..t F: 
dPiv - 2 ~v 
d(hl) = _ K b..t Ftv 
dPt11 2 
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(A.ll) 
(A.12) 
AoJl.o~ Rotor angle IE!quaHon 
Algebraising equation (4.20} will result in 
~t 
h(w, h)t = Ot - 2Wt 
flt 
h(w, o) (t-.6.t) = O(t-.l:.t) + 2W(t-.6.t) 
C = -W0 flt 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
H we rename the function h(w, h}t as h2 and obtain its derivative with respect to W 
and 0 we obtain the following two Jacobian elements 
flt 
=--
2 
A.Jl..3 The AVR equations 
( Lg. 2,t.\) 
Replacing IVIg by its components in equation ~ gives 
dlEgl _ Ka[Vref - (Vri 2 + Vimi2 ) 112] - IEgl 
dt T~0 
The algebraisation of this equation is as follows 
!::J..t 2 2 1/2 lEgit =IEYI(t-.t.t) + 2T' {Ka[Vref - (Vri + Vimi ) lt- (IEgl)t do 
+ Ka[Vref- (Vri 2 + Vim1?) 112}(t-.6.t)- (1Egl}(t-.6.t)} 
This equation can be rewritten as follows 
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(A.17) 
(A.18) 
(A.l9) 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
The general function h at time steps t and (t - .6.t) of this equation is 
(A.22) 
h(IE I v: . V:· ·) - IE I (1 - .AL) - (!£.M) (V: .2 V.:· .2)1/2 0 ' f"t) tf7U (t-.llt) - 0 (t-At) 2Tdo 2TJ0 n + tmt (t-At) 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
For simplicity and to conform with the order in which the Jacobian matrix is built the 
function h of equation (A.22) is renamed h3. The only dynamic Jacobian element related to 
this function is 
(A.24) 
A.:n..4 Governor model 
Replacing .6./ by (w-2':9 et) into equation (4.30), and replacing the equation obtained 
into (4.31) the following differential equation can be obtained 
dpg'll 
-
P _ (w-Wget) p set 21l'R - g'll 
dt - Tc (A.25) 
At { (w- Wset) } 
pOtJt =PgtJ(t-At) + 2Tc · Paet - 21rR - Pgv t 
At { (w- Wset) } 
+ 2Tc Pset - 27r R - Pov (t-At) 
(A.26) 
This equation can be rewritten as follows 
(A.27) 
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The function h at time steps i and (t - .llt) and the constant C can be deduced 
from (A.27). 
b..t Llt 
h(w, Pgv)t = Pgvt(l + 2T) + 41fTcRwt (A.28) 
b..t b..t 
h(w, Pgv){t-~t) = P0v(t-~t)(l- 21::)- :bTcRW(t-~t) (A.29) 
Llt fit 
C = Tc Poet + 21fTcR Woet (A.30) 
H h(w, Pgv)t is renamed as h4, the Jacobian elements related to the governor will be 
expressed as follows 
(A.31) 
(A.32) 
A.JL.5 Turbine models 
The Jacobian elements related to the low pressure cylinder are given in chapter 4 
(equations 4.96-4.97). The algebraisation of this model is given by equation (4.88-4..93). 
A.JL.S.l Turbine high pressure cylinder model 
Replacing f:l..P from equation (4.35) into equation (4.34) gives 
dPhp P0 v + K1f:l..(DP)- Phv 
---= 
dt Tch 
(A.33) 
The algebraisation of this equation gives 
(A.34) 
This equation can be rewritten as follows 
(A.35) 
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The algebraic form of this equation is as follows 
(A.36) 
(A.37) 
c =0 (A.38) 
Renaming the function h of equation (A.36) to hs and differentiating it with respect 
to the related state variables gives the following three Jacobian elements 
d(hs) ~t (A.39) ---
dPgv 2Tch 
d(h5 ) = (l + ~t ) 
dPhv 2Tch 
(A.40) 
d(hs) Kt~t (A.4l) ---d~(DP) 2Tch 
A . .1.5.2 Turbine intermediate pressure cylinder model 
Algebraising equation (4.36) gives 
(A.42) 
This equation can be rewritten as follows 
(A.43) 
The general function h at time steps t and ( t - ~t) of this equation is 
(A.44) 
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l.lt l.lt 
h(Php, Pip)(t-Llt) = piP(t-Llt) (1- 2'T' ) + -2'T'~PhP(t-Llt) 
- Arh Arh 
c =0 
(A.45) 
(A.46) 
Renaming the function h of equation (A.44) to hs and taking its derivative with 
respect to the related state variables gives the following two Jacobian elements 
d(h6) - __ IJ._t 
dPhp 
A.]..6 Boiler storage model 
(A.47) 
(A.48) 
Replacing equation (4.44) and A/ into equation (4.43) and assuming that A(SP) is 
constant over a time step, equation (4.43) becomes 
d(A(DP)) 
dt 
A(SP) - Php + Pset- K3 (w-;:B·d 
cb 
Algebraising this equation gives 
. At (w - W 8 et) A(DP)t =A(DP)(t-Llt) + -C {A(SP) - Phv + Pset - K3 }t 2 b 2~ 
Llt { ( ) (w - Wset)} + 2Gb A SP - Php + Pset - K3 2~ (t-ilt) 
This equation can be rewritten as follows 
The general function h at time steps t and ( t - At) of this equation is 
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(A.49) 
(A.50) 
(A.51) 
(A.52) 
(A.53) 
(A.54) 
Renaming the function h of equation (A.52) to hs and taking the derivative with 
respect to the related state variables gives the following three Jacobian elements 
d(h8 ) K36.t 
- --dw 411"Cb 
(A.55) 
d(hs) 6.t 
---
dPhv 2Gb 
(A.56) 
d(hs) 
=1 d6.(DP) (A.57) 
A.2 liN'I'E:RFACE SUB-JACOBliAN 
A.2.1 futerface generator /network 
This represents the dependence of the non-linear swing equation and AVR model on 
the bus voltage. The dynamic/algebraic interface sub-Jacobian is represented by the derivatives 
of these dynamic functions with respect to network state variables (bus voltage). 
A.2.1.1 Swing equation 
- ------
The-interface -elerrcents rela.tea-to-the synclironous-generator-are given by the derivative 
of equation (A.6) with respect to the real and imaginary components of the terminal voltage. 
(a) 
d(ht) = K26.t llZEaal1 (Ra sin(cS) - Xd cos(cS)) -Kilt lZRaal 2 Vim,; (b) d(~mi) 
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(A.58) 
A.2l.l1..2 The AVR e<C)luations 
The interface elements related to the AVR are obtained from differentiating equation 
(A.22) with respect to the voltage components are given by 
(a) 
(A. 59) 
A.2.2 ](nterface network/ generator 
The Jacobian elements related to the static/dynamic interface are represented by the 
derivatives of the network models with respect to the dynamic state variables (w and 8). These 
elements are derived from equation (4.51) and given bel~w 
[
$r 
dl· ~ L- [ -G -B] [cos(8)] B -G . x sin(8) . rJ$ gl (A.60) 
[ %- l dl - [ -: =~LX 
=tr- gi 
[
- sin(8) l 
cos( 8) gi (A.61) 
A.3 §TAT](C SUB-JACOBIAN 
To illustrate the layout of the Jacobian matrix suppose that a generator g, a load 
ld, a compensator c are linked to node i which is linked to node j through a line In and a 
transformer t. The voltages of all these elements are equal since they are located at node i. 
Following Kirchhoff's first law the diagonal elements of this sub-Jacobian are given by 
dlri 
dVri 
dlrlni dlrti dlrgi dlrldi dlrci 
--+ . + + +--
dVirni d\lirni d'Vimi d'Virni d'Vimi 
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(A.62) 
(A.63) 
-dl. 1 • dl· t · dl.-mo·· dlimldi dhmci un m + ~m ~ + • • + + __ _ 
dVri dVri dVri dVri dVI"i 
(A.64) 
(A.65) 
(A.66) 
dlrlnj dlrtj 
- --~ + ----"-
dVim.j dVimi (A.67) 
(A.68) 
(A.69) 
and the off-diagonal elements are 
--------
-----
·---·----- -· 
dlrti dlri dlrlni 
--
- +--dVrj dVr;j dVr:i (A.70) 
dlri dlrlni 
+ 
dlrti 
d'Vim.i dVim.i d'Vim.i 
(A.71) 
dlim.lni dlimti 
---+---
dVri dVri 
(A.72) 
dlimlni dlim.ti 
---+---
dVim.i dVim:i 
(A.73) 
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All these derivatives are given in section (4.5.3) in equa~ions (4.98-4.103). 
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,, ' 
,:-' f ~ . 
: i_ ... 
(A.74) 
(A.75) 
(A.76) 
(A.77) 
